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EARLY LIGHTING

Prof. Rollins’ Interesting
Once each year Rockland mer popularity of Dollar Days, appealing
Talk Before Lions — Dis
chants unite ln a great bargain sale to the practical side of all concerned
tinguished Visitors

drive under- the name of Dollar —wanted, standard merchandise to
Days. In its original sense these the customer at unmatched low prices
great sales were for clearance Pur‘' and to the merchants, cash ln the
newspaper history
i Poses' the selling of summer goods till and the moving of merchandise.
The Rockland oaaette was established a^ cos^ or
av°id carrying over, I that otherwise might not move with
!ShT.ndInco1^.d?trt0withru.“o'a’»tu
Wlth the passlng of time the pub‘ an incidental increase of store pa
in 1882 The Free Preer was established lie and merchants have gained a trons
the'Tribune'11 ^.le'p’aX* £n£M mUch broader knowledge of the value
Rockland merchants have this year
March t7. 1897.
_________________ of suoh days. The presentation of made attractive prices as never be
~
■
new goods at sharply reduced prices. fore. Come to Rockland. See the
" the great advertising value of having lighted shop windows tonight and
»
It ls of no consequence of what ♦, Dollar Days patrons throng the
do your Dollar Days and all year
— parents a man ls horn, so he be a
*1 stores, the psychology of getting ex- round ijuying Friday and Saturday.
— man of merit—Horace.
« cellent merchandise at low cost—All
• these features have furthered the
WORSHIPPERS IN COSTUME

Subscriptions 13 00 per year payable lb
advance: single copies three cent*,
tion and veA ui^njbu'1 UP°“

OaklandPark
J)ancing !

TONIGHT

Music by WINDSOR CLUB ORUH.

SATURDAY NIGHT

MISS AMERICA 1937 CONTEST
Winner goes lo Old Orchard for State of Maine Finals
Tuesday, August 24
DANCING 9.00 TO 1.00
99-lt

The reverend Charles W. Gilkey,
D. D.. of Chicago and West Boothbap Harbor is to be guest speaker at
the old Aina Meeting House next Sun
day at 4 p. m„ daylight time There
will be a brief description of the an
cient service with worshippers in
costume of that day entering one of
the pews set apart for the occasion.

------ -==!

SIXTEEN PAGES 1=

ROCKLAND’S FLOWER SHOW

Volume 92.................. Number 99.

TO RETIRE FROM BUSINESS

Story of a Wonderful Exhibit Tersely Told— R.V. Stevenson, Well Known Main Street Figure,
Quits For Recuperation Purposes
Names of the Prize Winners

The Rockland Lions Club had two
distinguished
guests
yesterday—
Hon. Nelson P. Brown, associate Jus
Main street is shortly to lose one The man can now laugh at the exAugust's delicate flow across the garden floor caused all
of
Its best known merchants, Robert' periences which befell the green lad
tice of the Massachuetts Superior
ers, potted and in color eyes to turn to see dainty, doll-like
.
,
,
.
. I from the Emerald Isle, but there were
Court, who was the personal guest of
Caroline Senter, dressed in a pale V. Stevenson, who Is planning to
ful receptacles, stood at
days when it seemed no laughing
his intimate friend. Dr. A. H Chase ot
pink frock, carrying a huge flower close his tea store at the corner of matter—£jays when there may have
the
entrance
of
Commu

Boston; and Rev. Cornelius Green
key for Mrs. Barrows.
Main street and Tillson avenue, and entered Into hls mind some slight
nity Building. Tuesday
way of Brooklyn. N. Y„ who the
It was at this time that the hun
members were delighted to learn, is an<* Wednesday welcoming the many dreds of eager persons went from the seek p long period of recuperation, aoubt as to his wisdom in leaving the
to be the guest speaker at next Wed- hundreds of enthusiastic garden lov galleries to the garden. Soft excla Perhaps some day he will re-enter the ' old home.
.. , , ,
But he soon found employment
ers to Rockland's outstanding sum mations could be heard at every dis citys
business zone, In a different
_
nesday's meeting.
_ _______________________________j with the Great China & Pacific Tea
mer
flower
show.
Asked to speak Judge Brown told
play, for who could say which exhibit
j Co., working diligently as a boy, and
Within there was a veritable gar- was the loveliest. The hostesses
an amusing story of a farm lad who
at the age of 18 being assigned to
was "struck, and nothing to deliver.” den. spread out to the evergreens Mrs. Walter Butler and Mrs. Jonathan
| the management of the Scott Tea
He was presented by Dr. Chase as a at the lour walls. Fine green boughs Oardner at Ye Herb shanty. „ cor.
, Co.'s plant in Lynn, Mass. He also
laced the railings which led the eye ner cupboard for all kinds of herbs,
“'darn good feller."
served as sales manager In Salem,
A most cordial reception was ex to the stage—the entrance picture. fashioned from weather-worn, mossMass.
tended to William T. Smith of Thom
covered shingles were kept busy tell
Comes now an interim, necessita
aston whose year’s absence from the
ing the uses of their collection. The
ted by ill health.
When he was
meetings was necessitated by a pro
garden center assisted those who
strong enough to do so he resumed
scribed diet.
wated to know how to cultivate any
hls duties with the tea corporation
Senter's Scouts had their day in
variety of flower.
ln several Massachusetts centers, un
court, represented by 18 members,
The local Camera Club told in its
til 35 years ago he made hls last move
while Ingraham's Indians fell behind
expressive pictures what exquisite
end became a permanent resident of
by two points.
gardens it can take.
Rockland.
Dr. Edwin B. Rollins of West
'Tea for two" at a lovely painted
He served as manager of Scott Tea
Somerville, Mass., the guest speaker
wheelbarrow, set on a drop-ieaf on
Co. until 1925 when he engaged In
yesterday, had with him some im
one side with flowers In a window box
the same business on his own account.
posing paraphernalia relating to
on the other side, attracted wide at
At the conclusion of the sale which he
lighting, but he very promptly dis
tention. But real refreshments were
ls about to engineer, he will turn the
claimed The Courier-Gazette's an
served at the finely appointed center
key ln the lock for the final time.
nouncement that he was to discuss
table. This exhibit was by Mrs. Car
Mr. Stevenson's career in Rock
lighting devices “since the world be
rie Williams Fowler.
land has been an active one, includ
gan."
Below are the classes with the
ing five years’ service in the City
Dr. Rollins was presented by Rev.
winners in each, a silver cup given to About to retire from local business I Government, three as Common CounCornelius Greenway who formed an
the first named:
circles. The “Street” will miss Bob. oilman and two as alderman—from
intimate acquaintance with him at
■ • • •
Ward 2.
Tufts College, and who declared that ’
Classes
He is a past officer of all the York
role,
but
just
now
the
idea
is
to
bring
he was in every respect a big brother
Window Boxes—Mrs. Aldrich. 1st; shattered health back to normalcy.
Rite (Masonic) bodies and a member
to the under-graduate.
Ethel McDonald. 2d; Miss Flo DeGlancing back over a busy life, de of the Past Officers’ Association,
Dr. Rollins said that he was only Mrs. Catherine Hanley, who, u gen Vlnney. 3d.
voted
excluively to the tea business, which was Inaugurated by the late A.
an amateur in the matter of lighting eral chairman of Rockland's Flower
Flower carts—Mrs. Pauline Good "Bob” Stevenson recalls another day H. Newbert and is now a country
devices, but it was hls hobby and he
Show, has done a splendid piece of
man, 1st; Miss Dorothy Crockett, 2d; when he. and a brother now deceased, wide institution. He is also a mem
read everything he could on the sub
work
Major George Blaney, 3d.
came out of the North of Ireland, ber of Knox Lodge. I.O.OF. Socially
ject. He was not a collector, but he
crossed the boundless Atlantic, and Mr. Stevenson has also been active,
Wayside
Stands
—
Hope
Farm
Bu

liked the problems.
• Here E. Stewart Orbeton helped the
landing from an emigrant ship, gazed and his friends here in hii adopted
He defined lighting devices under Mount Bettox Nature Club arrange a reau, 1st; Camden Farm Bureau. 2d;
with awe upon hls adopted country. city are numbered by the Legion.
Rockland
Farm
Bureau.
3d.
three heads: (1) Torch, a device wood scene, using the finest details.
Border Planting—Waldoboro Com
; consumed in the using; <2, Lamp, a It was a cool retreat. Mrs. Hervey Al
container for fuel which gives the len and Mrs. Jerome Burrows, assist munity Club, 1st; Boothbay Region
i light; (3) Lantern, a shielded light ed by Edward Johnson of Augusta Garden Club, 2d; Camden Garden
ing device. Candle follows the torch were hostesses in the garden center. Club. 3d.
, definition.
On the garden steps Mayor Leforest
Pools—Mrs. Harry
Levensaler,
Primitive man became acquainted Thurston presented Mrs. Lewis O.
with flre by accident.
Barrows, wife of the Governor, who
Dr. Rollins set afire several of officially opened the show by cutting
Flower Pictures—Miss Ada Perry,
the flower ribbon. A soft patter 1st; Mrs Carl Duff, 2d; Rev. E. O.
(Continued on Page Three >
Kenyon. 3d.
Garden Tea Tables—Mrs. Carrie Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
ley. Jesse Harriman. Ernest Thomp
Williams Fowler. 1st; Mrs. Lincoln
The Flower Show is history and son, Dick Bemis. Tommy Moulaison
McRae, 2d; Mrs. Lizette Emery. 3d.
and the capable Janitor Albert Wal
Miniature Display—Mrs. Carl Sonn- the uppermost feeling in my mind is lace as well as Highway Commis
tag. 1st; Mrs M. R. Pillsbury, 2d; everlasting appreciation of the gen sioner Gardner.
Mrs. Edna McKinley. 3d.
erous folk who helped so much to
Local firms and Individuals have
Specimen
Blooms—Dahlia—Mrs. make it a success. As 'a compara co-operated splendidly and at the
Ella Cline, 1st; Larkspur—Mrs Sarah tive stranger in this city I viewed the risk of omitting some highly deserv
Snow, 2d; Glads—Rita C. Smith, 3d. Garden Club's huge project with ing I must mention Senter Crane
Asters—Mrs. Harriet Silsby Frost.
mingled enthusiasm and dismay, yet Co., Chisholms, Granite Rock Bottling
Basket Arrangement—Mrs. Carl the past few weeks have been a reve Works, Henry Sleeper, plumber, Crie
No need to apply—just bring the rock.
Sonntag, 1st; Mrs. David Beach, 2d; lation of the splendid spirit and co Hardware Co , E. L. Spear & Co., A.
Mrs. Rudolph Gilley, 3d.
operativeness of the people of this S. Peterson, Sea View Garage, WoolMore rock and more trucks the better
Centerpieces—A Luncheon (infor community. To be sure, all has not worth’s, Glover's, A. Sc P. Store,
mal)—Mrs. H. H. Stickney, 1st; Miss been smooth sailing, but the difficul Strand Theatre, J. A. Karl Co.,
Charlotte Buffum, 2d; Miss Gladys ties have only given added strength Perry's, Lamb's Dry Cleaner, Mc
Blethen, 3d; Mrs. Sarah Snow hon and enthusiasm through their solu Donald Drug Co, Sheldon and Cor
orable mention; B Dinner (formal)— tion.
ner Drug Stores, Stonington Furni
McLOON WHARF,
ROCKLAND, ME.
Mrs. Pearl Foss. 1st; Mrs. John
Words fall me when I try to ex ture Co , Mrs. Louise Kalloch, Charles
Creighton. 2d; Mrs. Lizzette Emery. press my feeling for the loyal efforts j McDonald and Coca Cola Bottling
3d.
of Garden Club members. They Works, also Miss Mabel Pillsbury,
Artistic Arrangement—Mrs. Edna have been splendid throughout. And Miss Frances Clark and Naum Sc
McKinley, 1st; George W. J. Carr, I must not forget those highly im Adams.
2d; Miss Ada Perry, 3d.
portant "four horsemen,” Joe Lamb,
I couldn't possibly remember every
Unusual Arrangements—Mrs. Carl Don Fogg, Ken Past and Jim Weeks, body who has been nice to the Gar
Sonntag, 1st; Mrs. Doris Fogg. 2d; Mrs. Donald Fuller and Miss Kath den Club during the big Job, but I
Mrs. E. M. O'Neil, 3d.
erine Veazie have been grand as pub ask all such to consider themselves
Original display by men—A. P. Pills licity workers and my personal thanked. I personally very much ap
bury ,1st; Daniel Noonan, 2d; Albert thanks is extended to The Courier- preciate all the kind things said of
Thurston, 3d.
Gazette, The Camden Herald, the the show and of me and my fellow
Display by children—4 year olds— Press Herald and the Bangor News workers. We loved the work, the
Nancy Leach, 1st; Sandra Perry, 2d; for generous space given.
spirit It represents, the beauty lt
Arthur Elliot, 3d; Robert Annis. hon
Mayor Thurston has been most brought into existence and hope lt
orable mention; 6-8 year olds—Earl helpful and the same applies to Ar will aid In making this a nicer com
ine Perry, 1st; Jane Perry, 2d; Alice thur F. Lamb, John M. Richardson, munity in which to live.
Blaney, 3d; Marguerite Blaney hon E. Stewart Orbeton, Donald H. Han
Catherine Hanley
CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH
orable mention: 11-13 years—Ruth
SALES AND SERVICE
Emery, 1st; Eileen Beach, 2d; Louise land and Edward D. Johnson of Au rangements of artificially treated
Veazie, 3d.
gusta.
flowers—a picture of grasses, cones,
ROCKLAND, ME.
632 MAIN STREET,
Commercial Displays—J. A. Jame
After thc admirers had taken the fruits, some in baskets, some on plates
son Co., C„ O. Ad.
last look, group by group, met for some hanging from the wall, directed
The judges were Mrs. Helen And
porch chats at thc various homes and by Mrs. E. M. O'Neil.
rews and Mrs. M. M. Shaw of Portgardens, feeling well satisfied that the
Miss Charlotte Buffum found
Rockland Garden Club and efficient square open silver boxes to frame
chairmen had accomplished a flower the many sweet miniature bouquets
rtTp°
Yto the ISLANDS WAS
task equal to the rare beauties of on her tiny steps. Over the baby
Standard
Time
Leave
Daily Except Sunday
our native flowers.
flowers hung the antique oval frames
NORTH HAVEN
,VINALHAVEN
ROCKLAND
•
•
•
•
holding up small blossoms, as If
8.15 A. M.
8.30 A. M.
8.00 A. M.
protecting those below, the effort of
12.00 M.
Miss
Vivian
Oakes
entered
a
“
Rose
AND
12.15 P. M.
11.45 A. M.
3.15 P. M.
of Sharon" flower in an eld fash Mrs. E. W. Berry and Mrs. W. O.
3.30 P. M.
3.00 P. M.
SUNDAY
ioned container. Of this species the Fuller.
9.50 A M.
9.20 A. M.
9.35 A. M.
Fruits and vegetables, cousins of
Boston Post in a recent editorial
2.10
P.
M.
1.40 P. M.
1.55 P. M.
the flowers, caught a good deal of
made
mention
thus:
“
In
indolent
5.50 P. M.
5.S0 P. M.
5.35 P. M.
August the Rose of Sharon, on Its
Telephone 338
Next To Public Landing
AIRWAYS, INC.
That Ls the combination bringing shapely bush, a malvaceous plant,
(Continued on Page Eight)
99-tf
bursts forth in lavender like a lilac
new ideas of Clothing Satisfaction
of the summer's end. The royal YOUR FAVORITE POEM
to Knox County and new patrons
robes of the goldenrod, empurpurated
If I had my life to live again I would
daily to
by the nodding asters, rule the land have made a rule to read some poetry
bv many
manv a gen
eenUp
hmm>h*niiweeUsten
to 4Ome
muglc
leMt ono
scape But
bui oy
le nome^
k.
loss of
theseat tastM
„ *#
this ancient species of Hibiscus loss of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
AUGUST 24, 25, 26
Syriacus lends a touch of spring to
DAMARISCOTTA, MAINE
ROADWAYS
the fast waning summer. Flower of
Roadways are sliver filigree
Syria, older than the Pyramids, it se The wandering soul delights to see
THREE BIG DAYS
Crocheted through space like gossamer
lects
August for its greatest glory."
Formerly Levi Seavey Clothing
bands
TWO BIG NIGHTS (TUES.-WED.)
Some of the displays were in the Which link hls dreams to faraway lands.
From crested peak to far lagoon
Store
shape of stalls, to accommodate the They decorate earth In a gay festoon.
HORSE SHOW TUESDAY AFTERNOON
By motor, by foot, by uncharted main.
pretty set-ups.
HARNESS RACING EVERY DAY—1.00 P. M.
In a limousine or a clndery train.
WATTS BLOCK. THOMASTON
The
lure of the road Is ever fresh
PARI-MUTUEL
CATTLE
EXHIBITS
FREE ACTS
Entering the garden at the left, Adventure
and glamor weave its mesh.
99 A-100
patrons first viewed the unusual ar
—Margaret Lathrop Law.

MRS. HANLEY’S SENTIMENTS

O"”"“

A good hearty laugh is in store for you—and sound, profitable advice
will be Wrapped in every feiggle. Beginning TOMORROW you can en
joy a NEW COMIC—to be published here by
425 MAIN STREET
r f MAD A M PA
INC
TELEPHONE
ROCKLAND, MAINE

V.

ITIUIvAIl

tu.,

WANTED AT ONCE

1000 yds OF ROCK

9g

I11V.

Price 60 Cents Per Yard

A. C. McLOON & CO.

Going Out of Business
The entire stock of this old reliable store. Con
sisting of High Grade Teas, Coffees, Spices, Ex
tracts and Canned Goods.

25 PERCENT DISCOUNT ON

KELLY SPRINGFIELD TIRES

House Furnishings Wares, Kitchen Goods,
Enameled Ware, Crockery, China and Glassware,
Copper Goods, Aluminum Ware, Galvanized
Ware, Pottery Jardinieres and many items too
numerous to mention will be Sold At Prices That
Will Move Them in Short Order.
Fixtures consisting of Coffee Roasting Plant,
including motor and machinery, 2 h. p. motor,
blower, etc., Counter Display Tables, Cash Regis
ter, Scales, 6 ft. Show Case, Roll Top Desk, Wall
Mirrors, Tea Bins and a large Quartered Oak
Counter with glass roll top front; Fairbanks Plat
form Scales.

It will pay you to attend this Closing Out Sale,
so come early and get your choice of selections.
This Sale Will Commence At Once and Continue
Until Everything Is Sold.

STEVENSON’S
Corner Main St. and Tillson Ave.,

Rockland

E. 0. PHILBROOK & SON

i

FL

$2.50

$4.00

HIGH QUALITY

LOW PRICE

LINCOLN COUNTY FAIR

“LINDSEY’S”

General Chairman Happily Comments On Rock
land’s Successful Flower Show

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK_______

Every-Other-Day
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KNOX TWILIGHT LEAGUE

God is our refuge and strength, a
very present help in trouble.—Ps.
46:1.

St. George
ab r bh tb po a
Mackie, c ....
Davidson, lb
Wiley, ss ....
Simmons. 2b .... 3 2
Monagnan. rf .... 3 2
Hawkins, cf .... 3 1
3
Lowell If ..
0
Smith 3b
0
Matson, p

St. George Loses Spectacular Game At Waldo- «
boro and Drops a Notch
A VALUED MEDAL

Received By Hon. Justice
Coming Games
Brcwr. fouled to Mackie and Burn
Riddell By Command of Tonight—Rockland at Waldoboro; '.leimer walked. Burns made his
Camden at St. George.
fourth succesive hit, Benner singled.
His Majesty, the King

28 13 10 16‘14 6 1
Friday night—Rockport at Thom- and Gray fanned. St. George's lead
* Winning run with two men out
The Honourable William Renwick I Mton ‘
i,ad ijeen reduced to two scores. Hil- Waldoboro ................. 2 14 2 5—14
Riddell, L.HD LLD. J.U.D., D.C.L.. I Sunday afternoon—Rockland at ten brought the crowd to its feet St. Georg? .............. 6 115 0—13
V.C. senior puishe Justice of Appeal. I Rockport.
with a double, and then came Stege- i Two-base hits Gray, Hilton 3.
Ontario, who with his charming wife,
Tuesday—Thomaston at Camden.
manr.'s long hit into left field. St. Brown. Davidson. Wiley. Simmons.
has been coming to The Sam-O-Set
• • • •
George said ground rules mad? it a Three-base hits. Burns. Burnheimer.
for 30 years, received yesterday a
The League Standing
double and the umpire said it was Home runs. Burns, Hilton. Stegeregistered letter which read: "G.R.J.
Camden pulled out in front a full a home run. With it came the win- mann. Simmons. Base on balls, off
Buckingham Palace. By command ofgame Tuesday night, when Waldo-’ ning score.
Bond 4. off Gray 1. off Matson 3.
His Majesty The King the accomboro defeated St. George. Incidentally Talk about your batting!
Burns Struck out. by Bond 1. by Gray 2. by
panying medal is forwarded to The Thomaston moved into second placemade, in order, a home run. single. Hilton 4. by Matson 1. Double play.
I triple and single. Hilton made two Wiley. Simmons and Davidson. UmHonourable W. R. Riddell, to be worn I The figures:
in commemoration of The Majesties
w.
L.
PC Uoubles. a home tun and a double be- pires. Tait and Mealey. Scorer,
Coronation 12th May, 1937.”
Camden
........... 5
2
.714 sides an amazing catch in center field. Winslow.
Enclosed was an exquisite silver Thomaston ........ 4
2
.666 The score:
I
- ---------------medal, on the obverse the profile of gt. George .......... 4
3
571
Waldoboro
the King George VI and Queen 1 Rockland ............ 3
3
.500
ab r bh tb po a
Elizabeth, on the reverse their names I Waldoboro .....
3
5
.375
0 0 0 0 0 0
with a Crown and the words “G.R.J .1 Rockport ............. 1
5
.166
Calls a Meeting To Raise
.166 Fliis c
Crowned 12 May 1937.” A parti- j
» • • •
; Burns c
Fund of $25,000 For Kents
colored ribbon and a silver clasp are
Waldoboro 14, St. George 13
Hill Seminary
attached.
A five-inning game in Waldoboro Gray. if. p .
4 10
This was sent to Hon. Justice Rid- Tuesday night established some new Hilton. If, p
William L. Pullen of Boston and
0 0
dell in virtue of his office as His records so far as the Knox Twilght Crowe 11, ss
1
Newton.
Mass, has called a meeting
Majesty's Justice in his Court of League is concerned.
Stegcmann. ss
0
of
the
finance
and executive commitAppeal, Ontario.
In that brief period 27 men McLain rf
0' tees to consider ways and means of
We congratulate His Lordship on crossed the plate. Waldoboro made Bond. p. If. cf
3 raising the fund of $25,000 voted at
this signal honor: and again assure 15 hits for a total of 33 bases, while Brown 3b
, the annual meeting of the board of
him that we look upon him as one St. George made 10 hits with a total Lurnheimer. lb
I,trustees last June. The meeting will
of ourselves.
: of 16 bases, a grand total of 25 hits
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
be held in conjunction with the mid-----------------I for a total of 49 bases—all in five inn29
14
15
33
15
5
6
summer
reunion of the Kent's Hill
! ings, mind you.
The batters hit the old pill so
------- ■
1 often that it sounded like a Fourth
Shooting Victim Gives Ver- of July celebration.

UNION FARMER BOY

THE FULLER AFFAIR

sion Not Before Known To
*ame ended in a bitt«r ar8U*
the Public
ment as to whether Stegemann's hit
____
[ was a double or a single, in accordThe passing of a year since the anee with ground rules.
Umpire
shooting affair in Union, which Talt, who had been drawing considnearlv resulted in the death of erabl« criticism throughout the game
Ernest C Fuller, has brought in some ruled it a home run, and Manager
quarters a new understanding of the Simmons of the St. George team
other side of the case, not then poss- promptly filed a protest. In justice to
ible be.ause of the fact that Mr Tait it should be said that his umFuller lay for a long time between [ piring has hitherto been very satisiife and death, unable to speak in ! factory.
his own behalf, and lacking for the
St George scored six runs in the
tim? being a spokesman with authori- first inning, making free with Bond's
tv to speak for him. Under ;uch con- offerings and being aided by some
ditions the discussion naturally as- very bad errors Bond eventually
sumed a one-sided phase.
gave way to Chummy Gray, whose
Mr. Fuller in the bitter months' lame arm caused him to quit soon,
which have ensued, has gradually ■ and the game was finished by Hilton
enlightened his more intimate friends whose speed and benders had St.,
reluctant to discuss details of an George guessing. Matson stayed in |
affair which has so nearly ruined his j the box throughout the five innings,
whole life, but with the Insistent feel- St- George's long lead warranting,
ing that justice should have its turn, apparently that chance.
some way. somehow.
The score was 13 to 9 in the visitors ,
He feels that the story told by favor when Waldoboro went to bat
his la'e wife was not the story of 'n ^e last half of the fifth inning.
a woman in her right senses, ana ! ——------- '
that the story told by the victim of
an assault should have more weight
than that of the assailant.
“Much was made of the statement
that I had been attempting a re
conciliation', says Mr. Fuller. "On |
whose authority was that statement
made? It was absolutely untrue. |
I had broken irrevocably with my
wife and her presence at the farm the
day of the assault was to enable her
to gather up her persona! effects
there.”
"Much was also made of a letter
I received which my ex-wife asserted
precipitated the action. This was
wholly untrue.
My mother can assent to my stateman: that, when I left her house in
Warm, on the morning of the trag
edy. I knew the trip would have a
disastrous conclusion. The only intent
1 ehind the writing of the letter was to
warn me of certain acts of my wife
in Belfast. Great injustice was also
done m this matter.”
"The actual truth of the matter
is briefly as follows: My former
wife was mentally erratic and of a
violent disposition. Of a pleasing
exterio", she deceived people, which
effect was aided by my hiding my
domestic woes. I had warned her
physician in Belfast; also the County
Attorney of Waldo County many
months before of the danger in
which I stood. Her traits are seen
In the fact that she carried bullets'
in her handbag. The revolver with
which she came so close to ending
my life was in the farm house, but
it was not loaded, nor were there any
cartridges for it in the house.”
The new light shed upon the story
convinces Mr. Fuller that the nar
rative of the near tragedy has been
not only unfair to him. but to “the
other person who was dragged in.”
The Courier-Gazette's own reaction
to the whole affair is one cf regret
if it has been instrumental in in
justice to anybody, and certainly
to Mr. Fuller. Its regrets also that
the above statements had not sooner
been presented—to the ends of
justice.

alumni. Aug. 21. on the Kent's Hill
campus.
Mr. Pullen graduated from Maine
Wesleyan Seminary and College with
the class of 1837. He attended Harv
ard College and Boston University

pkg 25/

Swans Down Cake Flour

member of the Board of Trustees of
the school and served two years on
the Finance Committee. At the an
nual meeting of the Board last June,
he was elected to the presidency of
the Board of Trustees.

You, our customers, selected the fine foods to be fea
tured for this saving event. When we asked our De
partment Managers to put on a sale in appreciation of
your splendid patronage, they took the fast moving
items ... foods for which you have shown a decided
preference ... and featured them. Here they are . . .
at prices that mean BIG SAVINGS for you!

qt jar 25/

Salad Dressing

ONE CAN SOUTHERN STYLE COCOANUT FREE

cake 16/
Bakers Chocolate
2 tins 45/
Crabmeat
My-T-Fine Desserts
4 pkgs 25/
2*lb jar 29/
Peanut Butter
40-ft roll 5/
Diamond Wax Paper
Corned Beef
2 12-oz tins 35/
lb 29/
Maxwell House Coffee
Bakers Cocoa
2 Mb tins 25^
Kelloggs Corn Flakes 3 pkgs 19/

LB 1 4Z

MEAT MANAGERS’ SPECIAL!

Lamb Fores
Native Potatoes

pk 19/

DAIRY MANAGERS' SPECIAL!

lb 36/
doz 39/

SWIFTS BROOKFIELD BUTTER
LARGE FRESH BROOKFIELD EGGS
SUGAR

bulk

10 lbs 49/

ARMOUR'S STAR—IN HANDY TIN PAIL

SPRY

3-lb tin 58/

PURE LARD

mARVCLS

SALADA TEA

Smoked Shoulders

’/.-ft pkg 39/

Marvels smokers agree that quality

GOLD MEDAL FLOUR

isn’t a matter of what they pay—but
what they say! That’s why
they say: “Marvels.”

2454 LB.
SACK

NEW BETTY CROCKER RECIPES IN EVERY SACK

Stephanu Bror.PhtU.. Pa

SERVE GOLD MEDAL

99c
FOR DELICIOUS PEACH
SHORTCAKE

WHEAIIES
3 pkgs 29c
PKGS.

"Breakfast of Champions”

Recipe On Every Package

“LOOK FOR VALUABLE SILVERWARE COUPON IN ALL GOLD MEDAL PRODUCTS!

BIG VALUES IN SMALL TYPE

$1.00 DAYS SPECIALS

lb 24/

Our Grocery Department Managers report that they have had many ealls for a sale of Gold
Medal Kitchen Tested Flour. To meet that popular demand we offer you this outstanding
sale on this world famous product. The wheat maiLat is very strong; buy all you need now!

The CIGARETTE of Quality

OUR

4-lb pail 69/

V

SHORT SHANK—WELL TRIMMED

RED LABEL—BUY SEVERAL PACKAGES

Do Not Overlook

10 rakes
3 cans
2 pkgs
hot
2 lb tin
3 for
8 oz hot
3 lbs
2 lb pkg
3 cans
7 m hot
carton
can
can

ARROW BORAX SOAP.
BABBITTS CLEANSER,
KNOX GELATINE.
ROOT BEER EXTRACT,
COCOA.
CRACKER JACKS,
FLY TOX,
DATES,
PRUNES,
PRUNE JUICE,
PIG'S FEET,
DIAMOND MATCHES,
EAGLE MILK,
ROSE MILK,

25c
10c
37c
19c
15c
10c
17c
25c
17c
25c
13c
25c
21c
15c

SALT,
seven 154 lb pkgs 25c
SNIDER VEGETABLE SOUP,
6 cans 25c
HEINZ BEANS, with Pork.
18 oz tin 14c
HEINZ BEANS with pork, three 11 oz tins 25c
DEL MONTE ASPARAGUS,
Un 23c
COCO-MALT,
23?
WINDOW WASH,
can 15c
KETCHUP,
No. 2 hot 10c
HEINZ MUSHROOM SOUP,
2 tins 23c
HEINZ BEEF BROTH,
2 tins 23c
HEINZ CHICKEN GUMBO,
2 tins 23c
KID GLOVE CORN.
tin 10c
KID GLOVE STRING BEANS,
tin 10c
ROCKWOOD CHOC. SYRUP.
2 Uns 19c
MIRACLE MAID BAK. POWDER 2 Uns 19c

Silver Special Brooms

EACH

ONE CHILDREN'S BROOM FREE

49/

1 can IZUMI CRABMEAT
8-oz jar SALAD DRESSING

BANANA
GINGER
CHOCOLATE

BOTH
for

33/

MANAGER’S
BAKERY SPECIAL!

30/

Full Pint

CONFECTIONER’S OR BROWN

Sugar 2 11b pkgs 13/

PECAN CREAM
CAKES

ea 23/

,
2dozd!9/
aa

PERRY'S SUPREME

D’NUTS

C.AMPBELL’S

Tomato Soup

3 tins 20/

SWEET PEAS

EXTRA SIFTED

Double Safety Jars
Quarts
doz 79/
Pints
doz 69/

Dry Mustard !/zlb tin 23/
Certo
bot 25/
Mustard Seed pkg 9/
Celery Seed
pkg 9/
Whole Cinnamon pkg 9/
Pickling Spice pkg 9/
PURE

Cider Vinegar

gal 25/

PICNIC SUGGESTIONS!

WOODEN SPOON FREE WITH EVERY PACKAGE KELLOGG'S ALL BRAN
BAKING PAN FREE WITH EVERY PACKAGE OF HETTY HARPER BROWNIE MIX

MANAGER’S
ICE CREAM SPECIAL!

PRESERVING NEEDS!

each 25c

BROOMS,

SPECIAL SALE—GOOD QUALITY

ALL KINDS
A REAL
VALUE

GINGER AIT.,

4 hots 25c

No Charge For Bottles

SANDWICH SPREADS, tin 09c
Liver, Tongue, Ham, Chicken, Mayonnaise
LADY BETTY—1 LB. JARS.

Fresh Cucumber Chips, 2 jars 27c

MUSTARD,

4 oz jar 03c

BORDEN S FAMOUS

lb 17c

CREAM CARAMELS,
UNDERWOOD’S—2'/, OZ. TINS

DEVILED HAM,

two tins 25c

GRANDEE—STUFFED

OLIVES—
3’/2 oz jar 17c; 4% oz tins 23c
GRANDEE—OLIVE

BUTTER, 3 oz jar 12c; 6oz jar 19c
DILL OR SOUR

tin 15/

PICKLES,

qt jar 17c

SEE OUR SPECIAL PRICES ON FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

ANTIQUES
Distinctive Old Colored Glass,
WATERFORD. BRISTOL,
SANDWICH
Unusual pieces you will be happy
to own or proud to give.
MRS. W. B. SNOW
Port-O-Winter Shop
Main Street,
Winterport. Me.
98*100

Mr. Pullen was born in the town
of Nobleboro. Most of his boyhood,
however, was spent on a farm in the
town of Union, where he attended
the country schools.
Tliree years ago, he was elected a

Law School. In 1905,, he was admit
ted to the Massachusetts Bar and
has been engaged in the general
practice of law In Boston for 32
years with an office in the Tremont
Building.

REMEMBER-PERRY'S MARKETS ARE DIStRIBUTORS

BURPEE FilRNIJME
361 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE,

TELEPHONE 390

FOR S. S. PIERCE FOODS
TEL. 1234
For Prompt
Delivery

R©rry S IVIcirKetS
We reserve the right to stop this sale or withdraw any item on sale at any time.

USE THE LARGE
PARKING SPACE AT
OUR PARK ST. STORE
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LADIES
MEN’S

SILK HOSIERY

MEN’S GOODS

The popular reclining

$1.00 SHIRTS,
35c TIES,

Full Fashioned

Fancy Rayons

deck chair

CHINTZ

$1,011

ADIES’ SI MMER

DUNGAREES

ONE LOT

MECHANICS'

WASH GOODS

BOYS’, 8 to 12,

Regular value $1.98
Natural Color

BOYS

BOYS’ KNICKERS, $1.00
Also one lot of regular

$1.01) POLO SHIRTS, .59

4 for $1.00

80 Square

MEN'S.

Percales

$1.98 Chairs

BARGAIN ATTIC

BARGAIN ATTIC

BARGAIN ATTIC

LADIES’ PRINT

PILLOWS

4 for $1.00

BOYS’ LONGIES,

2 for $1.00

FARMERS AND

LAWN CHAIRS

SECOND FLOOR

BATHING TRUNKS $1.09

BARGAIN ATTIC

BARGAIN ATTI<

SECOND ILOOIl

BARGAIN ATTIC

SPORT APPAREL
59c Frost Linen, all colors,

Last Call—Many Half Price

39c Silk Crash, all colors,

Sweaters, Slacks, Smocks, Beach Coats
Culottes, Linen Suits, Skirts, Blouses, etc
Suede Leather Jackets, faded,
$3.0(

39c Spun Rayon Shantung,
1 .CO Sharkskin Suiting, blue or pink

a Few Items Mentioned

59c Tissue Ginghams, etc.,

free::

DOMESTICS

A HANDSOME GIFT FREE TO
TIIE FIRST 50 ADULT
CUSTOMERS

And Save!
Stark Sheets

Cohasset Sheets
Seconds of Pequot
63x99,
$1.«
72x99,
1.1
81x99,
1.1
81x108,
1J

Best 64 Count
72x»9,
81x99,
81x108,

STALWART SHEETS, 72x90,
Marabclle Cases, 8 for $1
Myra Cases, 6 for 1.00
Galax, fine count,
4 for 1.00
H. S. Cases,
4 for 1.00
Bates Damask Spreads
1.69

Candlewlck Spreads,
odd colors.
Crinkle Spreads,
Rayon Spreads,
42 in. Tubing,

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, AUGUST 20-21

Hope Cotton. 8 yds
Unb. Cotton, 80 sq.

LUNCHEON CLOTHS, 53x53,
!
white with color and plain white
CROSS STITCH BRIDGE SET with 4
Napkin.',
GRASS LINEN BRIDGE SET with 4 Napkins
MADEIRA NAPKINS, 6 in box,
MADEIRA PILLOW CASES,
Pair
STEVEN'S PURE LINEN CRASH, 16 in; 6 yds
RUSSIA PURE LINEN, heavy, 17 in.; 5 yds.
TURKISH TOWELS, 16x28, colored border,
12 for
TURKISH TOWELS, 18x34, plaid;
9 for
TURKISH TOWELS, 18x36, coL border; 7 for
TURKISH TOWELS, 29x36, solid color; 4 for

32-PC. SET, BLIT, BELL PATTERN
32-PC. SET, FLORAL PATTERN,

Senter Crane Makes a Big Event of Dollar Days

Dress Coats!
Sport Coats!
$5.00
y Coats
ongo Coats
Linen Suits

50 Summer Dresses
$5.00
50 Summer Dresses
$3.00
Values to $9.75
Evening Dresses Included

Values to $1 5.00

CORSETS

GLOVES

Corsets For Dollar Days
We are going to clean house in this dept

on a large number of closeouts

MORE SILK HOSIERY

Sale of Rings

No-Mends.

1.98 Capeskin, summer cc
2.98 Capeskin, summer c
1.00 Van Raalte Picnit,
1.00 Colored Silk Gloves

AND THIS COUPON
WILL PURCHASE
ONE OF OUR MADA* AX
GASCAIt RINGS
Brins this coupon and 49: to our store and receive
Ladies or Gentlemen’s MADAGASCAR RTNF.
Limited to two to a customer.
Many different
mountings to choose from in Ladies' solitaire or
dinner or Gentlemen's Rings; also Marcasite and
other beautifully colored stones. Guaranteed five
years.
MADAGASCAR GEMS have fiery brilliance,
blue white color, perfect cutting. Madagascar Gems
present the utmost skill of Modern Science. Social
leaders, millionaires and our finest people keep
genuine diamonds in vaults and wear Madagascar
Gems. They stand all tests.

A

£1*7

Dollar Days only $1.00

Silk Hose, with brown heel,

DOLLAR DAYS—2 DAYS ONLY

Values to $15.50

White Coats
Wingstrut Suits
Sport Coats

1-3 to 1-2 Off

No Lay-Au)ays

No Memos

No Exchanges

Van Raalte Undies
Heavy Satins, Rayons

LINENS—TOWELS

MATTRESSES, Big Dollar- Day Special! 182
coil, inner ? Bring,
SI
Buy Them On The Budget Plan
COTTAGE SETS, all colors,
three cr four patterns to choose from
DOTTED MARQUISETTE, cream and white,
extra wide, 43 in., ruffle top
BOOTT1NET TAILORED NETS,
3 for
RAG RUGS, sixe 24x36,
4 for
RAG RUGS, size 24x48,
3 for
CHINTZ PILLOWS, regular 59c,
GAUZE LIKE CURTAIN MATERIAL, 50 in.
5 yards

Store Opens at 8:30 A. M.

UNDERWEAR
2 for $1.00

HOUSE FURNISHINGS

.75

Knee-Hi, pure silk,

2 for 1.00

Sox, pure wool,

4 for 1.00

NECKWEAR, BAGS, ETC
$1.00 Neckwear,

50c Neckwear,
1.98 Crash Hand Bags,

Children’s 50c Hand Bags

29c Bracelets,

25c Scarfs,
Odd Jewelry,

SENTER CRANE COMPANY
ROUTE I TO BANGOR

“MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY'
TELEPHONE WALDOBORO 100
Daylight Saving Time

THURS.-FRI., AUG. 19-20
Matinee 2.30. Evening 7 and 9

“SARATOGA”
with
JEAN HARLOW,
CLARK GABLE
FRANK MORGAN,
LIONEL BARRYMORE

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Aug. 19—State Field Meeting of Knox
Academy of Arte and Sciences. If stormy
first pleasant day.
Aug. 19—Camden—Annual meeting of
Yacnt Club at Club House
Aug. 20—Prof. Robert Tristram Coffin
at Congregational vestry.
Aug
21—Camden—Fire Department
Field Day.
Aug. 21—Annual summer reunion at
Kent’s Hill
Aug. 21—Thomaston High School. Class
1915 holds reunion nt Bock Ledge Inn,
Spruce Head Island.
August 21-29— Washington—Adventist
Camp Meeting.
Aug. 22—Open Amateur handicap
golf tournament at Knox County Golf
Club.

In an effort to secure a new,
safe arterial highway between
Rockland and Bangor the Rock
land Chamber of Commerce is
co-operating with all the towns on
the route in securing a big dele
gation to go to Augusta next Wed
nesday where a hearing on the
matter is called for 1.30 D. S. T.

The suggestion is made that store
proprietors and clerks toe especially
FAMILY REUNIONS
careful about parking their cars in
Aug. 19—Hewitt reunion at William B. the business area during the Dollar
Hewitt camp site on Route 17.
Aug. 21—Tenant's Harbor—Smalley Days traffic congestion.
family at Eugene Smalley home.
Aug. 21—East Warren—Norwood-Carroil families at T. J. Carroll home.
Aug. 25—Union—Whitmore family at
the W. J Bryant home. Union Common.
Aug. 25—Union—Hills family at Frank
Lenfest's.
Aug. 25—Mank family In North Wal
doboro.

| Mrs. Charles Wotton reports a
i beautiful hollyhock at her home on
' Broadway. 10 feet 6 inches tall. Miss
Irma Fickett also has a flower of this
j species 10 feet. 6 inches tall, in a gar| den of 15 varieties.

A man with charming manners and
a delightful southern accept dropped
into a Main street department store
yesterday and after a few minutes of
what proved to be expensive conver
sation with the tall and smiling pro
prietor, departed with a carton of
choice hosiery from which his wife,
“registered at a nearby hotel," was to
make selection. At last accounts
neither the hosiery, the charming
Southernaire nor his invisible better
half had put in an appearance.

Charles Freeman, Carroll BoardBORN
man and Harold Jones of Ash Point
WOODCOCK—At Vlnalhavtn. Aug. 14.
go tomorrow to New Britain, Conn., to Mr and Mrs Edwin Woodcock, a
SATURDAY ONLY. AUG. 21
Matinee 2.30
where they have responsible positions, son. John Clayton.
—At Vlnalhaven, Aug 15. to
Evening 7 and B
with opportunity for further ad NORTON
Mr and Mrs Charles Norton, a son.
SHIRLEY TEMPLE and
|l
vancement. Mir. FYeeman will be BARLOW—At Thomaston. Aug. 18, to
Lobster supper at next Monday's
VICTOR MeLAGLEN
Mr and Mrs Wendell Barlow, a daugh
accompanied by Mrs. Freeman (Alice ter.
Ruth Arlene.
meeting of Rockland Lodge BP.O.E.
Scammon), the others to be joined by
WEE WILLIE W1NKIE'
MARRIED
their families later.
Miss Elizabeth Walker reports
8MITH-PINKHAM—At Malverne. N Y..
Aug. 12. Clifton Smith of Gardiner and
A rock fill of considerable pro
SUN., MON., TUES., AUG. 22, 23,24 hollyhock at 79 (Summer street
Margaret Plnkham of Malverne. N Y, |
feet, one inch tall.
portions is being made at the A. C. formerly of Rockland.
Matinees Sunday, Monday, 2.30
McLoon & Co. wharf and will keep
Evening at Seven and Nine
DIED
Florian Clarke, trombonist, will be trucks and men busy for some little SUSAN—A* Charlestown. Mass , Aug. 17.
Waldo Theatre proudly presents
Anna M Rokes. wife of Samuel Susan,
soloist at the Rockport Methodist time. “A. C.” in writing his* adver
Samuel Goldwyn’s
formerly of Thomaston
Interment
Church
Sunday
evening.
tisement
says
—
“
have
all
the
truoks
Friday at St. James cemetery, Thom
“STELLA DALLAS”
aston.
bring all the rock they wish as soon
BARBARA STANWYCK
—At Thomaston. Aug. 15,
The tables for the flower show as possible. No "heed to apply, just GRAFFIUS
Arnie M., widow of John Grafflus of
JOHN BOLES, ANN SHIRLEY
were loaned by the Catholic, Metho appear with the rock and we’ll pay Seco, aged 77 years. Interment In Ty
rone. Penn—(Correction!
Directed by King Vidor
60 cents (per yard." (That spells
dist and Universalist Churches.
Released through United Artists
“Gcod-bye to the Isle of Capri" for
One of the Ifinest films of the
Charles H. Simmons who installed many stone walls and rock piles in
year. Playing its premiere at
Radio City Music Hall as this pro the bullet-llke express elevators in the back areas of the county.
the Empire State Building, will speak
gram goes to press.
Dollar Day Special on Hats!
at tomorrow's Rotary Club meeting.
Linen hats $1; white felts half-price.
Edward Gonia and the Roving Re Sarah Linnell Hat Shop, Copper
porter left early this morning fot Kettle.—adv.
99*/t
Niagara Falls. A longer and more
Large Hood Pine Display Interesting trip had been planned What 'do YOU think happened to
but circumstances have necessitated the co-ed? A real 'ife story about
AMBULANCE SERVICE
TABLES
a postponement until next month. the mysterious disappearance of a
college student that offers you all the
Good As New If Refinished
Loan exhibition, and sale of fine opportunity of a detective thriller to
STEVENSON’S
color etchings by famous artists guess the solution. Read it in the
TEL. G62
Main St. Cor. Tillson Ave., Rockland from 40c to $10. This week and next American Weekly Magazine with the 9 CLAREMONT ST. ROCKLAND
What-Not Gift Shop, 491 Main St.- Aug. 22 Boston Sunday Advertiser.
98tf
adv.
100*It

were in frequent use. Flood lamps
had their origin In North Africa.

EARLY LIGHTING

Word has been received of the
death of O. Elton Tuttle who died
Saturday at Old Forge. N. Y. aged
(Continued from Page One)
27. Mrs. Tuttle (Pauline Scarlott)
is at the home of her brother, Dr. the devices in his collection, describ
Edwin Scarlott for a time.
ing each as he did so, and interject
ing some very humorous remarks
A young people's Social was held
Wednesday evening at the Salvation which w:re not lost upon his appre
Army with 18 present. The evening ciative audience. Bundles of strings
was spent in playing games, after dipped in oil—the Greeks made use
which refreshments were served.
of the same but in a more ornamental
and elaborate form. Rolls of birch
Several members of the Salvation bark were used by the Penobscot In
Army will leave Saturday morning dians. The modern torch used in po
for Old Orchard where they -win at litical parades is not a torch at all,
tend the last several days of meet but a portable lamp. The original
ings which are being run by the Sal lamp was made from cedar bark, with
vation Army.
grease from the kitchen. No one had
a better lamp until 1772.
Among the exhibits shown were a
PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 4—

oil became an article of commerce
it held sway for lighting purposes
until the discovery of petrobum. A
lamp which was used when the young
ment went calling, and burned as long
as he ought to stay, was shown,
double burner lamp was invented by
Benjamin Franklin. Lard oil lamos

PORT CLYDE
Waldo gave a shore dinner
Monday at Vagabond House, Those
present were Mr. and Mrs.
box of Puleski, N. Y.; Mr. and Mrs
Brookline, Mass.;
paui Nichols and Harry Baker of
Cambridge, Mass.

Large Roasting Chickens ................................ lb

Bi oilers .................................................................. lb
Fancy Native Fowl ............................................ lb

The Celebrated Leadership Shoulders ......... lb
Spring Lamb Fore Quarters ............................ lb
If boned............................................................... lb
Fancy White Potatoes................................... peck
New Sweet Potatoes..................................... 6 lbs

Native Ripe Tomatoes ................................ 2 lbs

Canada Dry Ginger Ale .... 12 hots (contents)
18 oz. cans Grape Fruit Juice, can .12; 3 cans

Jane Geode Peanut Butter.... 16 oz .20; 2 lbs
People like it.

1 lb, Pkg. Prunes......................................................

Kellogg’s Corn Flakes.............................. 2 pkgs
$2.50 to $3.50 Value—Small and Large Sizes

Libby’s Pure Deviled Ham..................... 2 cans
Nice for sandwiches,

$1.00

Campbell’s 14 oz. Tomato Juice............. 3 cans

Chase & Sanborn’s Coffee .............................. lb

CHILDREN’S SCHOOL SHOES
$1.00

Puritan Pots of Baked Beans................................
Yellow Eye, Red Kidney or Pea.
heme baked beans.

Better than most

Substantial Reductions in Many Other Shoes

Russell Funeral Home

436 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND, ME

743 MAIN STREET

c

ROCKLAND

TEL. 17

Every-Other-Daf
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The local branch of Letter Carriers
| elected these officers for the ensuing
------i year: Earl j. Alden, president; Palmer
Haih* benefl?<chiwntn50 Cbrtetma*
Pease, vice president; J. W. Thurston
'rare Fund.
secretary; Almon Bird, treasurer;
Aug.
26—Thomaston—Garden
Club
’
. .
, „
. meets at Mrs. John Creighton's. Main executive board. Ansel Saunders, J.
Alden, Da! 6'1Aug.
.eet 26—South Thomaston—(Pair
p.,. and I W. Thurston and Earl J. Alden.
I entertainment at Orange hail, benefit vid S Beach, national State vice
| Cemetery.
Aug 20—Vinalhaven—Concert by VI- president of Maine was elected dele
1 nalhaven Band
gate from local branch when attendAug 26—Waldoboro—Flower exhibit of, ,
„
I Garden Club at High School auditorium | ids the national convention at Kan

TALK OF THE TOWN

at SEGAL’S
Here Are A Few of The Many Bargains
$1.50 PHILLIP JONES SHIRTS ................................... $1.19
$1.00 PHILLIP JONES SHIRTS .......................................... 85
$1.95 ARROW TRUMP SHIRTS .................................... 1.69
MEN’S AND BOYS’ SPORT SHIRTS, 85c quality, 55c; 2 for 1.00
50c and 55c TIES.................................................. 3 for 1.00
20 DOZ. MEN’S HOSE, reg. 25c and 50c quality .... pair .10

Aug 27—Warren-Annual mla-summer sas clty Mo ggnt g
n
I concert at Baptist Church.
Aug. 30—Annual ball of Rockland)
--------j Polloe
Department
at
Community
The wood choppers who have been
Building.
Aug. 31—Annual auto tour by Farm getting out material for the Eastern
! bureau.
Manufacturing Co.'s plant at South
Sept l—Camdetf—Concert by aumBrewer, have left Monroe Island for
I mer artists at Opera House
Sept 6—Labor Day
the present season having produced
Sept 14—Annual fair of Miriam Re
I about 4000 cords. Frequent shipbekah Lodge
Sept 14—Rockport—Garden Club at
■ ments have been made in small
i Lester Shlbles'. Beech street.

Sizes 9V2-1O

B. L. SEGAL
ROCKLAND, ME.

OPPOSITE WOOLWORTH’S,
will attend the State 4-H Club Camp
in Orono for the remainder of the
The annual Visitation Day will be week,
observed at church next Sunday
The Farm Bureau meets Aug. 24 at
After the service a picnic lunch will the Grange hall. The subject of the
be enjoyed on the lawn at Mr. and meeting will be “Arrangement of Cut
Mrs. L. P. True's.
Flowers" and will be under the diDorothy Beverage and Vinal Hardy, lection of Mrs. Bessie Hardy and

HOPE

Mrs Raymond Ludwig. Dinner will
be served at noon.
Mr. and Mrs. L. P. True entertained
recently Mrs. True's cousins. Mr. and
Mrs. Utt of California. Mrs Utt was
formerly the daughter of Ephriam
Bartlett who was prominent in business in Rockland.

J. J. Newberry Co.

EH
66x80

LINGERIE SPECIALS

39c PANTIES,

3 for $1.00

TAFFETA SLIPS

$1.00

choppers

Sizes 34 to 44

3 for $1.00

worked

nnit? SyC^Adeb'miiMLettoil“t?ient: California to visit an uncle attracted
Sept 3 (4 P m i—Educational Club the attention of Louis A. Walker.
p septi Ml4^NoVthS ^Ha^en—Leadbetter head of the welfare department, who
“ Y.-°- ind™ Circus" by Lake- infOrms thU

EXTRA GOOD LINE OF MEN’S AND BOYS’ SWEATERS, CREW
NECK, ZIPPERS AND COAT STYLES
INCLUDING MEN’S AND BOYS’ SUITS AND TOP COATS
AT LIBERAL REDUCTIONS

INDIAN BLANKETS

The

| schooners.

FAMILY REUNIONS
through the middle of the island
Aug 25—St. George—Kalloch family at |
Grange hall.
| from Sheep Island to the northern
Aug. 25—Union—Wentworthfamilyatpnd of Monroe Island, and their
Merle Messer home near Union Common ,
Aug 25—Hope corner—Payson-Fogler work was hardly visible from the
families at L P True's
mainland
Aug 26—St George—Robinson family mainiana.
at Orange hall.
--------Aug
2arN?rtb 3‘h?nOr<>*
“Ms
A news item ln Tuesdays issue
family at Maple Orange hall
Sept 3 (2 p m l—Educational Club un- stating that Carl Libby had gone to

wood Players at community Building,
auspices Rockland Elks club.

The annual summer reunion will
be held at Kent's Hill Saturday. All
alumnae and friends please be present.

___
A stretch of cement walk is being
laid in front of the Lucy Farnsworth
premises on Elm street J. S. Oardner. commissioner of public works, is

that the >'oun8

man has gone there to make his permanent home, his uncle having ob
tained a position for him. Fortune
had not smiled too kindly on this lad
who wai obl‘«ed t0 leave Hi*h School
in his Junior year, and completed his
fourth year course this summer, determined to make the best of his
opportunity. Oncelocated in the
West he willsend for the other mem^ers of the family.

WARREN
Jeery Libby who has been in Knox
Hospital with a broken leg is gaining,
the cast removed a few days ago.
Norma J. Ranquist, daughter of
Mr and Mrs. Mrs. Oeorge Ranquist,
underwent a tonsil and adenoid op
eration Monday at Knox Hospital,
returning the following day.
Fourteen members of the Circle of
Ivy Chapter. O.E.S.. met Tuesday
afternoon at the home of Mrs. Laura
Seavey, witih Mrs. Laura Starrett, I
the assisting hostess. Supper was ’
served cut of doors.
In the absence of Rev. Howard A.
Welch, aho with Mrs. Welch left to- j
day for Brewer where they will be
guests oi friends. Mrs. Carl Gray of
Omaha, Neb., and Pleasant Point ’
will supply the pulpit at the Baptist
Church during the morning service,
her subject, “Bible Truths." Music
for the morning service will include
a vocal duet by Roger Teague and
Chester Wyliie, and a cornet solo,
by Arlington Hudson. Church school
will be at noon. Following an open
ing song service at 7 o'clock, Rev.
Mary Gibson, pastor of the North
Waiqpboro Methodist Church, will
deliver the sermon. Music will feat
ure the young people's orchestra,
which ha> been greatly enjoyed the
past few Sunday evenings. With no
services at
the
Congregational
Church for Sunday. Since thc pastor,
Rev H. I. Holt is on three weeks va
cation members of that congregation
are invitee' to attend either or both
of these services. Mrs. Gray was
chosen the American mother thte
year for Mother's Day, and spoke over
the radio on that occasion. She ls
speaker also yearly at one service
at the Thomaston Baptist Church.

When Mrs. Walter Merrill of Walnu‘ street sought to prevent a quarrel between her husband and her
nephew Tuesday afternoon Merrill
PORT CLYDE
showed his resentment by hurling at
her the nearest available article
Bruce Elwell and Robert Thayer
which happened to be an axe. The
of Melrose. Mass., have returned
Mrs. Ralph H. Fowler leaves Aug - -----------------_. Merrill on the
handle struck —
Mrs.
_,
u
u
,
home after spending two days with
28 for Chicago, where she will attend head, cutting a gash and rendering
\
iioou
, . . / Fred Waldo at Vagabond House, Jr.
the national hot-point convention. her
unconscious. She received treat
When thte duty has received atten ment at her home and later appeared
Loren O. Teel
tion Mrs Fowler will have her an at the police station to make sure
Loren O Teel who died Aug. 5 at
nual vacation.
that the officers were not using her
incarcerated
husband
unkindly. his home after a long illness, was the
The commissioned torpedo boat She refused to appear against him jeldest son of the late Tobias and
destroyer Downes is having its stan on an assault charge yesterday, and N«ncy (Young) Teel. He was born
dardization trial on the Rockland he was arraigined merely for intoxi-jJune 21 1863 and died in the same
course and thte. presumably, will be cation. It takes more than axe house hi which he was born. He was
followed by the other usual trials throwing to disturb the serenity of a graduate of Castine Normal School
basing at thte port. The destroyerI that household. Patrolman Chris- 1and took a business course at the
Schenck is supplying the craft with tofferson and Achorn investigated the Rockland Commercial College.
oilcase.
Mr. Teel taught school in grade and
High Schools in Maine and Massa
Bernard Jameson, a lineman em
chusetts for about 30 years and was
ROCKPORT
ployed by the Central Maine Power! Mr. and Mrs. Liegh Cleveland and bookkeeper at a cold storage plant
Company, came in contact with a Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Cleveland were for eight years. He had retired
wire carrying 2300 volts while work- recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer from active work 12 years ago. In 1905
ing in Camden Tuesday, his rlqht St. Clair.
he was married to Miss Etta M Gillarm and left leg being badly burned/ Mr. and Mrs. Frederick H. Sylves- man who survives him..
He was removed from the pole :by I ter have returned to Wollaston Mass
__ _______ ___________________ „
Mr. Teel was a man of sterling
fellow workman and first aid after spending two weeks at the home character, a fine citizen, neighbor
treatment was given by Leon Fickett. of her sister. Miss Hortense Bohn and friend and will be greatly missed
Jameson was taken to the Dr. Petta- dell.
by ail who had the pleasure of know
piece Hospital in Camden and later
Miss Carolyn Graffam returned to ing him.
brought to Knox Hospital, where he Cambridge, Mass, Tuesday, having
The funeral services were held at
was reported as resting comfxtably been called home by the death of her
his home Sunday conducted by Rev,
thte morning
father Elmer W. Graffam. She was j Wesley Stuart of the Baptist Church
accompanied by her sister Mildred assisted by Rev. John Holman of the
Dollar Days at Blackingtons!
Graffam, who will visit her for the Advent Christian Church. Remarks
SI Cheney neckties 69c or 2 for SI. remainder of the week.
, were a[so ma(je by J. Newton BroadPoloshirts while they last 2 for SL
Elmer St. Clair is confined to his j bent of New York in regard to the
51 Rollins Hosiery (broken lots) home on Pascal avenue by illness.
high character of the deceased.
69c; 2 for SI.
Mrs. Fred Kenney and son Vernon Bearers were Forest Davis. Samuel
52 45 and S2.95 Fabric and colored and Mrs, Nancy Turner went Wed- Davis. Rodney Simmons and Fores
patent shoes and sandals SI.
nesday to Bucksport for an indefi Hupper.
*100 discount on every summer nite stay.
The floral tributes were beautiful.
novelty shoe!
Mrs. Ralph Buzzell is visiting her
Inteiment was in the Ridge ceme
5 dozen $1.50 shirts « SI.
parents Mr. and Mrs John T. Vose
tery.
SI 65 and S1.75 Kedettes while they in Portland.
last SI.
Mr, and Mrs. Nelson McLeod have Survivors are his wife and three
50c ties. 4 for S1.00.
returned to Boston after a visit with cousins.
Extra votes on all above articles.
her father. Rad Clough, Beech street.

~
‘
;
Fred H Ward of Springfield. Mass
5 is in the city thte week looking up
old friends, and inspecting changes
which have been made locally during
his absence.

VINALHAVEN

CANNON SHEETS

SNUG HUG SLIPS
Sizes 34 to 44

2 for $1.00

81x99

$1.00

NEW FALL

PRINT DRESSES
Sizes. 14 to 32

77c and $1.00

99c

pent ot
pric«

LADIES’
Scat

LINED LEATHER

Z4

OXFORDS

NEW FALL MILLINERY

Sizes 4 to '8

79c 88c $1.00

$1.00

WE WILL ALSO HAVE MANY OTHER SPECIALS IN EACH DEPT.
BE SURE TO STOP AT OUR LUNCH COUNTER FRIDAY, SATURDAY

CHICKEN DINNER, 25c

pollat

V»78

Mm***
Oft °n
oft °°

Vlo*et‘

Set*
CtoAiuet
’

pi,ka-sO

St"

59c
TruW
Chinl Grade

at Thte
, viVchcr B°* '
*

Judge Perkins went Monday to
Boston
Union Church Circle will meet to
day, Thursday, and will serve supper
at 5.30 in the vestry.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Ames and
daughter Hope of North Haven
passed Saturday with Mrs. Ella Ames.
Mrs. Paul Bramblett and Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Smith of Philadelphia
returned home Saturday.
The ai nual concert sponsored by
the Vinalhaven Band will be held
Friday r.ight in Memorial hall. Prof.
R. Mont Arey will be guest con
ductor. The Band has been fortu
nate in securing these solo artists,
who have delighted local audiences ln
concert programs and who are well
known in town: Mrs. Elizabeth Earle,
soprano; David Moyer, pianist; R.
Mont Arey, clarinetist; Harold Vinal.
original poems; Leon Arey, saxo
phone; G Ernest Arey, vocal with
band.
Mr. and Mrs. William McGill and
children of New York are occupying
the summer home of Stanton Strawson at Granite Island.
Mrs. Harold Clark of Portland is
Visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. William Tilley and

BURPEE’S

•

•

AT
A

•

•

•

ENDICOTTJOHNSON’S
Zb

Tbe front of our store is tom up!

BUT PRICES ARE WAY DOWN!
CHILDREN’S WHITES, Straps or Ties
87c
.
WOMEN’S WHITE DRESS SHOES
Values up to $3.50

$1.00 Pair
MEN’S SOX, Dress or Work
12 pairs $1.00
MEN’S 25c GRADE WHITE SOX
6 pairs for $1.00

LADIES’ 65c SILK HOSE
Chiffon and Service Weight, Ringless and Perfect

2 pairs for $1.20

ENDICOTT JOHNSON
MORE THAN TEN MILLION AMERICANS WEAR ENDICOTTJOHNSON SHOES

346 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

family of New York are spending a . daughter of New York are located at
vacation at the home of Mrs. Mil the Clarence Brewster home at OranI ite Island for two weeks.
dred Brewster. Granite Island.
Mr. and Mrs. William Crawford of
Miss Ethel Moran went Saturday
Costa Rica. Central America, are j to Boston accompanied by Harold
guests at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Hoisted. While in town they were
Clinton Teele.
^guests of her grandmother Mrs. Etta
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Dlppell and Wright.
children of New York are guests of
Fernalo Ames has returned from
his mother Mrs. Lyford Coombs.
| Glen Cove where he attended a busi
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Brown, son and ness convention.

NOW IS THE TIME
TO BUY A USED CAR
PRICES ARE LOWER
1937 Nash Lafayette

1937 Plymouth Sedan

Sedan, Trunk. Heater. Defrosters
Liberal Discount

Defrosters
Liberal Discount

1936 Chevrolet Coupe
$500

1936 Plymouth Sedan

1936 Dodge Sedan
Heater

z

DeLuxe, Trunk. Heater

$595

1936 Dodge Sedan
Trunk

$625

1936 Ford Tudor

$645

$485

1935 Chevrolet Sedan
$425

1935 Plymouth Coupe

1935 Plymouth Sedan

Trunk. Heater

DeLuxe

Trunk

$450

$495

1935 Ford Sedan

1934 Nash Sedan

DeLuxe. Heater

Heater, Trunk

$415

$435
AS IS CARS

1930 DeSoto Sedan
$95.00

1930 Ford Coupe
$65.00

1930 Ford Sport Coupe
$45.00

1929 Oldsmobile Sedan
$75.00 .

1929 Roosevelt Sedan
$45.00

1929 Nash Sedan
$65.00

1928 Buick Sedan
$50.00

1928 Oldsmobile Sedan
$55.00

1928 Chrysler Sedan
$35.00

1927 Buick Sedan
$30.00

1927 Chrysler Sedan
$20.00
It would pay you to see us before buying a Used Car
Convenient Terms

MORTICIANS
Ambulance Service
TELS. 390 AND 781-11
361-365 MAIN ST.

•

ROCKLAND

119-tf

MILLER’S GARAGE
RANKIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

Charles Dorgan underwent an ap during the absence of the superin
Miss Borredell of Washington, D.
C„ who has been visiting Mice Caro pendix operation this morning at tendent and matron.
Patients who left the Pettaplece
line E. Littlefield returned home to Knox Hospital.
hospital this week were: Gordon
day.
Mrs. A. R. Fellows and Miss Jennie Pinkham of the Hatchet Mountain ’
Miss Van de Cop of Brooklyn, N. Grant of Winterport were weekend Camp, ?. surgical patient; Bertrand J
rounded out a happy evening. The Y„ is a guest at the home of Mr. guests of tdr. and Mrs. A. P. Blais Jameson of Rockland, medical pa
j class is planning another picnic for and Mrs. W. W. Spear, Beech street. dell.
tient; Arthur Gibson of Belfast, sur
I Tuesday, August 24, when they will
gical patient and Mrs. Leona Davis!
Arthur Richardson has returned to
A. P Blalsdell and family attended
meet with Mr. and Mrs. H. P.
of Searsport, a medical patient. Or
Saturday the Blaisdell reunion in New York after a few days at his ville Pettapieoe of Ottawa, Ontario, is
i Blodgett at Spruce Head.
home in Owl’s Head.
Winterport.
a surgical patient and Swen VestdMr. and Mrs. W. I. Ayer and Mrs.
berg, of Gortham. Sweden, is a med
Alan
iL.
Bird
has
returned
to
his
Miss
Addle
Snow
with
Mrs.
Hugh
A.
Henry C. Chatto leave tomorrow for
ical patient.
a motor trip around the Gaspe Pe Bain and nieces Margaret and Eliza home from Knox Hospital, following
an
appendectomy.
beth returned Wednesday from a mo
ninsula.
Dollar Days at Blackmgton's!
tor trip which included Machias,
Mrs. Samuel Russell and daugh Prince Edward Island and many oth
$1 Oheney neckties 69c or 2 for 11.
CAMDEN
ter, Miss Ruth Russell, a teacher of er points of interest.
Poloshirts while they last 2 for $1
history in Wellesley College leave
The Camden-Rockport Lion Club
$1 Rollins Hosiery (broken lots)
Mrs. Willard Dart with her son met Tuesday night at Wadsworth Inn 69c; 2 for $1.
the middle of next month for a
year's study in India. There they will arrived from Europe yesterday where with Edward J. Cornelis, a member
$2.45 and $2.95 Fabric and colored
join Dr. Paul Russell, who is doing 1 Edward Dart had received a degree of the summer colony, guest speaker. patent shoes and sandals $1.
research work for the Rockefeller from Oxford. Their Journey abroad He spoke on "Italy" and the pres
$1.00 discount on every summer
included delightful trips to Stock ent day problems.
Foundation.
novelty shoe!
holm, Copenhagen and other side The annual business meeting of
5 dozen $1.50 shirts (fr $1
Mrs. Eliza Plummer and Miss trips. They will soon be visiting in the Yacht Club will be held today at
$1 65 and $1.75 Kedettes while they
Martha Seavey motored to Augusta, Rockland and vicinity.
1145. Following the business meet last $1.
Wednesday, going thence to Belgrade
50c ties, 4 for $1.00.
ing a luncheon will be served.
Miss Jane Wilson entertained at a Mrs. Ethel Hoffman and Miss Rose
and making the homeward trip via
Extra votes on all above articles
dinner party Wednesday night, her
Belfast.
Straits of Glens Falls, N. Y„ have
guests being Miss Beatrice Ludwick.
Hammock tops, cushion covers,
been recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. George Stewart. Mrs. Walter Miss Helen Pietroski and Miss Hazel
waterproof covers and waterproof
Allie U. Dougherty.
Wilson, her house guest .Mrs. Mary Vasso.
The Arey-Heal Post, A. L., is spon ing. Rockland Awning Co., Inc. Tel.
Vorse of Cambridge, and Miss Jane
62-T-tf
soring
r. dance at Breezemete, Fri 1262-W—adv.
Mrs. Mabel Rogers and daughter
Wilson, went Tuesday on a motor
day night. Doc Harmon ana His
Helen
who
were
guests
of
Mrs.
Abbie
trip to Lakewood.
Richardson last week, have returned Masters of Rhythm will furnish
Miss Bertha Martin of Cambridge. to Boston. They occupied for a few music.
Mrs. Inez Crosby is at the Odd Fel
Mass, is the guest of Mrs Nathan days the cottage of Mrs. Evelyn Mclows
Home in Auburn for two weeks
Cobb and Miss Ada Perry at their Kusic at Cooper's Beach.

CARROLL
Perfumer
ROCKLAND, ME.

435 MAIN STREET,

SALE
50c
IP ANA

Tooth Paste
29c

50c
KOLYNOS

50c

Dr. Lyons Tooth
POWDER

31c

Tooth Paste
31c

50c Phillips Milk of Magnesia ............................
1.25 Petrolagar........................................................
75c Bayer's Aspirin ...£+....................................

34c
84c
50c
17c

35c Italian Balm ....
.....................................
25c Mavis Talc .......................................................
I dozen Seidlitz Powders.....................................
60c Zonite ............................................................
1.00 Nujol ................................................................
. 1.00 Patch’s Kondremul........................................
1.20 Father John’s .................................................
Pint Rubbing Alcohol ..........................................
200 Kleenex ..................
35c Cascara Sagrada Tabs ...................................
60c Drene Shampoo ...............................................
60c Alka Seltzer .......... ,........................................
60c Phillips Texture CrA......................................
50c Jergen’s Lotion ...............................................
Pint Witch Hazel .........L........................................

100

ASPIRIN

ft(L.

39c
23c

8 Drams—$5 Value
Full Ounce

60c

Coty

MUM

PERFUME
iFloral Odors)

21c

39c

75c
Fletcher’s

59c
QUART

Mrs. E. K. Leighton has been on a
cruising trip for several days. Her
guests included Major Julia Stimp- i
son of the Army Nurse Corps and1
Mrs Katherine Sharpe.

EVERY DAY IS

Mrs. Calvin Coolidge was among j
the distinguished patrons at the Ruth!
Draper performance Tuesday night j
at the Camden Opera House.

Dollar Day

Miss Margaret Snow motors to i
Massachusetts today, returning Fri
day bringing with her Mrs. Snow j
and the twins for a hoped-for cooler
weather visit.

—IN—

A group of youngsters gathered at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Snow ]
Jr.. Fulton street. Saturday after
noon. to celebrate the 5th birthday
of their daughter Jackie. The party I
I decorations were pink and blue, the
luncheon table being unusually at
tractive with a centerpiece of pink
sweet peas, combined with blue |
glassware. A beautifully decorated
cake, carrying out the same color
combination, occupied a prominent
place. The grandmothers. Mrs. Fred
Snow, Sr. and Mrs. Jessie Robbins
were special guests, the games being
directed by Miss Madeline Coffey.
Those present were Elizabeth Carr,
Gail Clark. Jeannine Leach, Dori.1;
Snow. Lee Oliver, Nancy Leach and
Katherine and Anna Splaine. Many
nice gifts were presented the young
hostess.

$1.49
CIGARETTES
CHESTERFIELD
CAMELS
LUCKIES
OLD GOLD

Mineral Oil
2 qts $1.00 $1.23 carton
_________

brought a fine message, The evan-1
gelist, Rev. Walter E. Melton of
Winter Haven. Fla, preached the
There will be a healing service
evening sermon under the guidance
prior to the regular service Thursday
of the Holy Spirit.
night. An open air meeting Saturday j
nignt on Union Common. Service'
each evening at 7 o'clock standard.

UNION

REAP THE APS

Morning worship was well attended!
with District Superintendent Rev.
Samuel Young in the pulpit; he'

Dollar Days at Blackington's!
$1 Oheney neckties 69c or 2 for $1
Poloshirts while they last 2 for $1 |
$1 Rollins Hosiery (broken lots)
6»c; 2 for $1.
$2 45 and $2.95 Fabric and colored
patent shoes and sandals $1.
$1.00 discount on every summer
novelty shoe!
5 dozen $150 shirts <® $1.
$1.65 and $1.75 Kedettes while they
last $1.
50c ties. 4 for $1.00.
Extra votes on all above articles.

THE BARGAIN BASEMENT

99c
Wear-Ever Mold Sets (1.30)
98c
Nautical Table Lamps,
98c, 89c
Bread Toasters
Thermos Bottles,
89c and up
Charcoal Picnic Grill,
98c
Ice Cream Freezers,
89c and up
Vegetable Bins (1.00)
79c
3-Egg Wear-Ever Poachers ( 1.60)
1.49
Wear-Ever Bean Pot (1.75),
1.59
Bicycle Tires (1.19),
98c

do this—

Come in my store—tell me some piece of
good furniture you want—and

I’ll Give You a Dollar Day Price You Can’t

Beat in Portland, Bangor, San Francisco or
Any Place Else!
*-----------------------

JOHN B. ROBINSON
FURNITURE

488 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 811

Thursday=Friday-Saturday

E. B. HASTINGS
“THE ORIGINAL DOLLAR DAYS STORE”

Very Best Percales. Dollar Day Price................ 6 yards $1.00

Knitted Suits, Sweater and Skirt, (both) .......................... $1.00

A FEW OF THE MANY BARGAIN ITEMS

Regular 1.98 House Dresses, Dollar Days Price............. $1.00

DRESS SHIRTS

MEN’S UNDERWEAR

98c

SHIRTS, DRAWERS

Men’s QUALITY HOSE

Summer and Winter Weight

Good House Dresses. Special Dollar Days Price............... $1.00
1

UNION SUITS
18c pair; 6 pairs $1.00

MEN’S CAPS
Good Quality

BLUE WORK SHIRTS

35c and 50c

65c; 2 for $1.25
TIES

BLUE OVERALLS

From our 65c and $1.00 Lines

$1.15

35c; 3 for $1.00

OTHER ITEMS TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTION

Special Items
-

FOR

-

2 Shopping Baskets (69c)

iFive-Piece Kitchen Set (1.48)
White and Red Combernet (1.19)

Two-Quart Sauce Pot (1.19)

Indian Blankets.................. each $1.29

Trouble Lights (1.25)

Size 64x78

O'Cedar Dry Mops
2 Brown China Tea Pot (59c)
One-Quart 4-Hour Enamel
All Steel Cart

Ladies’ Pure Silk Crepe Fashioned Hose
39c pair; 3 pairs $1.00

Splendid Standard Merchandise At Prices No Thinking Person
Can Pass By. Just Read This Advertisement. See What Splendid
Bargains Are To Be Had If You Buy At Once—During $$$ Days.

IN OUR APPLIANCE DEPARTMENT
Frigidaire, 7 cu. ft, 5 year warranty; reg. price 209.95. Sale ................... $189.95
Electrolux 5 cu. ft. (kerosene refrigerator), reg. price 240.00. Sale...... $189.95
Electrolux 5 cu. ft. (city gas or Philgas), reg. price 209.50. Sale............. $165.00
Electric Refrigerator, 6 cu. ft., 5 yr. warranty, reg. price 179.50. Sale .. $139.50
Frigidaire 1-4 h. p. compressor., reg. price $159.50. Sale............................ $90.00
Frigidaire, 1-3 h. p. compressor, reg. price 222.00.1. Sale
Sale .................. ...........$60.00
Frigidaire, 1-2 h. p. compressor, reg. price 289.00.►. Sale ................. ....... $125.00
180.00
Frigidaire Water Cooler, reg. price 120.00. Sale .............
Delco Lighting Plant, 800 watt, new, 1 year guar.,, reg. price
pi
$275. Sale $175.00
Apex Vacuum Cleaner with headlight; reg. price 59.50. Sale....... .......... $39.50
Estate Gas Stove (for city gas or Philgas), reg. price 135.00. Sale........ $112.50
M. W. Oil Burning Hot Water Heater (tank and unit); reg price $115. Sale $85
M. W. Oil Burning Bake Oven.................................................................. Bargain Price
M. W. Oil Burning Restaurant Range.................................................... Bargain Price
Brand New Maytag Washers, at............................................................ Discount Prices

A complete stock of varied appliances, including Power and Range Burners,
Circulating Stoves, Kitchen Ranges, Commercial Gas Frialator, Radios (32 and
110 volt), Coleman Gasoline Stove for campers, Beer Coolers, Permaware
Cooking Dishes and many other items at Drastic Reductions. Don’t Miss This Sale

IN OUR GARAGE AUTOMOTIVE DEPARTMENT
Special Values For Dollar Days

Ladies’ and Misses’ Slacks....... pair 69c
$1.00 Values

Children’s Sleeveless Dresses .. each 39c

Clothes Hampers,
' 99c
29c
3-Piece Glass Bowls,
99c
Kitchen Lights,
69c
Gold Medal Cord'Set (1.00),
3.50
32-Piece Luncheon Set,
(floral design)
6-Cup Drip-O-Lator,
99c
50 Feet Rubber Hose,
3.50
Lawn Sprinkler 'Free
Bicycle Luggage Baskets,
25c

other day—and for my Dollar Day Special I'll

BURPEE & LAMB, INC.

Percolator (1.29)

ALL ABOVE $1.00

I like to be “different” on Dollar Day or any

Quilt Size Batts. Dollar Days Price................................. $1.00

—AT—

VALUES FOR DOLLAR DAYS

Porch Chairs (1.29)

DAY DOPE

HERE ARE A FEW SAMPLE BARGAINS

............................... —

Clocks
Aluminum Sauce Pans
Watches
Dry Mops
Rubber 'Dish Drainers
Sandwich Toasters (1.59)
Electric Faltitons
Hammered Aluminum (1.79)
Hand Saws
Family Scales
12 Stair Treads
Drip-O-Lator
Flour Sifters
i
Chrome Skillet
Ice Cube Breaker
Step-on Cans

DIFFERENT DOLLAR

Dollar Days Specials

home on Main street.

16c
12c
47c
69c
89c
84c
12c
13c
19c
49c
49c
49c
34c
19c

1.50 Houbigant’s Face Powder and Vanishing
Cream ............. ....................................
50c Zip Depilatory Cream ........... ...................
35c Dickinson's Witch Hazel ....
...................

CASTORIA
2 for $1.00
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Every-Other-Day

Car Wash ........................................ 79c
Grease Job ........................................ 79c
Combination Wash and Grease $1.50
Tires and Tubes........... 40% Discount
Bearings ........................ 40% Discount
Replace that worn Fan Belt now. Fan Belts.............................. Discounted 60%
Top Dressing, Polishes, Waxes ................................................................ 50% Discount
All Ignition Parts Discounted ......................................................................... 40 Percent
While They Last—$2.00 Sun Visors for .................................................................. 74c

To Close Out—Values 59c to $1.00

Children’s Sunsuits............... each 19c
25c to 50c Values

3 Face Cloths.................. complete 10c
Cellophane Wrapped

Voile and Dimity Night Gowns .. each 69c
New Line of Ladies’ Fall Dresses, each 1.00

,

Batteries 50% Off
SPECIAL PRICES ON ALL WORK

Don’t Forget We Serve Lunches

MANY ITEMS NOT LISTEDEVERY ITEM DISCOUNTED

H. H. CRIE & CO.

E. B. CROCKETT

HARDWARE—SPORTING GOODS

5&10c to $1.00 STORE

McLoon Sales & Service

328 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE
'—.

21 Limerock Street

Rockland, Maine
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DRASTIC PRICE CUTS

Dollar Days Only
On Every Article In the Store

MATTRESSES
All Sizes—Slashed 20% to 30%

All Shoppers Are Cordially Invited To Make Our Great Store Their Headquarters For
Friday and Saturday. Come In, Feel At Home. Wander Over Our Bargain Filled
Departments At Will. See That Our Store-One of Maine’s Largest-Is Truly Yours!

••

SUMMER FURNITURE

Cut 20% to 40%
Many Articles Still More

Extra Votes for Dollar Days

GLIDERS
REFRIGERATORS

PORCH RUGS
HAMMOCKS

Cut 30% and Higher

RAG RUGS, 3 for SI. LAMPS, each $1. STAIR CARPETING, yard $1. CHAIRS AND
TABLES, each S1.00

9x12 RUGS, $4.95

LITERALLY THOUSANDS OF SPLENDID BARGAINS

Marvelous Values—Cut 20% to 30%

Beautiful Patterns, By Makers of Congoleum
For Every Room

REED AND RATTAN SUITES

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

BIGELOW-SANFORL RUGS

LIVING ROOM SUITES
Newest cf the New 20% to 30%

BEDROOM AND DINING SUITES

Very Special Price Cuts
LET US MAKE YOUR HOUSE A HOME

THOMASTON
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Smith
were hosts at a dinner party Tues
day’ night, their guests being Mrs.
Guy Parker of Lakeland. Fla., and
Southwest Harbor; Miss Lelia Lawn,
of Attleboro. Mass., and Harrington;

Mrs. George W Ludwig of this town,
and her guests. Mrs H. M Dean, of
Jamaica Plain. Mass., and Orman W.
Ludwig of New Rochelle, N. Y.
Miss Elizabeth McCoy of Chicago,
arrived Monday to visit her mother,
Mrs. John McCoy, during a month's
vacation.
She was accompanied

ROCKLAND, MAINE

313-325 MAIN STREET

Special Dollar Days’ Price Cut

TELEPHONE 980

CASH OR EASY PAYMENT PLAN

Charles A. Morse, for many years afdoboro. Friday at 2 o'clock Inter panied by his daughter. Miss Betty
from Winchester. Mass , by her sister.' try department of that institution.
CUSHING
Mrs. Walter J. Henry, who is remain Soon after Prof. Lineken completes resident of this town and a member ment
in Friendship,
Hewett, of New Britain, and his
William
Seavey
had as guests at hie
the summer session in Vermont, he cf the boatbuilding firm, C. A. Morse
ing for a few days' visit.
Fred Hewett of New Britain. Conn.,
camp
Friday
and
Saturday. J. E.
daghter-in-law.
Mrs.
James
Hewett
and
his
family
will
leave
for
the
Mr. and Mrs Wendell Barlow are
& Son. died Tuesday at his home in Is registered at the Knox Hotel for
Drinkwater, son Edward of Brewer
receiving congratulations on the birth J Middle West.
i
of
New
London,
Conn.,
who
are
at
I
.
,
.
Waldoboro. Tuesday at the age of 77. a few days while visiting his sister.
and Leroy Drinkwater of Whitinsville
Wednesday of a daughter. Ruth Ar
Miss Dorothy Burnham of Boston Funeral services will be held at the Mrs. John (Creighton, and Mr. and [the home of Mr. and Mrs. Hewett, Mass
A deep sea fishing mp
arrived Monday at the home of Miss residence on Friendship street Wal-. Mrs. John Hewett. He was accom
lene.
meantime.
j enjoyed Saturday.
Mrs Dawson Brewer, who has been Adelaide Lermond and Miss Martha
visiting her father, Levi S. Griffin, for Hanley, for the remainder of the
a week in Stockton Springs, returned month.
home Sunday. Mr. Brewer. Mr. and j Willard Trask of Leicester. Mass..
Mrs. James Gilchrest and daughter is visiting Mr and Mrs Lionel F.
Sally motoring there Saturday for Jealous,
her.
—
Mr. and Mrs. William W. Gilchrest.1 Dollar Days at Blackington's!
Mrs. Minnie Beckett and son. Lloyd
SI Cheney neckties 69c or 2 for $1
Beckett, motored Sunday to Old Or
Poloshirts while they last 2 for $1. I
chard where they passed the day i $1 Rollins Hosiery t broken lots) '
with Miss Barbara Gilchrest, who is 69c; 2 for SI.
$2 45 and $2.95 Fabric and colored*
spending the summer there
Mr. and Mrs William Sharpe, who patent shoes and sandals $1.
passed a week with Mr. and Mrs Guy
$100 discount on every summer
K Lermond. returned Sunday to East novelty shoe!
5 dozen $1.50 shirts fi $1
Hartford. Conn.
! Prof. Edgar Lineken. son of Mr.
$165 and $1.75 Kedettes while they!
i and Mrs. Alvah J. Lineken, of this last $1.
town, has been granted a leave of
50c ties. 4 for $1.00.
absence for the coming academic
Extra votes on all above articles
year from his duties as assistant pro
fessor of' chemistry at the Univer
sity of Vermont. He will spend the!
year at Iowa State College where he | Adv.rtl«ments in thl. column not to]
will do graduate work in the chemis- exceed three lines inserted once for 25

M. E. WOTTON & SON

In Everybody’s Column

cents, three times for 50 cents. Addii tlonal lines five cents each for one time
10 cents for three times Six small words
to a line.

—AT—

•

BURPEE & LAMB, INC.

LOST AND FOUND

SALE OF

TWO KITTENS, lost, one all black; '
other all Z’-av; finder please notify 13
TALBOT AVE, TeJ 8-W
98-100

Men’s and Young Men’s SUITS

FEMALE setter dog. lost Black and
white. S. E TARR. Warren. Tel. 1-2.
______________________ 99*101 j
PAIR of rimless glasses In case. lost,
--- Thursday
-- IVC
last
In city. Reward NORMAN MARRINER
Camden
.
99-101
The owner of Deposit book No 0072
j Issued by the Rockland Loan
Btrtidlug Association has notified the asso
ciation that the said deposit book ha«
been lost and requests a duplicate of |
same The owner of the advanced pay
ment certificate No. 95 Issued by the
Rockland Loan & Building Association
j has notified the Association that the
I said Certificate has been lost and re
quests a duplicate of same ROCKLAND
IOAN «fc BUTLDrNO ASSOCIATION. By
H. O GURDY. Sec . Aug 16. 1937
99-Th-105

OUR ENTIRE STOCK “Fall Suits Included”

SAVE $3.00 to $10.00 over fall prices
WHITE FLANNELS

SPORT SHIRTS

$6.50, reduced to—

Only a Few—Come Early!
$1.00, reduced to—

$4.95

$3.95

SANFORIZED SLACKS
Reduced to—

for sale

25c; 4 p>air $1.00

RUSSIAN ALL LINEN CRASH, 5 yards for $1.00

50e, reduced to—

35c; 3 pair $1.00

TO LET

LCCKWOOD A COTTON,

7 yards for

1.00

MEN’S FELT HATS

FOUR-ROOM, furnished aoartment. to
let. at 17 Grove St Apply 60 BEECH ST
99-tf

LOCKWOOD B COTTON,

8 yards for

1.00

NEW NUMBERS IN COTTAGE SETS,
bought for this sale,

1.00

"HOME-SPUN” (50 in. wide), regular 59c,
per yard 39c; 3 yards for

1.00

BOYS’ SUMMER SUITS, odd sizes; regu
lar 79c.
Dollar Day price

.39

GIRLS’ PLAY SUITS, odd sizes, regular 7Cs.
Dollar Days’ price,

.39

ONE ODD LOT OF LADIES’ AND CHIL
DREN'S THIN DRESSES, sold for 1X0.
To dost,
3 for

1.00

$4.00, reduced to—

$1.75

S3.C0, reduced to—

$2.15
TIES FOR MEN

MEN’S SWEATERS

$1.00, reduced to—

SUpons, Zipper and Coat
$3.03, re dueed to—

65c; 2 for $1.25

$2.29

43c; 2 for 85c

$65c, reduced to—

$2.00, reduced ta—

SUEDE JACKETS
$10.95, reduced to—

MISCELLANEOUS

$3.15

Si.00, reduced to—

$1.55

Bought for This Sale Only
10 DOZ. 81x99 FINE COUNT SHEETS
1.49 value. Each $1.00

HOSE

COLLIE puppies for sale. $2 and S3
Intelligent mother FORREST WALL
Tenant’s Harbor. Me.
99'101

$2.35. reduced to—

$1.45

Our Famous
“QUEEN’ QUALITY”
per pair 63c

85c, reduced to—

MEN’S HOSE

$1.15 to $1.95

KHAKI PANTS

THE OUTSTANDING SALES EVENT OF THE YEAR

Our Complete Stock of
80 SQUARE PERCALES
yard 17c; 6 yards for $1.00

69c
GREY FLANNELS
$5.00 and $5.50, reduced to—

FRIDA T AND SA TURDA1
AUGUST 20-21

NOTICE—This Is to nc:lfy all personthat I will hereafter pay no bills con
tracted by my husband. Porresl E
Conary, paying only bills contracted In
person
MRS STELLA CONARY, Ston
ington. Me
99*101

Today's Biggest Washer Value.
Gleaming white and easy to
clean. Outstanding in appear
ance. construction and perform
ance. Proved worthwhile
features and greater washing
capacity at an almost unbeliev
ably low price. Be sure to sec
them today.

WOOLEN SLACKS
FOR YOUNG MEN

Prices Greatly Reduced
Stock Up For School

$8.95

PAJAMAS

$9.95, reduced to—

$1.50 and $2.00, reduced to—

MAINE
MUSIC CO.

ARTESIAN WELL
DRILLER

Raymond W. Drinkwater
LINCOLNVILLE, MAINE
99'It

CHILDREN’S SUMMER SWEATERS, all 1.00
numbers. To close,
2 for 1.00

All methods of per
manent waving. Only
the best in workman
ship, materials.

$1.15

CROSLEY

BURPEE & LAMB, INC.

5AVAMA/D

VOGUE BEAUTY SHOP

WASHERS•1R0NERS

84 PARK ST.

$7.95

NEXT TO STRAND THEATRE,

ROCKLAND

Even
our inexpen'
sive waves are
first class work.
AH prices.

TEL. 11J3-W
.
53-tf

Special Close Out Prices on Odd Lots of
TURKISH TOWELS
For Dollar Days

Three Patterns in
QUAKER LACE CURTAINS
For This Sale Only 93c pair
18 HOUSE DRESSES in Linen, Voile and
Dimity; reg. 1.98 numbers. To close, each 1.39
NEW NUMBERS IN RUFFLED AND TAIL
ORED CURTAINS, reg. 1.39 val. Per pair 1.00
A 10% DISCOUNT ON ALL CORSETS
In the Store
A SPECIAL P. N. NUMBER
For This Sale $3.00
CHILDREN’S SLIGHTLY SOILED PER
CALE DRESSES. All “Freckles” numbers.
A regular 1.00 value,
59c; 2 for $1.00
And a regular 1.98 number,
each 1.00
ALL OF OUR LADIES’ 1.00 PERCALE
AND SHEER DRESSES, to dose out at
Special Dollar Day Price,
.77
SIX 1.98 SLACK SUITS. To dose at, each 1.09
ALL CHILDREN’S SHEER DRESSES
To Close Out at Cost or Better
BATHING SUITS
$3.98 Retailers. To close at,
$2.69
2.98 Retailers. To close at,
1.98
1.98 Retailers. To close at,
1.39

SPECIAL PRICES ON ALL TRUNKS AND LUGGAGE
H^JSJZizRJBJ^JuzfarafaRjzrajzfZJEfgjtjjEfBfgjgjgjzrafgjHfBJjzfEfBfajgfajafajgfajafafgfgjgjHfBfBfBf 'j£igf2iajBigi2iBfgfiuzfgfg/gfgfaf2fBJZJBfZJgfgrajti
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HERE IS THE HIGH LIGHT OF

PERMANENT
For Only $1.00

Mrs. William E. Delaney of West
Springfield, Mass., is visiting Mrs.
Eugene Harrington

Just think of that—One of

regular

Steam

Oil

Permanent Waves for $1.03

if taken with a regular
wave. You have a regular
$5.00 wave and your sister,

daughter or frit nd gets one
for only $1.00.

j

ANO BARBER SHtJP
284-284 MAIN ST. -

PHONE 826

HOCKt AM.

Dollar Day Specials
—AT—

w

THE BABY SHOP
All Wool Flannel Coats,

$1.00

Red only—Sizes 4 and 5 years

Girls’ All Wool Fall Coats,

$3.98

Sizes 5 and 6 years

Ba’oy Buntings, blue silk,

$1.00

Wool Sweaters,

$1.00

Sizes 2 and 3 years

Toddle Dresses,

59c

Mrs. E Carl Moran entertained the
Miss Madeline Bird. Mrs. George T Club at dinner Tuesday night at
Snow and Mrs. Kathleen O'Hara her home on Chestnut street. A so
have been spending a few days in cial evening followed.
Boston.
Mrs. E. J. Webster and daughters
Mrs Malcolm Williams of Ston Wilma and Florence, who have been
ington is visiting her daughter, Mrs* guests of relatives in this city and
Belfast, left Monday for their home i
Ralph Fowler.
in Akron, Ohio.
Dr. and Mrs. Blake Annis leave
next Tuesday for Tiffin, Ohio, where S Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Ingraham
they will attend a professional con and Miss Eleanor Tibbetts attended
vention. They expect to be away yesterday the groundbreaking exer
cises at Colby College in Waterville.
about nine days.
A family lawn party was held Sun-'
day at the home of Mr. and Mrs A.
T. Thurston, an outdoor lunch be
ing served. The guests were Charles
Thurston and Wilbur Thurston of
South Union Mr. and Mrs. William
C. Gleason and children Thurston,
Richard and Eleanor and Fred Rob
bins of Union and Miss Dorothy
Gleason of Detroit, who is spending
a summer vacation with her parents
in Union.

Mr and Mrs. Alfred J. Dailey of '
Brookline, Mass, and Miss Mary Har- j
rington of Jefferson. Mass., returned
Tuesday to their homes, having been
guests of Mrs. Eugene Harrington and
Miss Louise Harrington, Pleasant
street.

The Newbert Association will pic
nic Friday night at Holiday Beach,
with Mr. and Mrs. Benajmin Philbrook as hosts. Supper will be in
charge of Mrs. Phosa Howard. Mrs.
Gertrude Payson. Mrs. Eva Wisner
and Mrs. Philbrook.

Sizes 2 and 3 years—were $1.00

w,

Berets, were 59c,

now 25c

Also Bargains in
Sun Suits, Bonnets, Odd Balls of Wool,
Etc.

THE BABY SHOP
ROCKLAND

9 LIMEROCK ST.
V

366 MAIN STREET

i Mrs. Henry P. White, Mrs. Rob*
j ert White and Miss Mary Mulholland
| cf Farmington, have been guests of
1 Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Thurston, the
visit having been planned, that the
guests might attend the flower show.

A STEAM OIL

our

VESPER A. LEACH

OCi ETY

DOLLAR DAYS

Page Seven

Mrs. Abbie Richardson, Mrs. Eve
lyn McKusic and son Maurice McKusic and Millard Hart went yester
day to.Rumney. N. H, to attend the
New England Fellowship.
,

FRIDAY, AUGUST 20
SATURDAY, AUGUST 21
Special Money-Saving Events. Extra Values in All Departments
Underwear—Munsingwear and Vanity Fair.
Bloomers, Vests and Panties; 79c values.
17,4.1
Special,
69c; 2 for $1.25
Odd lot of Munsingwear Panties,

Mr. and Mrs. H. J. McClure of
Criehaven have as guests Mrs. A. S
Rankin and Miss Gladys McClure.
Miss Gwendolyn Rubenstein is In
Knox Hospital, where she underwent
an appendix operation Tuesday
morning.
_
—
Miss Arlene Havener and guest
Miss Jean Bloodsworth of Medford,
Mass, are visiting this week at the
heme of Miss Havener's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Pierre Havener. They were
entertained yesterday at the home
of Mrs. Hans Heistad in Rockport. I

Clive Malburg and daughter Rose
spent the weekend in Old Orchard
and Boston. Rose Malburg fell while
riding a bicycle, breaking her left
hand.

Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Goff and A.
Mrs. Russell Willey of 119 South
Van Deventer of Coatsvllle, Pa are Main street and her sister Madeline
vacationing at "The Birches," the Carleton of Rockport, are spending
Dow cottage at Crawford's Lake.
a few days in Stockton Springs with
their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. I.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Keene of
T. Leadbetter.
Somerville. Mass., and Miss Jo Ann
Harbach of Bangor are visiting Mr.
Mrs Viva Kalloch was hostess to
and Mrs. Freeman S. Young.
D. and F. Club Monday night, when

bridge honors were won by Mrs. Law- I
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Berry
rence Leach. Mrs. Herbert Kalloch 1
Monday night visited their daughter
and Mrs. Lewis Coltart.
•Miss Marie Berry at Whitefield
where she is spending the summer
C. /Churchill Wahle and son
at Camp Katherine Ridgeway. The "Buddy" are expected Saturday j
main object of their visit, was to from Detroit for a visit with Mr. and
witness a play entitled "Two Little Mrs. George E. McLaughlin.
Orphans” presented by camp girls.
Given for the benefit of a new church
A delightful outing was enjoyed by
(itf Whitefield Church having Chapin Class members and husbands
burned Sunday). The three-act play Tuesday night, when they were en
was written by Miss Berry with the tertained by Dr. and Mrs. John
slight assistance of two other girls, Smith Lowe at their Round Pond
who received congratulations and ’ cottage. There were 32 guests seat
praise from a capacity audience. Mr. ed at picnic supper, two former mem
and Mrs. Berry are Justly proud of bers being present. Miss Josephine
the talent displayed and the interest Pardee, of Stratford, Conn., and Mrs.
ing story portrayed, this being the Ann Haskell of Belfast. Games, a
first attempt Miss Berry has made in [sing and the moonlight ride home
tfiis line. A surprising sum was ■----------------------------------- ------------- 1
realized.
—I’LEASE TURN TO PAGE 5—

I

59c; 2 for 1.00

Gowns, Batiste, Crepe and Porto Rican, em
broidered, 1.00 values,

.83

Pajamas, all styles; 1.00 values,

.79

FRIDAY mJ SATURDAY, AUG. 20-21

Hosiery, men’s fancy rayon; values 35c and
29c. Special,
19c; 5 for 1.00
79

Panties, Vanity Fair, regular and extra sizes;
1.00 values,

.79

Bags, Leather Hand Bags, new fall colors; 1.00
and 1.25 values,

79

Slips, Rayon taffeta and satin, lace trimmed and
tailored, built up shoulder; 1.00 values,

.79

Blouses, tailored cotton, long and short sleeves,
1.00 values,

79

Slips, odd lot, Trulane, pure silk, lace trimmed,
white and tea rose; 1.98 values,
1.39

Handkerchiefs, pure linen, colored sport hand
kerchiefs,
25c; 6 for 1.00

Corsets, back lace, plain coutil, four garter;
1.39 values,
1.00

Aprons, 80 square percales, floral patterns; 25c
and 29c values,
5 for 1.00

Girdles hook around and side hook; 1.79 and
1.59 values,
1.00

Children’s Overalls and Slacks, sizes 7-10;
values up to 1.00,
29c; 2 for

,
Bandeaus and Brassieres, crepe, satin and couIl-.'UM
til; 29c values,
4 for 1.00

Blo.imers, Panties, extra sizes, Dover labora
tory tested; 49c values,

.39

n • ,i Snuggies, Panties and Vests, regular and extra
sizes; 29c values,
4 for 1.00

Children’s Vests and Bloomers, odd lot, lace
trimmed; 35c values,

.29

.50

Bathing Suits, 100% wool, all wanted colors,
sizes 36-44; 3.98 values,
2.98
2.98 values,
1.98
Morning Frocks, 80 square percales, crown
made, floral figures, sizes 38 to 54; 1.15 val.

.84

Hats, fall felts, desired colors; 1.59 and 1.98
values,
1.00

10 Percent Discount On All Regular Priced Stock

SMITH-PINKHAM

Miss Margaret Pinkham daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus & Pinkham
cf Malverne. N. Y.. formerly of Rock
land. was married Aug 12 to Clifton
Smith of Gardiner, at the home of
the bride's parents.
The bride, who attended Rockland
public schools, was very active and
popular in the younger set.
The couple will reside in Gardiner,
where Mr. Smith has employment.

SEE THE
PERFECTLY AMAZING THINGS

YOUR DOLLAR WILL BUY
—AT—

LEIGHTON’S

George Geddes of Flushing. L. I.,
N. Y, is spending a few days with
his mother, Mrs. John Geddes, at
Crescent Beach.

JEWELRY STORE
“OUR DOLLAR TABLE’’ is a revelation, with
articles priced previously as high as $5.00.
“ONE DOLLAR OFF” on a brand span new lot of
fine Traveling Cases.

WEDDING RINGS—An all-time low for these
days only

COUNTER
See This Piece of Furniture

a desert like yesterday!

-79

Bags, brocades and figured Knitting Bags, 1.00
values,

Large Solid Quartered Oak

These Prices, Gentlemen, are your oasis in

Gloves, kid, all desired colors; sizes
L98
values,
Hosiery, Dainty Dot, odd lot, full fashioned,
pure silk; 1.00 values,

Panties, Vests and Bloomers, rayon Dover
Laboratory tested; regular 39c values.
Special,
,
3 for 1.00

Chester Black and family have re
turned from a vacation trip to New
York State. Going through Ausable
Chasm was one of their many inter
esting experiences.

DOLLAR DA YS

Hosiery, Robert Lawrence, chiffons, irregulars,
all new shades. Special 79c val., 55c; 2 for 1.00

FREE WATCH CRYSTALS with all repair jobs.

STEVENSON’S

For they allow you to take a twenty dollar bill

Main St. Cor. Tillson Ave., Rockland

and break it up into suits, shirts, hosiery, un
derwear, sportwear, and be cool instead of

sticky.

Il

Why not try us tomorrowl for just one item?

New 1938

PHILCO

$12.00, $15.00

All Wool Finely Tailored Suits in broken sizes
although nearly all sizes in the entire group—
$15.00, $16.50, $20.00, $25.00
Some with extra trousers
Sport Coats in checks and plaids,

$7.75

Misses’ Wool Sport Jackets,

$2.50

Think of it ... a genuine
full-size American and For
eign I’hilco Console at a re
markably low price! . . . Fine
natural tone . . . latest fea
tures, including Philro For
eign Tuning System, Color
Dial, 2-Point Tone Control
. . . many others. Handsome
cabinet of reproduced walnut
and laurel, with Proleclire
Hack Shield. Conte in . . . see
it, h<ytr it, okii it—terms you
can easily afford!

Men s Sport Shoes in white and two-tone—
$3.85, $5.85
Men’s White Flannel Trousers,

$3.95, $4.95

Men’s and Boys’ Sport Shirts, 79c; 2 for $1.50
Boys’ Washable Shorts,

79c; 2 for $1.50

Men’s Ties,

79c; 2'for $1.50

Men’s Caps,

i

)

$1.00

Reduced prices on Swim Suits
In fact Big Values in every department

PHILCO 10F*

•Sold only with Philco High-Efficiency
Atrial to inture grealctt foreign reception.

55-0C

CAMDEN, MAINE

MAINE MUSIC COMPANY
Rockland, Maine
EASY TERMS .

1

“Souls at Sea”

Coming Thursday and Friday, August 26-27

LIBERAL TRADE-IN ALLOWANCES

with

Road Show Engagement of

“EMILE ZOLA” starring PAUL MUNI
99-lt

GEORGE RAFT

GARY COPPER

‘‘The greatest adventure romance in the whale
exciting history of the Seven Seas”

FRIDAY NIGHT IS BANK NITE

FRIDAY-SATURDAY
z.

“«JON£S

*! SANTMOW
I URI1ERSSL PICTURE

Less
Aerial

I

Gregory’s

TODAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Look at this

You’ll be surprised to see what a poor salary a
fellow gets for his sweating.

Two-Piece Summer Suits,

COMIQUE THEATRE

COMING SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY

“The Good Earth”
with

i

PAUL MUNI

LUISE RAINER

THREE PERFORMANCES DAILY

MATINEE 2.00.

EVENING 6.00 AND 8.45

NO ADVANCE IN PRICES

V t.
TODAY
NELSON EDDY
JEANETTE MaeDONAI.D
in
“MAYTIME"

Rockland

Tel. 892

Matinee 2; Eve
ning 6.45, 8.45;
Continuous Satuiday 2.15 to 10.45

iMtDj
*
•
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THE JOB MUST BE DONE

FLOWER SHOW

Bangor News Heads Vigorous Campaign For
Improvement Of Atlantic Highway
The Bangor Daily News is engaged
right now in an attempt to secure
immediate action for the improve
ment of the Atlantic Hignwav from
Rockland to Bangor. That the move
has the hearty co-operation of the
people on the Knox County end goes
without saying, and every hand is
lifted in approval. A hearing will be
had before the State Highway Com
mission on this proposition at 1.30
daylight time. Aug. 25 in the House
of Representatives. Augusta.
A. E. Whitehill of Camden, who
is to handle the drive for the Ban

gor News had this to say in a recent
issue of that paper:
"Discussions of conditions on U. S.
Highway No. 1 from Rockland to
Bangoi is not new. nor will the ex
pressions of opinion we present here
be any revelation to residents of east
ern and northeastern Maine nor to
the thousands of visiting motorists
who travel our roads. We have faced
these conditions for 365 days of the
year for years on end. Thousands of
motoi car owners feel that now is
the tune for action.
"These comments on U S. High
way No. 1 speak for themselves: 'It is

A
PERMA-

NENT
WAVE FOR

$1.00
During Dollar Days
Only—We will give
a Permanent Wave
for One Dollar if
you have one of our
regular $3.00 Waves.
That is—If you have
a $3.00 wave your
daughter or sister or
friend ran have her
wave for only One
Dollar.

TELEPHONE 122

ECONOMY BEAUTY PARLOR
OPPOSITE STRAND THEATRE,

nothing short of tragedy. ... It is far Farmers, bankers, lawyers, druggists,
below standard. . . Its importance hotel men. grocers, garages, publish
(Continued from Page One)
to the State of Maine is such that it ers—have expressed their views and
should always be kept in first-class these all boil down to 'when do we get attention on the wayside stands.
condition. . . The condition of this action?’ ”
These attractive exhibits were done
The News quotes many town offi by the Rockport. Hope. Camden and
road extending between Rockland
and Bangor is deplorable .... These cials and many service clubs, located Rockland Farm Bureaus, Mrs. Ralph
dangerous curves and narrow, wind between Rockland and Bangor and Wentworth, chairman.
ing roads should be eliminated........... they are all of one mind—the job
In front of the stage several large
Work should be done this year. . . . must be done.
brightly
painted
wheelbarrows
It is about time this very important
heaped with fruits or plants to be
highway be given real attention. . ..
•set. stopped passers-by. Mrs. Charles
Accidents and near accidents—.’ It
H. Berry planned it this way. One
would take a special edition of any
The Woman's Educational Club wheelbarrow held plants, pots, rocks,
newspaper to publish the thousands
two years ago unveiled a bronze , soil, trowel and gloves, waiting for
of caustic remarks that this section of
marker on Edna St. Vincent Millay's Mrs. Pauline Goodman to return to
U. S. Highway No. 1 has heaped
1 birthplace on Broadway . A cita her planting.
upon us. one and all.
Border planting, separated from
“With the exception of one short tion from Colby College followed
this
June
when
Miss
Millay
was
TOO
LATE FOR CLASSIFICATION
section of new road from Camden
granted a college degree of Doctor
SECOND floor apartment, to let. 5
through Lincolnville, this universal
bath. $15 month, at 34 Pleasant
criticism is based on facts. The proof of Letters, described as America's rooms,
St.: alio first floor apartment. 3 rooms,
is in the speedometer. The import foremost woman poet, while leading bath, a: 36 Pleasant St. Apply 32
SCHOOOL ST, Tel 883-W
'»9-tf
ance of this route is apparent. The magazines put her portrait in colors
cities, towns, and villages—Rockland on cover pages and the world still
to Bangor—have a population of acclaims her fame.
As this club was first to honor this
more than 65.000. The trading area
of these communities includes over eminent poet, now again it plans to
125000 additional citizens of Maine. honor similarly two distinguished
They should have safe and practical actresses born in this city—Maxine
means of conducting intercommunity Elliott and her sister Gertrude Elliott
business 12 months of the year. (now Lady Forbes-Robertson of
Steady travel between these commu England.)
Sept. 3 Friday at 2 p. m. on the
nities should not present a constant
premises
on Hall street, exercises will
hazard to life and property. Nor
should the element of pleasure be be held. Distinguished guests from
completely eliminated in social or afar will be present, speeches will be
business vistas among these 190.000 made, and a bronze tablet will be un
veiled on the birthplace of these
permsnent residents of Maine.
"To the constant traffic of our own sisters, renowned across the seas for
private cars, busses, and trucks, add beauty and charm. The public is
the out-of-State tourist and summer invited. The house is humble, as
resident travel, and the situation is often the type from which genius
vastly more depressing. To this total and talent emerge with glory.
Educational Club verse makers are
add the thousands of visiting cars
that would tour the coast of Maine herewith invited to present poems for
if returning friends could report safe this ceremonial, and all life members
and comfortable travel were assured. and 100 percenters are asked to be
Bear in mind the increasing number present.
Adjournment at 4 will be for a
of trailers and trucks. Some concep
tion cf what is ahead of us may be house picnic with Mrs Minnie Miles.
Ccean street. Sunshine Inn as hostess,
imagined.
“The facts are known, the condi for box lunch and evening speakers
tions are obvious, but rather than and usual discussions.
stand on those alone, for the past
five months we have delegated to a
COFFEE ROASTING
member of our staff the responsibility
PLANT
of detailing and crystalizing these
opinions. He has addressed service Including all the Machinery. See
clubs, met with town selectmen, con
versed with city and town managers STEVENSON TEA STORE
[ and Chamber of Commerce officials. Main St. Cor. Tillson Ave., Rockland

ROCKLAND, ME.

ELLIOTT SISTERS

The
Select

Merchandise
Campaign
Ends

Saturday

Night
August
Wlli Be Awarded A New 1937

Second Award, Choice of 5-Piece Bedroom Suite or
Electric Refrigerator
Third Award, 1938 DeLuxe Model All-Wave R.C.A.
Victor Radio

Do Not “Step=Child” Your Favorite Contestant
Each One Of These Popular Local People Has An Equal Chance

CUTLER’S
The only WOMEN’S SHOP IN ROCKLAND giving 100% $1.00 DAY BARGAINS PLUS VOTES, in the
Select Merchandise Campaign that may win for YOU or your FAVORITE CONTESTANT a 1937 PLY
MOUTH 2-DOOR SEDAN as first award; your choice of a Five-Piece Walnut Bedroom Suite, or an Elec
tric Refrigerator, as second award; a Victor Radio as third award; and an Electric Washing Machine as the
fourth award.

VIVIAN KIMBALL
MRS. DAISY WELCH
CARL (HKISTOFFERSEN
FLORENCE YOUNG
FELICE PERRY
EVERETT FERNALD
LEROY ALLEY. East Union
RITA ( ALDERWOOD
PERCY S. DINSMORE
SHERWOOD FROST
MARY MacINTOSH RAWLF.Y
HARRY THORONBERG. Glencove
RALPH TIBBETTS
RICHARD ELLINGWOOD
GRACE KELLAR
BARBARA JORDAN

MRS. EVA NEWTON. Bear Hill
MILDRED MANNING
RALPH RAWLF.Y
MRS. KRIS KANGAS
A. MILDRED MOODY
GLADYS LINDSEY, Thomaston
GEORGE HAMLIN
FLOYD REAMS
CLEVELAND HARVEY
ASHLEY LEACH, Rockport
goldie mc.auliffe
mrs. c. r. mcauliffe, jr.

MARY WINSLOW
FLORA HAMLIN FRENCH
GWEN RUBENSTEIN
MRS. F. W. ALLEY

10,000,000,000

AND MILLIONS OF VOTES WITH EVERY DOLLAR YOU SPEND

MAKE YOUR $1.00 DAY PURCHASES PAY THEIR WAY IN VOTES

Light and Dark Shades—Formerly to $10.75
PLUS 500.000,000 VOTES

(Ten Billion)
htogmotopiwmu

DRESSES,

$4.84

All Summer Shades
PLUS 500.000.000 VOTES

Extra Votes Given

ALL 59c

$1.98 SUMMER

$1.98 AND $2.98

$1.98 CULOTTE

For All Cycles Of

SHORTS AND
TOPPERS
44c

SKIRTS
$1.42

COTTON FROCKS
$1.46

DRESSES
$1.00

TRADE CARDS

Plus 25,000,000 Votes

Plus 500,000.000 Votes

$2.98 AND $3.98

$12.50 MAN TAILORED

COTTON FROCKS
$2.00

SUITS
$6.25

HATS
50c

Plus 500,000.000 Votes

Plus 500,000,000 Votes

EVERY COAT IN THE STORE

ALL S1.00

REDUCED TO

BAGS
72c

Formerly $12.75 to $25.00
PLUS 500.000.000 VOTES
ALL $1.98

$1.00 SPORT

Plus 25,000.000 Votes
50c KNEE-HI

SILK HOSE
37c
$1.00 SILK

SLIPS
69c

$7.00 $11.00 $14.00

GROUP OF $1.00 AND $2.00

CORSETS
59c

ALL SPRING AND SUMMER

SWEATERS

ALL $1.98

Short Sleeves, Light Shades

2 for $1.00

SHIRTS
71c

$1.47

SILK BLOUSES
$1.46

$3 98

LARGE LOT

59c

$1.00 AND $1.98

LINEN SUITS
$2.00

BRASSIERES
10c

100.000,000 Votes

HALTER VISOR
COMBINATION

37c 3 for $1.00

SILK BLOUSES
73c

MAKE YOUR DOLLARS PAY YOU MILLIONS IN VOTES

SHOP AT

CUTLER’S

10 o’clock

Fourth Award, Speed Queen Electric Washing
Machine

AT

ALLS10°
SLACKS AND
SHORTS 77c

at

PLYMOUTH

DOLLAR
DAYS

$2.74

21st

SOMEONE

Thursday and Friday Will Be

SILK DRESSES,

Many paused and used their note
books. Mrs. J. A. Jameson planned
the artistic arrangement. Then on 1
either side of the center table were
the commercial displays, done in
flowers, fruits, or vegetables, really
an outstanding effort of Mrs. O. A.
Lawrence. Above, on either side, at
the railings, looking down at the
fashionable group assembled, stood
the many-flowered window boxes, put
there by Mrs. J. N. Southard.
Mrs. Donald H Hanley was general
chairman of this successful affair,
assisted by Mrs. Arthur F. Lamb and
Mrs. George W. Smith. The public
ity was by Mrs. Donald H. Fuller.
Mr. Nutting gave an informal talk
Tuesday on "Home Grounds Im
provement” after which slides were
shown. There were continuous slides
Wednesday in the Tower Room.
L. R. F.

the rest of the garden by a low | langement of any flowers in any type
white picket fence, enclosing a rather ] of container the secrets of her train
large plot of green grass, displayed ing. Basket arrangements fasci
the neighboring garden club six-foot nated the eager eyes; that selection
exhibits "The little fence kept pa- was well done by Mrs. Leforest Thurs
• trons ‘off the grass,' ” said Mrs. E. ton. And. too. the specimen fclcoms
shared the voices of praise. Mrs. Ar
i Stewart Orbeton, chairman.
Laughing lilies looked at their re- thur Haines had worked out this dis
’ flections, bashful at the amount of at- play which made friends with the
I tention received. Mrs. Ronald Somes florists' contributions.
The children present found pleas
'tad hinted they'd d’ refreshing to
ure in all the displays, but of course
lock at on the hot days.
I Next came the loAed-for origln:»i Mrs. Earle R. Gowell and Mrs Edwin
display by men. Mrs. Frank A T'.r- Scarlott attracted the tots and teen
rell's shy exhibitors proved tn b? age. Old and young found inspira
or ginal. Not a little time was spent tion here.
In the center of the huge garden
at this display.
The wild flowers made many stood the finely appointed refresh
f, lends, the teaching of Mrs. George ment table, with Mrs. Kennedy Crane,
Bi?”ey. while the li ne loving plants Mrs. B. B. Smith and Mrs. Katherine
Sharpe serving. Above and below
proved very much worth while.
Mrs Maurice F. Lovejoy was en were the charming luncheon (in
gaged telling admirers of artistic ar- formal) and dinner (formal)' tables.

USE TRADE CARDS

FLORA BAUM
RUTH CROUSE

MILDRED ACHORN
MRS. W. E. WHITNEY. Rockport
MRS. JENNIE FEYLER
MRS. II. L. LARRABEE
MRS. RALPH STONE
MILTON BENNER
MARIE ALLARD. Spruce Head
JAMES LARRABEE
GERTRUDE FITZGERALD
GLADYS ROGERS
MARY HASKELL
NINA YORK
MRS. HAZEL BURR ATWOOD
MARY CARLSON

HARRIETT CAVANAUGH
MRS. MAYNARD CURTIS,
Ash Point
ROY T. JACOBS
FLORENCE KALER
CELIA B. FLYE, Thomaston
EDWARD H. STORER
HARRIETT RICHARDSON
MYRTLE CLARK
FLORA HOOPER
NELLIE SHIBI.ES
JACK DODGE
MRS. HARLAN BRAGDON,
Long Cove
ELOISE NASH
HELMI KULJU, St. George

PATRONIZE THESE STORES

SPONSORING THE CAMPAIGN
E. O. PHILBROOK & SON
EDWARD O’B. GONIA

PERRY’S MAIN STREET MARKET
CORNER DRUG STORE, INC.
M. B. & C. O. PERRY, FUEL

Use Trade Cards
Remember: These Trade Cards can be used
now or after the campaign is over to make purchases
or pay accounts.

CUTLER’S GARMENT SHOP
BLACKINGTON’S
STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
LAMBKINS RESTAURANT AND GRILL

C. E. MORSE, JEWELER
ECONOMY BEAUTY PARLOR

Get Trade Cards at Campaign
Headquarters, 15 Tillson Avenue
or from your favorite contestant

NOWgive

YOUR FAVORITE
CANDIDATE THE FINAL PUSH
OVER THE TOP!

PERRY’S PARK STREET MARKET

AL’S HAIRDRESSING SALON

AL’S BARBER SHOP

OAKLAND PARK PAVILION (no free votes)

SELECT MERCHANDISE
CAMPAIGN
HEADQUARTERS AT 15 TILLSON AVENUE

iEvery-Other-Day
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which even involved the reduction
of my own salary.
“During my first administration as
Governor I was credited with having
reduced the expenditures of the
State by approximately $10,000,000.
In all humbleness I sincerely be
lieve that I could again render the
same service to the people of Maine.
“If again Governor, I shall enter
present administration is temporarily into a partnership with the people of
Maine to work out a constructive
destroyed.
“It will be remembered the old age plan to institute old age relief and
assistance program was inaugurated adequate support of our school sys
during my administration as Gover tem without increasing the tax bur
den upon the people of Maine.
nor of Maine.
“This plan will call for a thorough
“It is also a matter of public
record that I have always heartily revision of the financial setup of the
endorsed any legislation which would State with the elimination so far as
contribute to the improvement of possible of the earmarking of State
funds and the establishment of flexi
our educational facilities.
“We are all in an agreement that bility in their use.
“There is, in my opinion, no need
these social programs are desirable
to
stop payments to those already
arid necessary.
"They can and will be carried on receiving old age pensions.
“Their continuation is a matter of
by effecting the proper economies
simple allocation of funds for that
in our State government.
"Additional taxation was never re purpose coupled perhaps by order of
quired by me as Governor in days Governor and Council, which will be
acceptable to tine Social Se<$urity
of depression.
"It would seem unnecessary in Board.
“It will be a blot on the humane
these days of returning prosperity.
record
of the State if the present
“Nearly all can remember that
critical period in 1933 when I as pensioners are denied payments.
“At the earnest solicitation of a
sumed office as Governor.
“I was confronted with a financial very large number of Maine citizens,
I very humbly announce my candi
situation which was most serious.
“Many of our municipalities were dacy for Governor in the Democratic
primary of 1938."
unable to pay State taxes.

BRANN SAYS HE’LL RUN

Former Governor Has Desire To Be “Third
Termer”—His Statement
Former Governor Louis J. Brann
spearhead of the Democratic party's
drive to power in Maine for two
terms, announced Tuesday he would
seek nomination to a third term in
the 1938 primary election.
The disclosure was hailed by Fred
erick H. Lancaster, of Lewiston,
chairman of the State Democratic
committee, as meeting “with hearty
approval of the Democrats of Maine.”
Brann's statement charged the
present Republican administration
had “failed in its responsibility” to
the people, basing his announcement
on Monday's state referendum in
which the electorate rejected by more
than 40,000 votes a proposed one per
cent sales tax to finance old age as
sistance and an increased educa
tional standard.
The text of former Democratic
Governor Brann's announcement:
"The people of Maine have spoken.
“The vote Monday was undeniably
for economy in State government.
“It was not against the principle of
old age assistance and school bene
fits but was definitely and conclu
sively against the methods employed.
“The results of yesterday's refer
endum renders it obvious that the
present State administration has
failed in its responsibility to the peo
ple of Maine.
“The present Chief Executive has
publicly declared on several occasions
that he will not convene the Legisla
ture in special session to aid the in
tended beneficiaries of old age assist
ance and educational equalization.
“Thus the old age pension system
Inaugurated in my administration
and which I sincerely believed would
be carried on and enlarged by the

“Our banking system was in col
lapse.
“The State Treasury was virtually
exhausted.
“I did not blame my predecessor.
“I think that Governor Gardiner
did the best that he could under most
difficult conditions.
“I accepted the responsibility which
had been placed in my hands by the
people of Maine and made definite
and concrete suggestions to the Leg
islature.
“With the assistance of a co-opera
tive Legislature and Executive Coun
cil I immediately placed in operation
a policy of constructive economy
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Automatic
tomatic Tuning

Now on display at

MAINE MUSIC COMPANY
ROCKLAND, MAINE

YOUR ESTABLISHED FLORIST
* * * *

Patronize your Established Florist
who is ready to serve you 365 days in the year

SPECIAL-SMALL PALMS, 98c
Gladiolus, Asters, Garden Flowers
SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP
371 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND. ME.

TELEPHONE 318-W
93-tf

f Page Nina

AIR RENDEZVOUS
Immense Crowd Will Wit
ness Sensational Events In

MANSFIELD GOVE, INC.

Augusta Aug. 28-29

With Tex Rankin, world famous
acrobatic flyer and the sensational
Allen balloon-parachute trio definite- j
ly on the program for the Maine Aero
Rendezvous to be held at the State
airport in Augusta Aug. 28 and 29,
officials of the Maine Aero Club are
making final arrangements for other .
features for "the biggest aviation
event in New England this year."
Rankin, now in California, tele
graphed officials of the Aero Club,
which is sponsoring the good will gettogether of pilots and plane owners
of the Atlantic Seaboard and east
ern Canada, that he will put on an
exhibition of stunt flying “never
duplicated east of the Mississippi
River.”
Rankin will fly across the continent
to appear at the Maine meet, arriving
the day before the rendezvous opens,
and Aug. 30 will speed to Cleveland,
Ohio, (where he is booked as a major
attraction for the National Air Races.
The Allen trio, two sisters and their
brother, all in their 'teens, put on a
hot-air balloon, trapeze and triple 1
parachute act that astounds onlook
ers and ranks them at the top as the
youngest performers in that game.
AT MOUNT WALDO
One of Rankin's most sensational
Granite OpentUons Continue With stunts is (to roll his low wing mono- i
plane over and fly it upside down
100 On the Job and Work Ahead
barely 50 feet off the ground. He has
The annual meeting of the stock perfected other equally thrilling aero- i
holders and directors of Mount Wal batics, all of which account for his
constant capturing of first prizes for
do Granite Corporation was held at
acrobatic flying.
the office of the company in Frank
Rankin and the Allens are booked
fort, Saturday. Burno M. Grenci, by the club to augment other flying
(Searsport) president; J. Wesley entertainment arranged for the esti- .
Moreton (New York City), vice presi mated 40,000 spectators who will at
dent; William F. Ellis, ((Peekskill. N. tend the meet.
Y.) treasurer; Oliver T. Hazelton
For the benefit of spectators a new
secretary.
light airplane with free flying in
With the exception of secretary structions, or $1000 in cash, will be
all officers were elected to succeed given away.
themselves, Mr. Hazelton having but
For members of the club and guests
recently been transferred from the from other States and Canada a ban
New York office of Grenci & Ellis quet and entertainment has been ar
to assume charge of the Mount ranged for Saturday night, Aug. 28. 1
Waldo office at Frankfort.
and a mammoth clambake will be
The firm reports sufficient work cooked and served at Island Park, j
in hand to carry operations well into Lake Cobbossecontee, where visiting
next year with a force of approxi seaplanes will be based.
mately 100 workmen. These jobs in
The gift airplane has already been
elude the furnishing of granite for on display in the downtown districts
the new West Side Highway and of Portland and Lewiston and will be
Lincoln Tunnel approaches as well shown -in similar positions in Ban-j
as a large bridge in the Bronx and
gor. Waterville and Augusta before j
school building in the Borough of the meet.
Manhattan, all in New York city.
The various committees In charge
Work has been carried on with of the many things that have to be
virtually no interruption since opera arranged to stage a guest meet report
tion of the quarry was taken over excellent progress. The reception
by this company in 1930.
committee already has received notifi
cation from several prominent pilots
CLOSED FOR FIVE YEARS
and plane owners that they) will
come.
No Lobsters May Be Taken From
More than 150 airplanes are expect
York River During That Period
ed at the meet.

In what he calls a conservation
Edward Gonia and the Roving Re
measure, Rodney E. Feyler, Commis porter left early this morning for
sioner of Sea and Shore Fisheries, Niagara Falls. A longer and more
said that he would close the York interesting trip had been planned
but corcumstances have necessitated
River from “a line drawn from Rocks
a postpor.ement until next month.
Nose to Fort Head to its source," to
all lobster fishing, for a period of five
years.
This action, he said, came as the
result of a petition from a number of
fishermen requesting it A hearing
was held at York several days ago
with a large majority of those pres
ent in favor of the plan.
“I agree with the fishermen that
this area is a natural breeding ground
and should be protected," he said. In
their petition the fishermen stated
that there “is plenty of rock bottom (
outside of the area we wish closed to
accommodate all York Harbor fish
ermen."
Commissioner Feyler has long
fought for lobster conservation and ,
propagation measures believes that j
closed time should be declared on
many breeding grounds.

In conjunction with our AUGUST CLEARANCE SALE we offer further markdowns on our own stock
of carefully selected merchandise. Besides the items listed below, there are many lots of choice merchan
dise too small to advertise, but of equally great bargain value. Look for the $ price tags.

Coats

Dresses = Suits

Were

Now

Black, size 50,

$16.75

$10.00

Navy, size 48,

16.75

10.00

Blue, size 46,

16.75

io.oo(

Grey, size 43J/2.

19.75

Navy, size 37, 43,
Black, size 39,
Brown, size 41,
Black, size 40,

19.75
19.75
19.75
27.50

12.75/
12.751
12.75'

DAYS

25
%

1275
16.751 OFF

Congressman Oliver of Maine Is To

Look Into New England’s Needs

•’ ■ M •.

j.

Bog**

•.
'

- yyrkTkS'c-j -

:

-O

.
- J,

TO VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN,
STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND

STEAMERS NORTH HAVEN and W. S. WHITE
Leave Tillson Wharf at 9 o'clock, Daylight Time, every Sunday
Morning, returning in the late afternoon. A beautiful sail through
the Penobscot Bay Islands. APPLY FOR FARES AT WHARF.
87*Th,102

25
%

6 1 adored Woolen Suits, sizes 14-20,
were 16.75 and 19.75,
now 10.00/

OFF

144 COTTON DRESSES

of various styles and materials, including balance of
summer models
$3.50 to $10.00 numbers

Mostly 80 Square Percales. Fine assortment of styles
and patterns. Sizes 14-52.

$ Days, 20 percent Off

$ Days, $1.00

Balance summer stock of 1.00 Hand Bags, .50
Black and Colored Patent Leather Bags, 1.00
Slacks and Overalls, were 1.00,
.50
Women’s Fine Hand Made Linen Hankies,
3 for 1.00
Women's Print and White Hankies, 5 for 1.00
W ash Skirts, white and pastel shades,
were 2.00,
now 1.00
Skirts, white and pastels, were 1.00, now -79

Bathing Suits, good assortment, but broken
sizes, were 3.00,
$ Days..$1.79

XX {1 linotiir
i’llllllltl y
385 Main St.

Lace Collars, georgette crepe saches, were
59c,
$ Days, 3 for 1.00
Just 8 Evening Dresses, sizes 12-20,
$ Days 5.00
Fine quality Crepe Slips, side fasteners,
were 1.00,
$ Days .50

1 Table Felts, Straws, Fabrics. $1.98 to
$3.98 values. Colors and White. $ Days

Rockland

Tel. 1100

1
1

Hotel Thornkike Bldg.

McLAIN SHOE STORE

Representative Oliver

1

10 Women’s Dresses, figured voiles,
were 5.98,
now 3.95/

CORSETS: 50 GOSSARD CORSETS

432 MAIN STREET

r

24 Misses’ Dresses, Voile, Dotted Swiss
were 5.98,
now 3.95/

7 Linen and Flannel Suits, sizes I 2-38,
were 10.95, 1 3.75,
now 8.95'

ROCKLAND, MAINE

LIGHTHOUSE SURVEY

A BOAT TRIP NEXT SUNDAY

4 Navy, Black, Brown Silks, were 5.98,
$DAYS
10.00, sizes 38, 40, 42,
now $4.95

of

Maine,’

member of the House Merchant Ma-11
rine Committee, has been designated
by his committee to make a survey of
lighthuose facilities in New England
during the interval between adjourn
ment of this session and convening
of the next.
The purpose is to lay a foundation
for a program of lighthouse improve
ments, similar to that for other
branches of the water-highway serv
ice. The Coast Guard has such a
program, for instance.
Oliver will get aboard a lighthouse
tender, visit depots, lighthouses, etc.; i
look over the vessels of the service;
study existing conditions and mod
ernization needs and report to his
committee. Other members will sur
vey other sections.
KNOX COUNTY VOTE

Isle au Haut voted 5 to 2 in favor of |
the sales tax. This brought Knox
County's total (complete) to these fig
ures: Yes 1491; DO 2434.

175 pairs

Ladies’
Shoes

Ladies’

OFF every pair of Men’s

Walk-Over

Kedettes

AU Colors. Sizes, Patterns, Heels
See them!

Great to finish out thr summer

Shoes

OFF on every pair of Ladies’

A pair for

OFF on every pair of Ladies’

$1.50 to $3.00 Value

Shoes

Misses’
Shoes

Sold During These Two Days

Up to Size 3—Good for School Wear

Walk-Over

Sold During These Two Days

[■ ■

Arch Preserver

Shoes

Sold During These Two Days

ONE DOLLAR OFF ON THESE HIGH GRADE SHOES MEANS A SAVING OF 20% TO 30% ON ALL FUTURE PURCHASES
ALL SALES CASH.
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World’s Oldest Market Place

Photo Lf'itnii FairA Medieval Market Place

i held from August 29th to September

HE beautiful old square shown
above is doubtless the oldest j 2nd, inclusive.
T
The picture shows the entrance
market place in tbe world. Upwards

of 1.000 years ago. trade caravans ' to a great underground exhibition
chanced to meet at this point and a hall, which has been constructed becrude trading post was established. i neath the historic market place.
A town sprung up, which with the The Fair comprises some 9,000 of
passing ot time became tbe walled the newest Industrial and art prodcity of Leipzig.
| ucts displayed In fifty-one great
Through the centuries merchants exhibition halls. The newest prod
have found it profitable to meet at ucts in every field flf industry and
this cross roads of Europe. Since the I art are shown here. The clock in the
early middle ages, a Trade Fair has graceful tower In the background,
been held here every year. Today, incidentally, has kept time since the
business men from seventy-four days before Columbus. Nowhere
countries, including the United else in the world are there so many
States, regularly meet at Leipzig. new things to be seen in so old a
The next session of the Fair will be setting.

FURS
CLOTH COATS
Now Showing

A New Collection

FOR FALL AND WINTER

LUCIEN K. GREEN
Fur Repairs, Remodeling and Storage
16 School St. Odd Fellows Block Tel. 541 Rockland
90-tf

MATTERHORN BOWS
To Modem
Engineering
Gen:us — Summit Is No
Longer Inaccessible

_____
A 37-passenger cage, on a steel j
cable, now hauls modern mountain !
climbers part way up the Italian
side of the Matterhorn, thus aiding
even amateur climoers to conquer
the once difficult peak.
•'The Matterhorn remained beyond
man's reach until 1865, when a party
of seven attained the hitherto un
sealed summit." says a bulletin from
the Washington. D. C„ headquarters
i.f the National Gecgraphic Society.
"During the descent, four of the
seven pioneers fell to their death on
a glacier four thousand feet below.
"Twc days later thc 'unconquerable'
peak was reached again. Since then,
the Matterhorn has become increas
ingly popular with skilled climbers.
Now as many as
two
dozen
may be toiling
tin the
hairraising trail in a .ingle day. But
at least 39 have lost their lives
on the dangerous ascent, or in com
ing oewn. which is even mere peril
ous.

WILLIS AYER’S
To make these Dollar Days a success we realize
that we have got to give some wonderful values and
we re going to do it. We re going to do just what we
do on our Five Cent Sale each winter. You buy one
of the following articles at regular price and we ll
give you another for Five Cents. How's that?

MEN’S SUMMER
UNION SUITS
Short Sleeves, Long Leg

BOYS’ SHORT PANTS
Linen, Crash—6 to 14

$1 for 1; 5c for another

1 for $1; another for 5c

CHILDREN’S
MEN’S WORK SHIRTS BUTTON ON BLOUSES
W hile They Last

5 to 10

1 for 50c; another for 5c 79c for 1; 5c for another

MEN’S WOOL GOLF
HOSE
50c and $1 each
another for 5c

CHILDREN’S
PLAY SUITS
Zipper Front

$1 for 1; 5c for another

Asserted Lot

CHILDREN’S
UNION SUITS

1 for $1; another for 5c

50c for 1; 5c for another

MEN’S POLO SHIRTS
50c and $1 for one
another for 5c

CHILDREN’S
WASH SUITS

MEN’S DRESS SHIRTS

MEN’S
COTTON PANTS
“Slacks"—Assorted Lot

$1.50, $1.98 for one
another for 5c

6 to 10

Assorted Lot

79c, $1.00 for one
5c for another
BOYS’ POLO SHIRTS
50c, 75c, $1.00 for one
another for 5c

Please understand one thing: Everything in the store is not
sold at this discount: only the things advertised. Other goods at
regular prices.

WILLIS AYER

By J. F. Witkowski
Principal, Schoo! of Radio,
International Correspondence Schools;
Associate Member,
Institute of Radio Engineers

TV'HAT is said to be the most
’’ elaborate alarm system ever de
veloped is installed in the vaults of
the new United States mint at San
Francisco, Controlled by an ar
rangement of detectors set to react
to any type of sound disturbance,
the alarms automatically call police
and military authorities by short
wave radio, turn on floodlights,
ring bells and spray tear gas.

♦

#

•

Business men who find their
recreation in cruising along the sea
board can talk to their homes or
offices by telephone without putting
in to shore. Radio telephone equip
ment suitable for small craft is now
available and telephone companies
have established shore stations, en
abling yachtsmen in the vicinity of
Boston, New York, Miami, Seattle,
San Francisco and Los Angeles to
call any telephone subscriber on land.
* • *
It is reported that the U. S. Navy
has developed a "radio spy” which
can track down and locate enemy
vessels over long distances, thus
providing ample warning of their
presence. It is believed that the
basis of the device is the use of
micro-waves which are reflected
back by the distant warships.

Split
By International
_ »gn :
Boundary
greater safety at sea is marked by
"A high as twenty-seven Washing the successful performance of a
robot radio receiver designed to in
ton Monuments ora atop another, sure the receipt of distress signals
the Matterhorn soars above a ring of by ships that have only one operator
who may be off duty at the time.
snow-capped summi.s like the front The receiver reacts to a special code
peak of a tiara. Tne mountain wears ■ signal. When such a signal is picked
up it calls the operator by sounding
a glacier flung glittering over one an alarm bell and flashing warning
shoulder, and, above, a tall sloping lights.
tellar of snow. The actual peak rises
to heights where the winds allow no
DEER ISLE
snow to rest, but sweep it down from
Mrs. Charles A. Beck and grand
the stark rocky top. This pyramidal
summit has precipitous walls, one of son Stanley Carman motored Mon
them overhanging, which fortified day to Wollaston. Mass
it against climbers almost a centunThe Wilfred Couches held a picnic
after Mont Blanc had been con Saturday at the “Barnacle" Guests
quered. The Matterhorn was the were made up of the colony from this
lest great Alpine peak to surrender community that spends winters to
Although rocks have been blasted gether in St. Petersburg. Fla.
away and ropes fixed to the more
Miss Emma Shipman and Miss
hazardous reaches, the trail to the Alice Young are on a motor trip to
top Ls still no primrose path.
Quebec this week.
"The mountain's
international
Mrs Louise Holder Fay and Mrs.
outlook is not due exclusively to the
Ethel Haskell of Quincy are at their
many countries from which climbers
summer home "The Old House.”
come. It actually can claim two
Charlie Weymouth of Salem, Mass.,
countries as its place of residence.
spent Sunday with relatives here.
Switzerland and Italy. Their bound
Mrs. Ida Birnie of Quincy. Mass., is
ary line crosses the ‘ummit. dividing
guest of her sister Mrs. A. E
the roof-trea ridge so that one end
Schroeder.
is Italian, the other Swiss. The
Mr and Mrs. Wesley Rokes of Som
latter ls the higher, according to
erville. Mass., are visiting Mrs. Rokes’
Swiss yardsticks, by just 43 inches—
twin sister Mrs. Mabel Powers.
14.705 feet. Only five Alpine peaks
are higher.
SUNSET
"Pride in the Matterhorn, however,
is greater than that figure would in
Charles Weymouth of Salem was
dicate. For it is one of the two highest
peaks in which Italy lias even a share. in town Sunday and on return Mon
Switzerland particularly cherishes day, he was accompanied by Mrs.
its mountain giants, fince it contains Lydia Beck and Stanley Carman.
only two-thirds of 'he Alps and the 1 The carnival sponsored by the
two highest peaks are not wholly American Legion and held in Harry
within its boundaries. Mont Blanc Small's field, left the island Sunday.
is in France, and Monte Rosa laps
over into Italy as does the Matternorh.

Summit

Matterhorn By Any Other Name Is
Just As High

—AT-

What’s New in Radio?

"Alpinists at the top of the Matter
horn. in clear weather are as
breathless from the view as from
climbing. They can sec miles of ice
end snow and valley strips of green
in three countries: the surrounding
peaks of Switzerland, distant Mont
Elanc in France, and southern moun
tains subsiding into the Lombardy
plain of Italy.
I'Tnternational prominence has
won the Matterhorn several names.
Italians have been known to call it
the Becca and Monte Silvio. Frenchspeaking Swiss refer to it as Mont
Cervin, or simply Le Cervin, ‘the
stag,' for the proud wild way it tosses
its head. Matterhorn has been in
terpreted as 'the peak above the
meadow.' but its more orthodox Ger
man meaning is pointed out as ‘the
dim peak,' since its ice-shrouded
outline emerges only dimly from
clouds.
"For generations it was feared as
a haunted mountain, the home of
the Wandering Jew, the stronghold
of thc old man of Becca—a phrase
to frighten children Valley dwellers
thought the unvisited summit bore
ruins of a city, where evil spirits
lurked to bounce rocks down against
ambitious climbers. Avalanche after
avalanche swept down the rocky
sides with ^uch frequency that the
Matterhorn was dubbed the 'London
Bridge of Alpine Peake.'
"Untraveled natives rnce believed
it was the highest mountain in the
world. Few of them had seen the
other side of it, for their road would
lie over the Theodule Pass and its
glacier into Italy. That some bold
travelers ventured through
the
glacier-paved pass is proved by
ancient Roman coins found nearby.
! “Travel is far simpler around the
Matterhorn today. Railroads run
to Zermatt on the Swiss side and to
Breuil on the Italian side, and the
cable railway is on its way to joining
these two resort towns. For climbers
i who venture skyward beyond the
realm of mechanical transportation,
j there are huts to provide shelter,
straw mattresses, blankets, and a

!cup ol tea,”

Rite-Best
Printed Stationery

MISS AMERICA ’37
Candidate Will Be Picked Sat
urday At Oakland
Miss America of 1937. whoever she
Ls and wherever she comes from, will
be a fortunate young lady indeed.
Whoever is crowned as America’s
most charming and talented girl al
the National Finals of the American
Beauty and Talent contest in Atlan
tic City. Sept. 6 to 12, will be taken
in hand by the Board of Governors of
the Showmen's Variety Jubilee spon
sors of the Miss America contest,
who will offer her every opportun
ity to attain fame and succe's ln
motion pictures or on the stage.
She will receive a trip to Holly
wood, Calif., for herself and chap
erone. and if she should reveal suit
able talent and beauty for the screen,
will receive a long term film contract,
and perhaps fame and fortune.
Tlie Board of Governors of the At
lantic City Pageant, headed by Mayor
C. D. White are of the belief that
they cannot hold out a greater major
prize for their protege Miss America
than to give her every opportunity
of success in the movies or on the
stage. They have learned through
long experience that this is the ulti
mate goal sought by most of the
thousands of young ladies who an
nually' enter the American Beauty
Contest.
Massachusetts. Maine and Rhode
Island contests are under the direc
tion of Edwin H. Kasper, president of
Kaspar-Gordon Studios, Inc., Bos
ton. The winners of the titles Miss
Massachusetts, Miss Maine and Miss
Rhode Island will receive trips with
all expenses paid and return, to At
lantic City, N. J., to compete in the
national finals. They will also be
completely outfitted so that they
may compete in style with the other
contestants from all over the United
States.
Semi-finals for Miss Maine will be
held Saturday night at Oakland Park,
the winner to go to Old Orchard Aug
24 to compete in the finals—adv.

RAZORVILLE
Mr and Mrs. Everett L. Storer and
daughter Mrs Marie Sutler of Union
Mrs Muriel Danie.s Packard and
children of Mt. Ve.-ncn. N. Y.. were
visiting at Mrs. Maude Howard's re
cently.
Mr. and Mrs. Miles Glidden of
Providence who are spending a week
with her mother. Mrs. Walter Morse
were callers Thursday evening on
Mrs. Edith Overlock.
Mrs. Helen Bowes and Mrs. Edith
Overlock attended the Eastern Star
field day Tuesday at Glen Cove. Wil
lard Howard of Union accompanied
them.
Mrs. Nettie Brann of Cooper's Mills
is visiting at the home of her son
Clifton Brann at The Corner.
Mahlon Turner and Willard Clark
have exchanged places, the transfer
to take place at once.
Silas Bowler of Palermo with his
daughter and son-in-law of Ontario
were visiting Sunday with their aunt
Mrs. Carrie Clark, also other rela
tives here.
Mrs. Rose Boynton who recently
moved from Liberty to the Nathaniel
Overlock property, has been ill the
past few days.
Arno Bartlett is cutting the grass ,
on Edith Overlock's place.
Mrs Maude Gleason spent Sunday
with Mrs. Wilbur Pitman and at
tended church in Union.
Mr. and Mrs. L. P Jones attended
the Light reunion at W. W. Light's.
Mrs. Ethel Hill of North Chelms
ford. Mass., and Mrs. Elnora Harri
man of Appleton are visiting Mrs.
Edith Overlook.

SOUTH WARREN

COLTJC.R-GAZETTF. SPECIAL
WHITE VELLUM
Monarch Size
75 sheets 7*/ixl0!<i
50 envelopes 4x7'4
Your name and address on paper
and envelopes printed in Blue.
Black, Green or Brown ink.
Only $1.25 postpaid

Miss Marian Stone of East Win- ,
throp. who, with a party of friends. }
is touring the State, called last 1
Thursday on Miss Cada Burnham
Miss Stone is a State House employe
in Augusta.
Mrs. Mary Libby has returned |
from a visit with relatives In Port
Clyde.
Mrs. Frank Gross of Portland has j
been recent guest of Mrs. Ada Spear. J
Mrs. Hattie Counce visited Sunday
' with Mrs. M. P. Orne.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Danforth
, and daughter Ariel of Union were
j callers Sunday at O. A. Copeland's. |
Mrs. A. F. Winchenbach. Miss Ella
Ccpcland. Mrs. Estelle Newbert and
Mrs. Leila Smalley dined last Thurs
day with Mrs. Mabel Jordan.

EAST UNION

LINETTE SUPERFINE
White Writing
48 folded sheets 4%x7Ai
36 envelopes 4x5 */,
Your name and address printed
on sheets and envelopes or mono
gram on paper, address on enve
lopes. Blue, black, brown, green
ink.
$1.25 postpaid

The Courier-Gazette

Beauty Keynote of Today’s “Home, Sweet Home”

Mr. and Mrs. Harry' Etter and
daughter of New Haven, Conn., were
J in town on a recent visit.
Mrs. Doris Robbins and daughter
Elaine of Union were guests last
; Thursday of May Robbins.
Misses Martha Wilson and Alta
Wilson of Winchenlon, Mass., arc
! visiting their aunt, Mrs. V. A. Torrey,
i Mr and Mrs. Glover Kearly of New
York arrived Sunday to pass a few
1 days with Mr. and Mrs. John Kearly. j
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Watts of j
Warren called Sunday al the home of
H. M. Watts.
Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Hoyt were re
cent visitors at the home of Mrs. May
Robbins.

Color on the asphalt shingle roof, simplicity in
tastefully furnished living room, safety in the
kitchen keynotes of modern American home
By MARSHALL ADAMS
National Known Housing Expert

HE modern trend of beauty in the American homo
T''Home,
still has its old, old obligato.
Sweet Home."

Down through the decades, John Howard Payne’s
hauntingly beautiful song, written in 1823, has be
come a part of American folk lore. In the mind’s eye of
Payne, as he wrote those words, was a lovely old cot
tage. a part of the rural Long Island scene in which he
spent his boyhood, it was topped by a steeply pitched
roof, perhaps a bit leaky here and there. Vines twined
over the shutters of qnalnt but none too large windows.
Huge trees sheltered thc cottage. A little hedge sepa
rated the front lawn from the street.
His song made John Howard Payne's old home an
American shrine. Especially poignant Is the fact that
Payne died in Tunis. Africa, far from that old home,
while in the American consular service.
Today's Home More Comfortable

Bnt shrines, too often, are not comfortable. Tho
“parlor" of the old American home was a room in
which none but the older folks were admitted and they
only rarely, oh ceremonial occasions. The sleeping
rooms upstairs were ventilated by a window, some
times two, through which no soft breeze could be in
duced to stir during the summer months. But oh! what
blasts blew through those open windows—too often
they had to be propped open—during the long winter
nights.
Our tastes were simple then. Life’s pace was
leisurely. In fond retrospect, those seem, surely, to
have been the “good old days.”
Bnt were they? A glance through today's American
“Home Sweet Home” that abounds In the thousands
of small towns, cities and suburbs, colorful, comfort
able, healthful, will provide convincing rebuttal. So,
also, will statistics which prove that the American
today lives longer and is more free from ills in bis
hygienic, well ventilated home than ever before.
Planning and building their "Home Sweet Home”
today, the young couple finds a problem somewhat
more complex than was true a few decades ago. In the
Old days a satisfactory location was usually found
without undue difficulty and a builder who was usually
both a neighbor and a friend was commissioned to do
the building. Day after day, tho young owners watched
their new home take shape.
That, of course, is rarely possibla today. At least
seven out of eight houses in these days are purchased

*

ABOUT DUE

from merchant builders either complete or planned
along lines of homes built earlier by the builder. Thus,
care must be exercised In the choice of a builder with
a reputation for fine and honest workmanship.
Science, given free rein by research experts in
the laboratories, has achieved remarkable results.
Modern plumbing has made tho new "Homo Sweet
Home” a safer place in which to live. Automatic hot
water the year around for kitchen, hath and laundry
has made obsolete tbe old tub and the fire which de
manded constant attention. Air-conditioning is rapidly
becoming a new factor. New equipment being intro
duced almost daily ls making the air-conditioning plant
an accepted part of the well equipped American homo
and a factor in improved national health.
Asphalt Shingles Fire-Resistant
Tbe home has been made incomparably more safe,
as well as more colorful and moro beautiful, by the
roofing manufacturer among whose fire-resistant prod
ucts the asphalt shingle roof tops a great percentage of
American homes. Available in a wide range of well
chosen color and ln varying designs, the asphalt
shingle roof makes the home an attractive part of its
surrounding scene while providing a surface to which
the errant chimney spark or the ember from a nearby
burning building cannot cling. Thus has science made
it possible to provide almost without fail against tho
formerly ever-present menace of root fires, while tho
danger of conflagration has been virtually eliminated
where asphalt shifigle roofs are general.
The complete gas or electric kitchen has done mors
to eliminate the drudgery of house work than any other
single item, while again promoting safety in the home.
While the increased pace of our business and social
life has increased the demands on our eyes, science
has also helped to offset that with the beautifully sub
dued but effective Indirect lighting that abolishes glare.
Lucky the American boy and girl today who grows
up in America's new "Home Sweet Home.”

FOR A

NEW ONE?

INI VI MA.
warn

Mor

your old iroiH

toward uny automatic iron in our store
This Month Only
THE “PHANTOM”—A truly beautiful,
fully automatic General Electric Hotpoint Iron that glides through ironing
like a Phantom. Built for outstanding
service, gracefully styled in streamline
contour. Temperature control dial is
marked to indicate the correct ironing
temperature for each fabric, “Silk,”
“Cotton,” “Wool.” “Linen,” and an “OIT”
position for your convenience.
Just
“dial” the fabric to be ironed and the
proper ironing temperature for that fab
ric will be reached automatically and
maintained accurately. Deep blue Textolitc form-fitting handle with integral
thumb rest, is designed to relieve arm,
wrist, and shoulder strain. Button nooks

permit ironing under and around but
tons.

Heel stand saves needless lifting.

Weight only

4 pounds.

To Introduce This New Iron
Phantom Iron
Hog. Price............... M7JI5
Jgll ALLOWANCE for Vonr Old Iron............. 1.00
Introductory Price

FREE irith i>nrh Ehnnlom Iron n
7/fe Irontay Board Pad and Cover

HEMEMIIER--The

Ol ALLOWANCE for your
OLD Iron applies to Any Automatic Iron in stock
which means a 01.05 Iron for only 03.05 if you
prefer a lower price iron.

A Value that eomett
hut once a year'.

Ends Aug. 31.

CENT
POWB

AINE
MPAMY
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Every-Other-Day

Olaf Hytten as'M.he grain merchant, I riage, the struggle In the city, the
William Law as the gateman and looting of the rich man's house, the
Mary Wong as the little bride.
j injury of the wife, the discovery of
Will Be Presented At Suriy Liquor Question Discussed;
Famous Picture, Four Years General Theodore Tu, loaned by the second wife's friendship for the
Quc’iat.on Milks From a
Theatre As the Season’s
In the Making, Com'ng To the Chinese government as technical eldest son, and the death of the
aide traveled all over the Pacific faithful wife on the eve cf the eldest
Florida Paper
List Production
Strand Theatre
Ccast with Muni, recruiting Chinese son's wedding.
Fearl
3.
Buck's
novel,
"The
Good
players
from
among
farmers,
busiThe dramatic story of China's
For its final production of the Elltor cf The Courier-Gazette:-—
teeming millions, their struggles, ness folk and others who spoke Eng- Earth,” is cne of the greatest best
A query came to my desk recently
season Aug. 24—28 the Surry The
thetr hardships, and the intensely ,ll£h- More than three hundred tests I sellers of the last decade.—adv.
atre in Surry. Maine, will present —"Why do the taxpayers of Maine
human heartbeat of the great and j were made. Aside from the nine,
Shakespeare's “As You Like It,” with pay mere for liquor than for educa
little known nation, is transcribed j principal characters there are 68|
WALDOBORO
Katherine Emery, lately leading tion?"
from Fearl S. Buck's epic novel and speaking parts, all filled by Chinese,
the stage adaptation by Owen Davis Pla>'ers "lost of whom never ap- I Miss Cordelia Barnard is visiting
woman of the two-year hit "The
I replied, "When rum is in, wit is
friends in Southboro, Mass.
and Donald Davis to the talking PC2red »*fore a camera previously^
Children's Hour.” as Rosalind.
cut."
I
Miss Shirley Burns, student nurse
screen in "The Good Earth,” starring, and thousands of extras.
Opposite her, as Orlando, will be
In other words, when beverage alco
of
Portland
has
been
guest
of
her
KALLOCH
FAMILY
Paul Muni and Luise Rainer and
7116 story cf "’ni€ Good Earth”
hol is sold legally in and State every- j
_____
j
Shepperd
Strudwlck,
leading
man
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Burns.
coming for Sunday, Monday and deals with Wan« Lung- a P°or farm‘'
Miss Mildred Palmer and Mrs. Lil Sixty-eighth annual reunion of the ( of several Theatre Guild productions, thing else such as religion, education
Tuesday to Strand Theatre.
cr, who Is given O-Lan, a slave girl,
Prominent players in the large ‘or w*fe- Her devotion and tireless lian Frost of Bath have been visitors Kalloch family will be held at St. while Ann Revere, another head- and allHhe worthwhile things in life,
George Grange hall. Wednesday, Aug. ]mer frQm The Children's Hour.”
supporting cast include Walter Con-' c®ort help him to prosper. The at Miss Dora Gay s.
become secondary to greed and ap
nolly as the uncle , the European tam*n®
destroys the farms and
Mrs. Hilda Somes attended the
Arthur D Kalloch, Sec.
act the Part of Celia' Jack W petite.
dancer, Tilly Losch, as Lotus, Charley Wang and O-Lan go to the city. flower show of the Rockland Garden
93-101 Ljdman will play Jaques, and
The St. Petersburg, Fla.. Indepen
Grapewin as the old father. Jessie 7116 RfP“Wlean uprising makes the Club and had a fine exhibit in the
j Whitner Bissell (the Marchbankn dent "okays" my statement in these
Ralph as Cuckoo. Soo Young as the dty a turmo11 and 'duting the mob form of a pool. Her son Robert won
ROBINSON FAMILY
of the Surry group's "Candida") will words: “The dean of Florida Uni
aunt. Keye Luke as the elder son, Ro- hysteria O-Lan succeeds ln getting an award for his exhibit.
do
Touchstone. Robert K. Adams, versity gets $341,67 a month; the
land Lui as the younger son, Suzanna Jewe's from a looted house. The j The local vote In the sales tax
The Robinson Reunion will be held /Jftn Handley, Eleonor King, Helen official who checks beer and whiskey
Kim as Little Pool, Chingwah Lee as Jewels make them wealthy. They re-!
referendum was 85 "Yes” and 277 I in the Grange hall, St. George, \yvnn jabez Oray, Norman Budd, sales fcr the State gets $100. Florida's
Ching, Harold Huber as the cousin. turn t0 lheir vlllage in whlch Wang "No."
Thursday, Aug. 26. Miss Ella Hunt- K Edwin Sllaw, George Colman governor is paid $625 a month; the
______________________________ _
becomes an overlord. Then he takes
a second wife and apes other tricks I Mrs. Susan McGowan. George and ing formerly instructor In the Tren- and Connie Nickerson are likewise State's racing superintendent re
ceives $7C0. A professor of science,
Sweeten it with Domino' of the rich, to find, on the death of Carroll McGowan of Portland have . ton Teachers College, will give an among the large :ast.
pure cane-clean-full weight the faithful first wife, the estrange- i been recent guests of Arthur Chute, address on her trip to Mexico, and Director Samuel Rosen has given who is a i?h. D., has a monthly sal
the play a dynamic production, in ary of $183.33; a stamp clerk of the
ment of his sen, and other evils, | Mrs. Stanley Bailey. Mrs. William j motion pictures will be shown.
Refined in U.S.A.
Ella Robinson, Sec.
almost continuous, complicated move-I beer ad whiskey department who is
99-101
that his life as a farmer was all that L. Browne, Mrs. Fred Guthrie and
ment, like a courtly dance—or, to not a IPh. D„ receives $300.
counted,
| Mrs. Hilda- Bryan of Philadelphia are ;
HOFFSES FAMILY
tyoaimh
stretch a point, like an Elizabethan I -a professor of education gets $159;
Huge crowd scenes include the up-I occupying the Hemingway camp for
musical comedy, The rets have been a beer and whiskey deparment i
rising in the teeming city, the loot- j two weeks, by invitation of Mrs.
The 55th annual reunion of the designed by Alen Handley.
cashier sets $175. The race track vet
ing. the exodus of a population from i Stuart C. Hemingway.
Highly successful in its first season, erinarian gets $650 a month during
the stricken drought area. The draThe annual flower show of the j Hoffses Family will be held Thurs
matic highlights include the mar- Community Garden Club will be held day, Aug. 26 at Maple Grange hall, the Surry group will return to the the racing season; the president of
North Waldoboro. All relatives and same theatre next summer.
Florida University gets $600. having
——
"
'
‘ Aug. 26 in the High School audi
friends are cordially invited to at
made
the mistake of not becoming a
torium. The members appreciated
tend. No postponement.
horse doctor. The president of an
ORFF'S CORNER
the support of flower growers in the I
Edith M Carroll. Sec.
agricultural college might make a
community last year and it is hoped
Lake Ave., Rockland
99-101
gcod
horse doctor and be paid more
Albee
Sldellnger.
Mrs.
Martha
Ben

that the same contribution may be j
ner. Mrs. Fannie Weaver and Miss than the $300 he now receives, as
made at this show. The garden club
PAYSON-FOGLER FAMILIES
Frances Weaver, are on a motor trip compared with the $520 paid during
belongs to the community and all [
the racing season, to a race track in
flower lovers are desired as members.
The annual Payson-Fogler Reunion to Massachusetts where they will visit
993
We
vestigator.
Exhibitors are requested
to take will be held at the home of L. P. friends.
“Education, like most other things
A Farm Bureau training class was
flowers as near 9 o'clock as possible. True, Hope Corner, on Wednesday,
Aug.
25,
No
postponement.
in
life, is not going to be worth much
held Friday at the Community House
There will be no awards, only a pop
Gladys S. Heistad, Sec.
mere
to us, than what we are willing
in
charge
of
Miss
Esther
Dunham.
ular vote as last year. There will
Rockport
94&96&99
Representatives from Tenant's Har to pay for it. If Florida education I
be a food table in connection with ;
bor, Nobleboro, Damariscotta and turns out to be of lower quality than j
THEODORE H. FIELDS
the allair. A picnic was held re- ]
NATIVE FRESH KILLED
horse races and the whiskey we drink,
Bristol were present.
centiy at the club house with 17■
we
need look no further for the I
Funeral
services
for
Theodore
H.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Cecil
Ludwig
returned
members attending. The grounds
to
Belmont,
Mass., reason."
were beautified by planting a va Fields, held recently at the Burpee Monday
The citizens of Maine might well t
riety of flowers and plans were made parlors, brought together many old after a month at their summer home.
Inquire
whether the $8914. spent for
friends
of
the
deceased
and
were
Mrs.
Nellie
Meyer.
Miss
Mildred
for the show. A business meeting
GENUINE SPRING
a
former
governor's fishing spree, j
marked
by
a
handsome
display
oi
Meyer Mrs Mary Elwell and daugh
followed the luncheon.
cculd be considered of major import
floral
offerings.
Rev.
William
J.
Day
ter
Beatrice
spent
the
weekend
in
At the Grange picnic held Sun
ance when compared with the many
day at Sandy Shores 125 were in at of Winthrop, Mass, former pastor of Dorchester, Mass., returning Sunday
schools in the State that could not
the
First
Baptist
Church
officiated.
accompanied
by
Henry
Meyer.
tendance. Delegates from NobleMrs. J. A. Collins, Dr. and Mrs. carry on because of lack of funds.
boro North Waldoboro, Winslow's The interment was in Sea View
I still believe “When rum is in, wit J
F. S. CoUins and sons "Junior” and
Mills juveniles and the local Grange cemetery.
SHORT SHANK LEAN—4 to 6 Lb. Average
E. M. Studley.
Mr. Fields died Aug. 11. following Edgar of Ipswich. Mass., were over is out.”
enjoyed a delightful day.
Medomak. Aug. 16.
a period of IH health which had'ex night guests Monday of Mr and Mrs.
tended over the past two years. He Lean Achocn
NORTH WALDOBORO 1 was a native of Rockland and a son Miss Lucille Elwell is visiting her
NOTICE TO MARINERS
RIB
SPRING
Mr. and Mrs. Lexton Mank were 1 cf Isaac J. and Nancy < Walsh) Fields. aunt Mrs Ormand Hopkins in Ten
in Barre. Mass., over the weekend. ; For many years he was an employe ant’s Harbor.
Portsmouth Harbor Approach—
Rev. and Mrs. J. Wesley Stuart of
Rev. George B. Davis was a caller ' of the Lime Rock Railroad, his entire
Frchiblted
Area discontinued and
active
life
having
been
spent
in
conGlenmere were recent callers on Mr.
SWIFT'S BROOKFIELD
Tuesday ln this place.
LEAN—SUGAR CURED
' nection with the city's limerock in and Mrs. Leonard H. Seavey.
buoys removed—The prohibited area
Herbert Miller and family of
V • • •
lying within a 1000 yard radius of a
Somerville. Mass., are guests of Mr. dustry. Known familiarly to scores
of friends as "Dode" Fields, his genial
t'lenham J. Achorn
and Mrs. L. H. Oliver.
point 6500 yards. 270 degrees from
BEST QUALITY
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Gee, managers generous, and willing disposition
Funeral services fcr Clenham J. Isles of Shoals (White Island)
FRESH GROI N'D
of the Woolworth store in Winthrop, making him universally liked.
Mr. Fields is survived by a daugh Achorn were held at the church Lighthouse has been discontinued
Mass., were visitors Saturday at
ter,
Mildred Fields Besse, and a Tuesday and were largely attended and buoys were removed Aug 16.
Mr and Mrs. Chester Duncan's. Mrs.
SLICED
Back River and Cowsweagan Nar
brother, Isaac J. Fields.
Rev. O. G. Barnard, the pastor, offi
Duncan was an employe of that firm
rows—Back River Beacon 16 reported
SLICED
ciated.
for four years.
destroyed and Cowsweagan Buoy 4
GROSS NECK
Emma Burnheimer of Lynn, Mass,
Mr. Achorn died Aug. 7 after sev
reported missing Aug 17, 1379.
visited Tuesday with Margaret Cal
Mrs. Villa Morse ar.d two daugh eral months illness at the home of
derwood.
" 'f ters of the village visited her par his sen Harold J. Achorn. Beside the
NATIVE
Forty-five Waldo county farmers
Arthur Thomas and Everett Shu ents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Eugley son above mentioned, another son
man are engaged in shingling for recently.
Leon A. Achorn and a daughter Mrs have planted potato seed plots to
produce improved seed stock.
Mrs. George Eugley.
Orren Wallace and Laforcst Willed Maron Eugley survive; also two
Rev. Samuel Young, superintendent of Back Cove have been recent call grandchildren Eleanor Achorn and
SWEET
RED RIPE
for New England District, Church of ers at Melvin Genthner's.
Donald Achorn.
the Nazarefte. preached Saturday to
Mr Achorn was a kind friend and
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Llttlehale
an appreciative audience. His text and children of West Waldoboro neighbor and deeply Interested in
was from Luke 19:10 “Zaccheus the called Sunday at the home of Harry welfare of church and Community.
LARGE
LARGE FRESH
man of small stature seeking the Creamer,
He will be greatly missed.
Interment was ln Achorn cemetery
Lord ’. In the evening the pastor,
Mrs. Eldora Gross and Miss Mar
Rev. Lura Horton Ingler, will preach jorie Gross of Bath, N. Y„ were visit amid a profusion of beautiful flowers.
1938 ’
NATIVE
NATIVE
at 2.30 and 7.30 daylight.
ors Monday in Rockland.
NEW
Mrs. Charles N. Kaler of West
SOUTH THOMASTON
vCCTR,c
KNOX PROPATE COURT
Waldoboro visited Tuesday with Mrs.
At C
Melvin Genthner.
Mark Newcombe went Friday to
Inventories filed: Estates of Ed
Mrs. Katie Gross of Portsmouth,
ward J. Morey, Rockland $8,652.70; N. H.. was guest Saturday of Mr. and Bangor and on return was accom
panied by his brother David who will
Albert H. Newbert. Rockland. $208.31. Mrs. William Gross.
visit his aunt Miss Bernice Newborg.
Seymour Simmons of Broad Cove
WITH THE
Mrs. Florlbel Allen recently visited
Man.v so-called "soil-improving" was a visitor Tuesday in this place.
her daughter Mrs. Elmer Witham In
NEW AND EXCLUSIVE
crops remove more plant food, espe
Granville Gross of Dutch Neck was
cially potash, than do the soil-deplet a caller Sunday at Melvin Genth Rockland.
G-E TOHE MONITOR
Mr. and Mrs. Seldon Peaks (Chris
ing crops.
ner's.
tine Newborg) and daughter Nancy
of South Lincoln. Mass., arrived Sun
day to visit Mrs. Peak's sisters, Miss
Bernice Newborg and Mrs. Marion i
I L indsey.
4^1 this is cloveq farm's
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Wiggin gave
i a chicken dinner party Sunday in celrbration of the birthdays of Mrs
Floribel Allen, the 13th; Eugene WlgTHIS
VEAD
*
THIS
VEAR
' gin, the 12th; and Ida Bell Wiggin the
For the thirty-fourth consecutive week this yeor, Clover Form
14th. Mrs. Elizabeth Babb and Mrs.
Just because the sun shines
Independent grocer* bring you top quolity foods oh the most
1
cLcna
Simmons were also guests.
reosonoble prices. Stock up ot this speciol conned foods sole.
warmly . • . don’t overlook the
Stanton Sleeper of the State tar
STOCK-UP CANNED FOODS VALUES
advantages that go with Summer
ring crew was home for the weekend
t CAMPBELL’S TOMATO SOUP
£
Walter Ripley returned Sunday to
purchases of I)&H Cone-Cleaned
I Darre, Vt., after spending a week's
Anthracite. First, you save on
No. 1 can 7c; 3 No. 1 cans 20c
| vacation here.
the price. Second, every ton of
Mrs. Lena Simmons, Mrs. Elizabeth
GLENDALE—FIRM PACK
I k\ll Anthracite is all pure icoal—
MOOEl F-7J • 7 TUBES • 3 BANOS
Babb, and Mrs. Frances Thomas at
TOMATOES, No. 2 can, each 9c; 3 for 23c; doz 91c
You'll enjoy ihe
)re*» of
is easier to regulate—burns
tended thc Three Quarter Century
your life when you listen to this
evenly and thoroughly. There
GLENDALE—LARGE—NO. 2), CAN
Club meeting last Thursday in Ellsnew G-E Tone Monitor Radio end
| worth.
fore your fuel dollar goes much
hear something you've never heerd
TOMATOES,
each 13c; 3 for 37c; doz. $1.39

“AS YOU LIKE IT”

“THE GOOD EARTH”

K

INS AND OUTS

H ILL.

ENTS

COLLEGE PREPARATORY

JUNIOR COLLEGE

Spatial Ceureee /er Poatgradaotaa
Kcnu Inn onus lu mens nool
Separate academic department,
graduates 1 and 2-year Junior
ior more than a century, has
College Courses, in .Secretarial
developed the best in boys and
girls. Accredited preparation for
Science. Intensive, practical
college and scientific schools.
training in shorthand, typing,
Commercial course. A variety oi
accounting, related subjects.
sports insures good physical de
Not operated lor profit. Place
velopment. Substantial endow
ment service. Dormitories. Write
ment permits low rates. Catalog,
for information.
Kent, Hill, Maine
Edward W. HIncks, Headme iter

Intanaiva Secratarial Couraa

‘Here’s a scene that can't be beat
The Man in the Moon’s eating Shredded Wheat!’

SHREDDED WHEAT
A
--i
rrP«J5Bji

Product of NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY
I

MORE THAN A BILLION SHREDDED WHEAT BISCUITS SOLD EVERY YEAR

routs-tAn

HOMEGROWN
rPROBUCE WEEK
VIRV day thia week
we're bringing to town W
gor^en-freah produce,
T
1
ruthed straight from locol
IT )
farms A»b for the»e \ ▼ ▼ ▼ j

GLENDENNING’S MARKET

WEEK-END SPECIALS
CHICKEN ....
;......... lb 33c

LAMB LEGS ..
lb 24c

SMOKED SHOULDERS............. Ib 25c

Lamb Fores, lb 15c Lamb Chops, lb 27c

Ib 23c Butter,

Bacon,

Hamburg,

Ib 21c

lb 39c

Frankfurts, 2 lbs 37c

Picket and Pis*
Minced Ham, lb 19c tachio Loaf, lb 19c

POTATOES........................... peck 23c

Tomatoes, 2 lbs 13c Potatoes, 5 lbs 25c

Peaches,

doz 23c Plums,

doz 15c

5 for 10c Celery, lge bch 17c

Cukes,

W2

DOES

E

Tl

Sun

MISLEAD YOU?

farther.

34 U#

Price Week

—----------- ------------------------

GLENDALE—NEW PACK

PEAS, No. 2 can each 12c; 3 for 33c; doz. $1.27,

So don’t delay—be sure of a
warm c< ufortahle home next
\\ inter I o order,

Fruit Syrup

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
519 MAIN STREET,
THE Mid FUEL FOR

pint bot 19c

Cantaloupes,

2 for 25c

Ivory Soap, lge cake 10c

Lamb Fores,

lb 17c

Za-Rex,

TEL. 487
ROCKLAND, ME.

Delaware Delicious

S>

Glover Farm Stores

WILLIAM T. FLINT, Rockland

COMFORT

GEORGE BUCK, Warren

NOW IS THE TIME!
WATER PIPES RENEWED
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
AND WIRED OUT
PLUGGED
NEW SEWERS LAID
SEPTIC TANKS X- CESSPOOLS
AND CEMENT WORK
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS

S. E. EATON
ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 1187-R,

before with any radio—absolutely
faithful reproduction
_
of every orchestral JjOZ.Vt)
instrument.................

LIBERAL ALLOWANCE
EASIEST TERMS

INC.
Authorized Dealers
Opposite Central Maine Power C*

F R

I IA

"apedok*

Deliver

Telephone

a.

T food stork!

CARROTS and BEETS

5<

bunch

NATIVE CUCUMBERS.

2 >« 5c

CAULIFLOWER

2 m 21c

ICEBERG LETTUCE

w»5«

h.™

«« 23c

NATIVE POTATOES

4

NATIVE CABBAGE
NATIVE CELERY

3

59c

3

24OZ
CANS

AJC

2

PKG
NO. 1 - c
CANS ZJC

IONA TOM. JUICE
DEL MONTE
SLICED

PINEAPPLE

BISCUITS

C

5c

SULTANA RICE

TOM. SOUP

LBS

3 LB TIN

iuiinIIc

PEACHES

1Oc
19C

BUNCH

TOMATOES

SPRY

9c

IBS

CAMPBELL'S 3 CANS 20«
DOLE'S
NO 2M CAN 21c
CRUSHED

6

N B C. UNEIDA

SANDWICH

25C

16 OZ JAR

ANN PACE

OUR OWN TEA
CIGARETTES

25c

PKGS

19c

>4 IB PKG

2

raleich

Ritz Crackers n.b c. box 19« Salt rbun

27c

PKGS

1

seasons

rugs

17<

Cood Luck euruung 1 pkgs 19c Fruits for Salad no* Vcan 29c

Corn Starch SnNE?L'
Karo Syrup "abci

IOc Fruits for Salad

pkg

' lie

Nc*n

no* i can

Fruit Cocktail aip

NO 2
CAN

Junket *fsia°oTrsD 2 pkgs 25c AGP Poors

23c
Iona Beans "" mCc’o""’ 'can' Sc
Iona Spaghetti
'°can' Sc
Fira Kindlor
pkg 3c

Za-R.x XI

n.v*’

Palmolive Soap

PKG

Kool Aide

3

Callonaide

5C

3L5c

BOTS

SULTANA
1 LB JAR

Peanut Butter

with wash cloth frcc

19<
5-

NO. 24
CAN

AfcP Pears

bot

17c

Z7c

can

A cakes 23c

Stock your pantry shelves at these prices

IONA tOCOA

WC

PKG

ANN PACE APPLE SAUCE 3

cans

25<

3

nc°an2s

21«

TOMATOES

p*CKo£.R,oi:BtL

IONA STRING BEANS

3 Fans’ 25«

A&P CORN

2 Nc°ans2 25<

BOLDEN BANTAM

SUNNYFIELD SMOKED

-

WHOLE Oft SHANK HALF

♦ TEE-PAK
LB

HAMS

39

•jr Th.i new style ham in a sanitary cellulose casmg, costs moro
per pound but you get more lor your money. It has practically
no waste, being semi-boneless with all excess lat and skin
removed. Slices lor broiling or trying, need not be
Ireshened; cooks in less nme, too.
SLICED HAM
LAMB FORES
LEAN, FRESH GROUND

Hamburg Steak
Minced Ham
Potato Salad 2

LB 21c
,u

23c

LBS

25c

TO PRY OR BROIL
BONED AND ROLLED
IF DtSIRED

L3

IB

49c

17c

S&aJ'QodA
Steak Cod
2
. fresh
Fish Sticks cut 2

LBS
lbs

17c

LBS

25c

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT AD5
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THE NEW COMET
And Some of the Peculiari
ties Those Critters Have—
Thought Ill Omen

! RIGHT OUT OF THE AIR
— By EARLE FERRIS--------

i It Occurs
To Me....

AT LAKEWOOD

AT THE PARK FRIDAY-SATURDAY

‘The Prodigal Father” This
Week’s Attraction—“First
Ripley now has so many imitators
Lady” Comes Next

OBERT EMMETT DOLAN'S badminton court has become a gather
ing place for the stars of the Sunday Night Party program. Strict
rule maintained by James Melton, master of ceremonies of the show, and in the "Believe It Or Not" line that I
Binoculars and uplifted eyes are
Dolan, its musl-Omaterial is scarce. One of his com
As Ira Whitaker, a middle-aged
cal director, pro Vanderbilt Cup Races at Newport,
trained on the northern skies this
petitors
is
R
J.
Scott
who
calls
his
man
who returns from Europe to
vides that all R. L
month for a sight which claims the
Central Press panel "Did You Know." I
broadcast busi
straighten
out the household of "The
interest of laymen, amateur astrono
• • • •
ness and discus B. A. Rolfe, is known among vocal
ists
as
"the
good
luck
musiemaster."
Prodigal
Father,
” Arthur Byron has
sion must be
mers, and professional sky-watchers
Advertising in a national magazine
Many singers heard on B. A.'s pro
finished
before
one
of
the
most
congenial
roles of his
alike: a new comet. The Pinsler
costs a lot of money. The Saturday
badminton play grams have been awarded lucrative
long-time
contracts
on
other
shows.
comet, which is the sixth new one
entire
stage
career.
The
noted ac
begins.
Evening Post charges $8000 per page!
The latest is Reed Kennedy, who
discovered this year, is attracting
tor.
appearing
as
guest
star
with the
;
And
Hearst's
American
Weekly
gets
Johnny Scott has been signed for the new "Pause
more general interest than did its
That
Refreshes
”
series.
a
whopping
$16,000
!
!
Advertising
at
Lakewood
Players
in
the
comedy
this
Trotter, the
predecessors because of Its relative
band leader of Another young actress, given her
this rate must, however, pay the busi week has been rewarded with capac
brilliance. Only one of the others
the Thursday first real radio chance by M. H. H.
ness man who is willing to part with
was visible to the naked eye.
Night Music Joachim, director and author ol
ity houses at each presentation.
all this loose change
Hall, studied to
"A comet has the lure of mystery,”
"The Prodigal Father" will continue
• • • •
be an architect
says a bulletin from the Washington,
at
college
but,
D C„ headquarters of the National
Elmer Rice, celebrated playwright through the week with a matinee on
Robert Emmett as he puts it,
Geographic Society. “It trails a
and author of the successful "Street on Saturday. The balance of the cast
Dolan
• turned out to be
cloud of unanswered questions more
"only
a
band
leader."
Recently
he
Scene,"
played his "Judgment Day " includes Selena Royle, Jessamine
awe-inspiring than the long filmy tail
has put his architectural knowledge
it swishes across the stars. Techni
in the face of successive empty Newcombe, Kathryn Keys,, Dorothy
to good advantage in building a new
cally a comet is a starlike nucleus
houses. The fact created so much Bernard, Marian Shockley and Wil
house. Bob Burns helped him out
in a hazy shroud which sprouts a tail
interest that the public suddenly liam David, John Drew Devereaux
by
suggesting
a
patio
on
each
side
as it approaches the sun.
of the house tor all day sun.
swept aside the dooming words ut- j playing the important role of the son.
"Lawbreakers" of the Skies
tered by critics and attended. So
Ruay Vallee neads coastward this
“First Lady, the great comedy suc
"These mavericks of the solar sys
Fall. It won't be to make a pic
thrilled were they that "Judgment cess of the last two seasons will be |
tem approach the sun like little Bo
ture, however. It will be for a three
Day" was assured of at least a year's the next attraction at the Lakewood
Peep's sheep wagging their tails be
or four weeks engagement at a Los
run . . .
hind them, but they back out of its
Angeles hotel. His Variety Hour, of
Theatre.
Written by Katharine
august presence with tails streaming
• • • •
course, will come from there during
Dayton, George S. Kaufman, “First
out ahead. So delicate is the ultrathe engagement.
Thomas Thursday, writer of ad-' Lady" has been Jane Cowl's starring
pulverized stardust or gas, which
A movie executive once said that ne
venture yarns, once received a rejec vehicle for two years and it has been
forms the tails, that gravity cannot
would have hired Dorothy Lamour
grapple it. Pressure of the sun's light,
tion slip with a letter as follows:
praised as the wittiest and most hi
to work in pictures for her voice
which can be withstood by man un
"This is not a bad story but it ap larious comedy of many seasons. The
scathed, actually pushes backwards
pears to me that some of the charac-1 setting of "First Lady." as the title
millions of miles of the sky-giant's
ters are rather idiotic,"
implies is Washington. D. C., and
body,
• * • •
“Speeding across the sky like stars
the central character is Lucy Wayne,
DOROTHY KNOX
on the loose, runaway comets are not
Thursday wrote back:
wife of the Secretary of State and
so closely attached to the sun’s apron
“Your Unseen Friend" on CBS
granddaughter
of a president—hav
"You
say
some
of
my
characters
strings as the primly revolving plan
Tuesday nights, is headed for stage
appear Idiotic. Since none of these ing been known in her infancy as
ets. Scorning the sober planetary
and screen stardom. She Is Dorothy
paths, comets swoop down at all
Knox, who recently was starred with
characters are magazine editors, I “the White House baby." A social I
angles and skid around the sun in
Hal Le Roy at the Milford, Conn,
feud which develops between Lucy
fail to see how this is so."
Playhouse.
oval courses of all sizes.
•
•
•
•
and Irene Hibbard, wife of a justice
"One comet, the dizziest, takes only
Peter Van Steeden, musical director
three and a third years to swing
Of the 6 400.000 people attending a of the Supreme Court, over the loss
of "Town Hall Tonight.” is one of
through its orbit. Others dash so far
movie each day, 2.000,000 are children of a chef, mounts to alarming pro-1
the most sought after men in New
afield that they would require forty
York. Peter is one of the few per
between the ages of 5 and 15. These portions when each woman aspires to
thousand years or more for a round
sons who possesses Fred Allen's va
figures are reckoned by the Depart have her husband nominated as pres
trip. Some make such lengthy loops
cation address.
ment of Commerce, U. S. This or ident and to see herself in the White
that there is no guarantee of their
ever returning.
ganization expresses belief that of House as the country's “First Lady."
Colonel Jay C.
"These playboys of the heavens are
Fllppen, genial
every 500 pictures released each year, Lucy's maneuvres to outwit her rival
privileged characters, making their
stage and radio
only an approximate 50 are suitable form three acts of continuous and
own rules in defiance of everything
master of cere
delightful comedy, “an entertainment
for children.
except gravitation. Their pranks,
al o nies, was
which gives everyone an excuse for'
....
however, have so far been harmless.
chosen to pinchhit for Harry
In 1886 a comet dodged through Jup
Pickups: Navy experts are working cheering" as John Mason Brown, the
DOROTHY LAMOLR
von Zell during
iter's procession of satellites but not
on
a torpedo that can be steered by noted critic of the New York Evening
a single little moon was shaken up alone. It was her voice alone which that versatile
remote control ... A race of seven- Post, said in his review of the play.
by the bull-in-a-china shop encoun
got her on the radio, but she also mlkeman s
"First Lady" will bring to Lakewood
ter. The comet, on the other hand,
has a glamorous personality and ap three-weeks va
foot giants once roamed the Florida
has since been tethered more closely
pearance. She also has enough cation. starting
to play Lucy one of Broadway’s best
everglades
.
.
.
Oum
drops
will
keep
sense of numor to gag back and late in August
to the sun. reporting back every seven
you cool In hot weather: the candy known actresses. Kay Strozzi. Miss
forth with Charlie McCarthy at Fllppen. who
years instead of twenty-seven. An
has his own out
replaces the glucose lost in perspira Strozzi has played leads in many New
other. in 1847. made astronomers' those Sunday night broadcasts.
standing local
eves pop bv splitting itself in two,
tion . . . Skilled pearl divers can stay York productions and last season
Raymond Paige, “Hollywood Hotel" shows in New
appearing five years later as twins,
Colonel Jay C.
under water for five minutes; the acted opposite Maurice Evans in the
York,
adhered
maestro,
has
furnished
evidence
of
then vanishing completely, with only
Flippen
his right to the title “sportsman." to Harry’s prac
normal person can stay under only production of “St. Helena.” There ’
a trail of meteors left as souvenir.
Paige travelled all the way from tise of presenting noted guest stars
I
72 seconds. . . Alcohol, used as a will be thirty players in the cast and j
Meteor showers occurring in May,
Hollywood to spend one day at the with Oscar Bradley's orchestra.
August and November may be poor
treatment for snakebite, is as poison- among others will be Grant Mills.
relations tagging after illustrious
Owen Davis. Jr, Charles Farrell, John J
! ous as the snakebite itself . . .
comets.
Hammond Dailey, A. H. Van Buren.
shows on earth, with literally hun
....
"Hairy Star'" Was Feared As III
dred.-. of world famous names walking
According to the story editors of William David. Donald Dillaway,
Omen
| through crowds to rec Hollywood's the major studios, a good story is John Halloran. David Shelley. Jessa
"In shape, comets set a unique
mine Newcombe. Marian Shockley
newest film.
accepted or rejected primarily be
style. While other heavenly bodies
• • • •
cause it fits or does not fit a star Dorothy Bernard. Day Eliot, Shirley
are usually round, the comet is fre
Gibbs. Winifred Law and Kathleen
quently egg-shaped with millions of
Hew befitting it is that the late whom they wish to feature.
Kidder
miles of tail. Some comets appear as
• • • •
Jean Harlows performance In "Sar
(By Chuck Cochard)
one-unit parades with appendages
Two more special attractions will
atoga" is among her best in years.
Wayne Morris, a newcomer to the
long enough tc reach from the sun
be seen at Lakewood this month. On
Robert
Montgomery's
performance
I
screen,
is
considered
the
closest
run

and envelop the earth. Sometimes
Hollywood—This glamorous old
the tail is shed like a tadpole's. Bril
in "Night Must Fail” was voted the ner-up of Robert Taylor in the line Wednesday afternoon, Aug. 25. Cor
movie
capital is celebrating its fiftieth
nelia Otis Skinner, the interna
liant comets in 1836. 1908 and 1910
best of last month by the Screen Ac | for romantic leads.
at times whisked off their glimmering birthday this month.
tionally famous monologoist. will give
tors Guild. Dame Mav Whitty won
• • • »
trains and had to sprout new ones. A
her melodrama "The Wives of Henry J
Which
reminds
me
that
not
long
the
supporting
role
honors.
six-tailed cometary peacock in 1744
• • • •
ago I read where many of the senti VIII" as well as several sketches at
was a terrifying rarity, but modern It was Horace Wilcox who started
M-G-M's first film in London will mental little girls who write to him the Lakewood Theatre. This will be
observations often reveal many the boom 50 years ago when he sub
pronged appendages. Some comets divided his fig and apricot orchard on be “A Yank at Oxford" starring Rob and whose last names are Taylor brag Miss Skinner's third appearance at
have no tail at all.
the corner of Hollywood boulevard ert Taylor.
that Bob is related to them. They Lakewood and at her two other en
“Only the l>e-streamered brand of
• • • •
do not know, many of them, that that gagements she has filled the theatre
comet was recognized by the ancients. and Cahuenga avenue. However, it
Its name mean ‘the hairy one.' and was until 1911 that motion pictures
Helen Twelvetrees is roller skating j is merely his screen name; that his to capacity. On Friday afternoon.
early observers shook in their san came to Hollywood and have built an several times a week in order to re- ( real name is Arlington Brough.
Aug. 27. four nationally noted tennis
dals when a footloose star ran’ amuck industry on fantasy and make-be- | duce.
champions, Bruce Barnes, Berkeley I
• • • •
among the constellation with its 1 lieve.
Definition of the day: Too nice to Bell, Joe Whalen and Alfred Chapin,
William Powell, who once ushered
long, light hair blown about in head
In the early days of Hollywood the at the Kansas City Opera House, had stay indoors writing newspaper will give professional exhibition
long flight. Shakespeare recorded
that ominous changes were presaged most anyone ever heard about this a nervous breakdown the other day. columns even if it is rather fun- and matches in singles and doubles on the
by their ‘crystal tresses' brandished ^west coast town was the Mack Senit is.
Lakewood tennis courts.
• • • •
in the sky. More recently scientists rett bathing girls >1915) of which
• • ••
Hollywood is going into the 52 Card
discussed and discarded a theory
Vina Delmar's latest story appears
SAVED OLD CHURCH
that a comet caused Noah's flood most of them became stars in later Reducing Fad again. The object is
in the September Cosmopolitan now
years
It
was
this
slap-stick
stuff
tides and would return to wrap the
i to drop a deck of cards on the floor
I tha* set the ball rolling.
world in do nsday fire."
on the news stands. It is an After It Had Caught Fire Through
I Today Hollywood is thronged with I each morning and pick them up one Hawaiian story titled “They Were
Sparks From Neighboring Confla
Hammock tops, cushion covers, sightseers from all over the world. i by one. The bending it said to keep There First." If you're the kind that
gration
waterproof covers and waterproof This city is now synonymous with the waistline trim.
every now and then' craves a story
• • • •
One hundred men. working fever
ing. Rockland Awning Co., Inc. Tel. dazzling lights. Its film “premiere"
that is different both in plot and
Selznick will make a picture based ending, read it.
ishly in a mile-long bucket brigade,
1262-W.—adv.
62-T-tf
of first nights are the greatest
j upon the history of the Associated
saved the century-old Trask Memor
• • • A
I Press from its beginning in 1848, to
Katharine Brush, the writer-lady, ial Meeting House at South Jefferson
be called "Freedom of the Press."
read John O'Hara's "Appointment In from destruction by fire Sunday.
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STBT. CO.
M-G-M will remake “Madame X” Samarra" and penned the author her
The historic landmark, unoccupied
SERVICE TO: VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN, STONINGTON
with Gladys George and Warren Wil first 'Fan" letter. She must write in recent years, caught fire when
ISLE AU HALT, SWAN'S ISLAND AND FRENCHBORO
liam.
(Subject To Change Without Notice)
pretty nice letters.
sparks from a set of farm buildings
(Eastern Standard Time)
j Paramount's million and a half
He wired back: “Please marry me!" were blown onto its roof. The
SWAN'S ISLAND LINE—STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
dollai opus "An Empre Is Born" has
bucket brigade, later augmented by
—By Larry Rushford
Effective June 21st to September 15th Inclusive
finally been started with a cast of
Augusta and Newcastle fire depart
Read Down
Joel McCrea. Frances Dee and Ralph
ments, quenched the fire after it had
DOOR YARD BEAUTY
Daily Ex- Sunday
Daily Ex - Sunday
Morgan.
(For the Courier-Gazette)
cept Sunday Only
done a $1,000 damage.
cent Sunday Only
If all the world I visit
A.M. P.M. A.M.
Goldwyn is trying to borrow W. C.
A.M. P.M. P.M.
The farm buildings, owned by
Lovely things to see
4.30 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
Ar. 11.55 7.00 5.35
Fields for the broken-down Juggler
In city, meadow, forest,
Mrs.
Henrietta Turner, were de
5.40 3.30 9.10 Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
Ar. 10.55 6.00 4.35
Costly, cheap and free
who is rehabilated by the WPA in
stroyed as well as household furniture
6.59 4.40 10.20 Lv. STONINGTON,
Ar. 9.50 5.00 3.25
"Sweet Land of Liberty." A role made
w ‘ cllmb highest mountains
20 tons of hay, and a hog with a total
7.50
Lv. 8.45
11.30 Ar. SWAN'S ISLAND,
1.15
Unascended yet,
to older for him because Fields used
Read Up
value of $2,500.
If ‘ se,Y^ deepest ocean-,.
VINALHAVEN LINE—STEAMER W. S. WHITE
i to be a juggler.
See all they beget.
The bucket brigade, hastily formed
Daily Ex- Sunday
Daily Ex- Sunday
•• ••
as soon as the fire was discovered,
??uld 8cale the heavens.
cept Sunday Only
cept Sunday Only
Visit every star,
scooped water from Kerr Brook, a
A.M. P.M. A.M.
A.M. P..M. P.M.
Republic has stolen a march on
Explore the whole creation.
5.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
Ar. 9.45 5.30 5.30
Universes
far
mile from the church.
other plants by signing Ramon No
5.15 3.SO 9.15 Ar. VINALHAVEN,
Lv. 8.30 4.15 4.15
varro to star in "The Sheik Steps
Where could I see a picture
88-T-S-tf
To my eyes so dear
PREACHING VS. PRACTICE
Out,’ which ought to bring Novarro
More beautiful than this is
back into the spotlight.
In my door yard here?
Senator Byrd of Virginia is au
• • • •
A tiny chicken drinking
thority for the statement that the
"Stella Dallas” is going to be one
» r?p,’ from th* grass,
Federal government has extended its
cuP full running over
of the year's best '.noney-makers.
Nature’s gleaming glass.
operations until one out of every 80
Paramount spent $20,000 on the
Wnr .hViery p,ure sweet ewallow
RATES!
men, women and children in the
premiere
at
the
Hollywood
Carthay
Of
this
pulchritude
Jingle S2O-J« JU
United
States is now on the regular
to Your hotel in BOSTON
His
eyes
upturned
to
heaven
Circle theatre for the opening of their
In sweet gratitude
Double h*-*“-4l»
government payroll. In Washington
"High, Wide and Handsome.”
Jamaica. Vt.
Alll8on M Wattaalone there are 117,000 regular em
AU ROOMS WITH BATH
There are 18,818 film houses in the
500 Rooms
Sjwc al w«Uy rattj
ployees of the government. That ex
United States seating 11,470,899 per
IQUIFPIO
ceeds
the peak that was reached
sons. Of these 17,915 are wired for GET RID OF
RADIO
during the period of the World War.
sound,
according
to
Department
of
SERVIDOR
,
YOUR CORNS During the past four years, the num
Commerce figures.
TUB ’’.SHOWER
of your time and ber of Uncle Sam's job holders at
END-O-CORN—Presto! Corns dis Washington was increased by 70,000.
appear No pain. No more suffering. According to Mr. Byrd, if the Federal
WE BUY
Walk with ease. Don’t fool with
these so-called "corn cures" any employes and pensioners were placed
« NORTH STATION .
longer. They are dangerous. Get in a line six feet apart, they would
STEPy.ve TRAIN- to you f ROOM*
AND SILVER
END-O-CORN at the Corner Drug stretch from the Atlantic to the
CLARENCE E. DANIELS Store TODAY. It is worth $50 but Pacific. If those on relief were in
only costs fifty cents.
JEWELER
cluded, the line would reach half
370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

R

Ev£ry-Other-Day

HOLLYWOOD
STAR-LITES
♦ ♦ ♦♦

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/

OLD GOLD

END-O-CORN

way back across the continent.

Lights of NewYork
By L. L STEVENSON

Buck Jones is disturbed by bad news in Universal's
stirring Western drama, "Sandjlow”

Present and Past: Every day at
noon, a small, very gray man,
usually wearing a gray suit, ac
companied by another old man who
is stone deaf, walks up broadway to
the Astor, None of the hurrying
main aisle crowds pay the slightest
attention to either one. When the
two old men enter the hotel, every
thing changes. Greetings fly thick
and fast and when they are seated,
many come to their table to ex
change a few words. That noonday
Broadway stroll dates back 25
years. When it was new, many spoke
to the two men, many turned to
stare after them. The smaller one
is Joe Webber, of the famous com
edy team of Webber and Fields.
His companion is his brother Mark.
• • •

Elusive Winter: Jane Froman was
chosen queen of the winter sports
carnival at Lake Placid. At her
coronation, New Year’s day, there
wasn't even a snowflake on the
ground so her swagger ski equip
ment went begging. A short time
ago, she received an invitation to
return to Lake Placid. Use for her
skiing Outfit was promised since
there was plenty of snow. Delay
ensued before Miss Froman re
ceived the invitation as it had to
be forwarded to her. She was down
in Florida basking in the warm sunRhine.
• • •

City Scene: An old law tenement
being remodeled to comply with
fire laws . . . Mortar being mixed
in a basement . . . Colored hodcarriers wearily plodding their way
up stone steps, their backs bowing
with their burdens . . . One, darker
than his companions, grinning as he
fellows the line ... On his right
shoulder, a heavy hod ... On his
left, a little black kitten.
. * *

HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
1-Necessary
43- Wool grease
44- Wanted
9- Seizes
46- One to whom a
10- A bower
lease is granted
12- Rock boring tool
47- Salt (Lat.)
13- Holds balanced
48- Dampen
15- Large serpent
16- Feign
51- Spread loosely for
drying, as grass
18-Streets (abbr.)
52- Send back
20-Ascends »
54-Capital of Ashen,
22-Sofa
French Sahara
24- Celebrated with
song
56- Weeda
25- Tear
57- Kind of concrete
27- Wool-bearing ani
58- Medical treatment
for nerves (pi.)
mal
28- Assistant (abbr.)
VERTICAL
29- A bird
31- Colleetion of Ice
1- Sooner than
landic literature
32- Showing timidity
2- Tasted
3- Boxes
33- lmage
36- Natives of Denmark 4- Serf
5- Narrow twilled
37- Girl's name
material
40-Supplied with war
6- Fetters
like instruments
7- A waits
42-National Academy
of Sciences (abbr. 8- The (Sp.)

VERTICAL (Cont)
9-Weight measure(pl.
11- Halted
12- Part of a flower
14- Horse
15- Natives of Batavia
17-Courts of justice
19-Parted
21-Decided
23-Greek legendary
hero
25- Native of Rome
26- Heaps
29-Crimson
30- Numbers (abbr.)
34- Dismal (Poet.)
35- Dish of eggs
38- Heed
39- Dlrks (Scot)
41-Prim
43-Council of state
45- Doors (Ohs.)
46- Light and fine, at
line
49- lnstant (abbr.)
50- To forbid
53-Marlner
'6-The (Ger.)

What Orange Pekoe Means

Orange Pekoe (pronounced pekko) is widely believed to indicate
a kind of quality of tea. It really
represents a size of tea leaf. Leaves
of that size may be good, bad or
indifferent, depending on climate
and the altitude at which the tea is
grown.
Paint Is Key to Age

The prehistoric Hopi Indians of
Arizona were compelled by a reli
gious ceremony to paint the walls of
their pueblos every four years. By
counting the layers of paint, scien
tists are able to estimate the ages pt
these earliest American houses.
Appointment of Tennyson

"In Memoriam" caused the poet
Tennyson to be appointed as poet
laureate of England. Queen Vic
toria declared that she received
more comfort from it than from
any other literature except the Bi
ble.
Calotype in Photography
Calotype is the name given to a
method of photographing by the ac
tion of light on nitrate of silver. It
has been superseded by other proc
esses, but is occasionally used.

Iron Bars Over Graves

Until the early part of the Nine
teenth century frameworks of iron
bars were constructed over English
burial plots to protect the graves
from "body snatchers.”
Terrain Means Ground

Terrain is a French word, mean
ing “ground.” The “surrounding ter
rain" is the ground or territory, in
definite in boundary, that surrounds
a focal point.
Entertaining

The two hardest things in life
are: Entertaining a person who says
nothing and listening to a bore who
does all the talking.
Napoleon of Music
The gypsy violinist, Janos Behari,
was called the Napoleon of music
in Europe. He was born the same
year as Napoleon.
What Makes Soap Float
Floating soaps are produced by
incorporating a large amount of air
in the soap, thus making it slightly
lighter than water.
Pioneer Patent

George B. Selden applied for the
pioneer patent of the American au
tomobile industry in 1879.
granted in 1895.

It was

TIMELY HELPS
for the
HOMEMAKER
While it is common household lore
that light handling results in tender
J, biscuits it is interesting to find lab' oratory tests confirming the tradi
tion.
i The U. S. Bureau of Home Eco
nomics, in some recent studies of
'quick breads, found that, with just

Cow Hands: Recently, there was
reference to a Job in early youth—
one that ended with being fired after
30 days. Writes H. T. M„ Dallas:
"As a kid, my first job was driving
a cow from town to pasture. The
pay was 50 cents a month and I
worked one month. But there the
parallel ends. I didn't get fired—I
quit. New York is one of my dream
cities. London is the other. I have
never visited either but hope to
some day." And I’d like to be down
in Dallas enjoying a Texas spring.
...

Commuting Joys: After a long
hard day in the office, a Mamaro
neck resident stopped for a few
revivers before boarding his train.
The car was hot and he promptly
dropped oil to sleep. The next thing
he knew, he was in Stamford, Conn.
Annoyed no end, he boarded the
next train back, only to go to sleep
again and slumber until he reached
Grand Central. Fortunately, he
didn’t have to wait long for another
train. Once more he fell asleep and
when he awakened, the train was
just about to leave what he thought
was his station. After he hit the
platform, he discovered that he was
in New Rochelle. He gave up then
and took a taxi.
• • •

Moving Trees: Hundreds of trees
within a hundred miles of New York
have been photographed and care
fully catalogued. The World’s Fair
is the reason. Recently bids were
opened for 500 large trees to be
moved to the site of the fair. In
cluded are American elms with
trunks 18 inches in diameter and
heights of from 48 to 55 feet, with
a branch spread of from 34 to 40
feet. Since the requisition calls for
earth balls of unusual size to pro
tect the roots, the total weight of
some of the larger specimens will
run up to 25 tons each. The big
fellows will come to the fair on flat
cars and barges. Others will be
transported by trucks at hours when
traffic is extra light
...
Night Alarm: A lesser known sing
er who aspires to the heights sud
denly lost his voice. Try as he
would, he could not make a sound.
Gripped with horror, he summoned
all his energies and endeavored to
burst into a mighty yell. At that
moment, a loud knocking caused
him to leap from bed and rush to
the door. Outside, he found a com
pany of excited neighbors. Then he
■learned that in his nightmare, he
had been screaming like a siren.
• • •
Looking much like a clothing ad,
he stood at Forty-second and Broad
way waiting for the traffic signal
to change. A sudden gust of wind
whisked his stylish soft hat from
his head, carried it high in the air
and laid it right in the path of a
crosstown trolley car. With a wave
of a gray-gloved hand and a smile,
he turned into the nearest men’s
establishment Nonchalance!

enough stirring to moisten the in
gredients. biscuit dough dropped on
the baking sheet produced tender
crisp biscuits. These were of the
"drop biscuit” type, of uneven shape.
The same dough spread on a board,
cut and caked, produced even crusty
© BeU Syndicate.—WNU Service.
flat biscuits. Dough which received
15 to 18 strokes of kneading gave tall,
light, flaky tender biscuits. But too
Urge Use of Garlic
much kneading produced tough, flat,
as Spice for Peace
close-grained biscuits.
New York. — International sit
These four different types of bis
uations and probably wars are
cuits were made from a standard
caused by too many cooks pre
recipe which calls for 3 cups of sift
paring too much food badly, ac
ed flour, 4 teaspoons of baking
cording to Ford Maddox Ford.
He told the Gourmet society that
powder, 1 teaspoon of salt, 6 table
people cannot be amiable as in
spoons of fat, and 1 cup of milk, or
dividuals or as nations if they
enough to make a soft dough. They
are not properly fed. The solu
were baked in an oven registering
tion, he said, is a wider use of
450° F.
spice—especially garlic.
Folding and rolling the dough sev
eral times produced flakier biscuits
than kneading it on the board. The
WARREN
less flour added to the dough on the
rolling board, the better.
Norma J. Ranquist, daughter of
•• • •
More than a quarter of a million Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. George Ranquist,
quarts of blueberries will be mar ■underwent a tonsil and adenoid op
keted by New Hampshire farmers eration Monday at Knox Hospital,
this summer.
returning the following day.
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PORT CLYDE

With Extension agents

Mrs. Clara Morse has returned
from a visit with relatives in Thom
aston.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sargent of Fal- J
mouth Foreside and Mr. and Mrs. ’
Charles Brown of South Portland
visited Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.;
Ulysses Davis.
Mrs. Alice Marshall of Rockland
was guest Sunday of her sister Mrs.
Among the dairymen who attended ; Mrs. Bessie Hardy is in charge of the which Ralph C. Wentworth, county Lucy Marshall.
! agent and Lucinda Rich, club agent Fred Waldo entertained Friday |
Ihe State dairy field day at Fred meeting.
Rockland, Aug. 25 at the Farm Bu- , were present. In spite of the extreme 1 evening, Mr. and Mrs. Edmund F.,
Nutter's farm in Corinna were: Wal
lace Spear. Fred Sprout Arthur Hall. beau hall. Mrs. Donald Farrand. Mrs. dry weather, the boys' gardens looked Sullivan of Norwood. Mass, and Mr
Paul Pieri, Howard Sprout Ellis Ruth Levensaler and Mrs. Matie Lit- good. Mr. Wentworth advised the ; and Mrs. Howard Phinney of Stoughboys as to what to exhibit at the fair. ton, Mass. Mr. and Mrs. Sullivan
Moody and Herbert Spear, from tle will conduct the meeting.
• • • •
j At the end of the tour, refreshments who have been guests of Mr. and
North Nobleboro. There were 200
radio broadcast will be given were served at the home of the lead- Mrs. Howard Phinney at the New
head of picked stock on exhibit.
Four animals from Round Top Farms Aug. 2c over WLBZ at 1.45 DS.T., by er, Bernal Jewett. Mr. Damon, father Ocean House returned home Satur
were exhibited, one of the Holstein Miss Esther Dunham, home demon- of Ralph and John Damon of the day.
winning the highest honors. All an stration agent, and Mrs. Mildred Happy Homemaker club, had growFrank Cushman of Brighton, Mass,
ing in his garden sugar cane and is registered at the New Ocean House.
imals were Judged on production as Rickei of Nobleboro.
sweet potatoes.
well as type.
Mrs. Ralph Hupper and son have
• • • •
. I Clarence A. Day, extension editor,'
spending the past week in
will be in the district Aug. 28 to work ing or. aprons, holders, lunch cloths, been
Roclciand
Walter Butler of Boothbay reports I
on Farm Bureau News.
etc., in the sewing booth. The 4-H I
46% production from a pen of old ,
hens that have not been culled all' Orff's Corner will hold a meeting on club leaders will have charge of the ' Mrs' Cary' Mrs' E1Ue Preeman and
booths during the three days of the daughter, Gladys of New Jersey are)
summer. These birds are housed in a 'Tomatoes Many Ways," Aug. 27, at
in town for a few weeks.
large laying shelter.
the community house. Mrs. Amber fair.
Miss Esther Seavey was hostess to
• » • Childs and Mrs. Lizzie Hoch will con
Miss Gwendolyn Vannah Bunday at
Lincoln County Fair next week.
Charles Grinnell and Eddie Grin duct the meeting. Mrs. Lida Creamer
tea.
nell of Burkettville have obtained and Mrs. Dorothy Prock will serve the Aug. 24 25 and 26. Be sure to visit
meal
at
noon.
J
the
hall
and
see
what
our
4-H'ers
are
John Holman conducted
good results top dressing with a
•
•
*
doing.
There
will
be
exhibits
in
the
;
servlces
Sunda
>' on Monhegan. Dr,
mixed fertilizer. They obtained a fine
4-H Club Notes
hall and also girls demonstrating Ouy Vannali suPPlied at the Advent '
crop of hay and the second crop looks
The Happy Homemakers' Club of making of cakes and muffins in the chrislian Church during Rev. llr.,
amazingly low. Chrysler quality
exceptionally well.
The biggest bargain in motor
MANY PRICES ALREADY
• • • •
Aina held its club tour Aug 14, at cooking booth and sewing girls work- Holmans absencf
means few repairs and lunge.' life.
car history is staring you right
______________________________________________
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Simmons spent,
RAISED! You’ve seen most car
Dairymen who have a piece of mil
the
weekend
in
Attleboro.
in the face! It’s the big, roomy
let for their cows during August have
prices jump in the last few weeks.
DON’T DELAY! If you need a
Miss Elsie Puffer has returned to
found that it is a great help in keep
Chrysler
Royal
.
.
.
with
which
But we can still deliver a big, beau
Mrs. Trussell's after spending a few i
ing up the flow of milk.
new car, why not save money by
days at her home in Lowell, Mass.
Chrysler has invaded the low• • • •
tiful Chrysler Royal at its original
Total
Number
of
Approved
buying it now? Trade trouble and
New Method Explained By
Mr. and Mrs. C. W Volkner and
The Farm Bureau and Extension
low price. You may never see such
priced field.
Signs
May
Reach
100
son
have
returned
to
Midland
Park.
|
expense
for saving and satisfaction.
R.
N.
Atherton,
Extension
service auto tour will be held Aug 31.
a buy again . . . and next week,
N. J., after passing a vacation with
But
do
it
now! We can t guarantee
The schedule follows: Start at May
This
Year
Economist
Walter Kessler and Mrs. Vreeland.
may be too late!
nard Kinney's on the Georges River
COSTS ARE RISING! Prices
against
higher
prices a single day
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll of Belmont.
The demand for approved signs
Considerable interest has been
Road, Thomaston at 9 a. m.,; leave
ahead.
of everything are rising. Manu
You save on purchase prices if
9.30; arrive "Montpelier" at 9.45 and aroused in several Maine communi- for roadside fruit and vegetable mar- ] Mass . are spending a few weeks at ]
the cold storage kets,developed
last year by the their summer home.
leave at 11: arrive at Mrs. John Gard ties concerning
facturing costs are soaring. We
you buy now . . . but that’s only
Come in today and drive a
ner's at 11.15; lunch at the Farm Bu locker plants nowscattered though- Departnfcnt of Agricuiture doubled
part of the story. This wonder of
cannot
say
exactly
what
the
factory
Chrysler Royal. Don’t put it oft
,
t
reau hall; leave hall at 12.30 and ar out the mid-west and west. Recent , .
SPRUCE HEAD
,
.
, this season and assures the public
Chrysler engineering saves you
rive at W H. Little & Son's at 12 45; estimates placed the number of
will do. But it stands to reason that
another minute!
better and fresher products, acleave at 1.15; and arrive at the Blue I plants now in operation in the
money
every
day
you
drive
it.
selling prices must be advanced to
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Leach of Hyde,
berry Association at West Rockport, northern United States at about cording to Charles M. White, chief of
TUNE IN ON MAJOR BOWES, COLUMBIA
Fark, Mass., were weekend guests of,
meet rising costs . . . and it may
at 1.45; leave at 2.15 and arrive at H. 10C0. R. N. Atherton, extension the marketing division. These signs
Owners
report
18
to
24
miles
NETWORK, EVERY THURSDAY,9TO
Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Tinney.
A. Hawes', Union, which will be the economist at the University of Maine. of dark blue and go]d are available
happen
any
day!
per
gallon.
Oil
consumption
is
10:00 P. M. E. D. S. T.
Mr and Mrs. Harry Roberts and,
last stop, at 3 p. m. The time will has the following information on
only to stands which sell products daughter Shirley have returned to
cold storage lockers. Mr. Atherton
be followed as closely as possible.
from the immediate or nearby farms. Fitchburg, Mass., after two weeks'
• • • •
says;
"Best results have come when near- vacation at J. S. Allard's cottage on^
With the Homes
"Freezing is not only the most
modern method of food preservation *y ,h°me Br°™ .pr3du" onIy
s°Id ; Spruce Head Island. They were acLeader meetings on Arrangement
by these roadside markets, said Mr. companied home by Miss Marie Al7
..
....
„„„
but
it
is
probably
the
easiest,
simplest.
of Cut Flowers scheduled next week
and cheapest method yet discovered Whlte' 'and mlxing thet" "ith to° lard who will be their guest for sevare:
many shipped-in products has not efaI weeks
Customers are
Boothbay, Aug. 24 at the Grange for many foods.
proven satisfactory.” Those who
principally farmers and city con
H. Kinsley Draper spent the week
hall.
qualify to use the approved' signs
Draper cottage with Mrs.
Hope. Aug. 24. at the Grange hall. sumers. Products stored are chiefly advertises to the public that he end at the
t ,
farm-killed beef. pork, lamb, game,
....
,
__
,
Draper
who
is kb
passing several weeks
guarantees the freshness, honest ,
. here
»<
and poultry.
weight and quality of his wares, he
| “According to reports, lockers rent stated
Mrs. Mary Whidden returned SatNEW
CHRYSlfFS j A N D > cP IY MOUTH
ON
DISPIAV
AT
at from $5 to $12 a year, with the
Records show that this type of urda-v “> Saugus. Mass. after several
St C<
most
common charge being $1 a merchandlslng u growlng in popU- | days' visit with relatives.
n*th. $2.50 a quarter, and $9 to $10
month.
larity. Last year 41 of the approved
Miss Eleanor McLeod of Quincy
532 MAIN STREET
PHONE 466-W
E. O. PHILBROOK & SON
a year.
signs were used and this year the Mass , arrived Saturday and will
"The cost of a 300-locker plant,
total will reach 100. officials believe, spend the next two weeks with Miss
with land, buildings, and equipment.
'This is only one of the many plans , Anna Grassick.
performing the complete *rvtee of
D. Ludhim, of Brooklyn. N. Y.; Dr.
Miss Betty Moore returned to New two weeks' vacation in the Helen Me- of this place and Mrs. Allen Young
OWL’S HEAD
chilling, cutting, wrapping, labelling
and Mrs. Morton Ryder of Rye. N. Y.;
are working out to develp their own York Saturday after two weeks' visit servey house. They were to stay here of East Union started Monday on a
grinding, freezing, smoking, curing,
Mr. and Mrs. Clement Brake of New
business, while at the same time wnh Misses E. Morton and J. Mor- during the month of August.
trip to Nova Scotia where they will
Recent guests at Ye Anchor Inn
rendering lard, and cold storing, pleasing the many guests who come
York; Miss Christine Weaver of
ton.
| Miss Shirley Simmons is visiting visit Mrs. Clara Gracie's sister. It
would amount to approximately
included Mrs. B D. Tazar of PitLs- Philadelphia; Mrs. John Soan of
to our state during the summer
Mr. and Mrs,. Henry Jason and two Mr, and Mrs. Maynard Post on Mink will be the first time the sisters have
$10,000.
months." Mr. White said.
seen
each
other
in
16
years.
j
burgh,
Pa ; Mrs. J. F. Kerr and Pittsburgh Pa.; Mrs Ralph Cyphert
sons of New York are visiting Capt., Island
"Freezing preserves food by killing
.
.
,,
Thj» Department of Agriculture and Mrs. Olsen and the Misses Mor-1 Mr. and Mrs. Willis Wardwell of
Kalloch
Jolln
Kerr
of Philadelphia; Mr. and of Pittsburgh. Pa ; Mr. and Mrs.
Mr and Mrs. Charles
1 or stopping the development of molds,
lnterested
roadside
of Mrs. Eric Von Nostltz of Westfield. French and children of Brooklyn, N.
ton.
i
District
of
Columbia
were
overnight
visited
Saturday
at
the
home
yeasts, and bacteria. It may stop the
marketing several years ago and has
N. J.; Sister Josephine Diamlon of Y.; Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Lemieux
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cleveland of 8uests Saturday of Mrs. Donald Mr. and Mrs. Austin Kalloch.
activity of enzymes, thus delaying
developed many features for its Camden were at their cottage here Grassick.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Martin
Kohlinen
Buffalo,
N. Y.; Francis H. Varn and of Fisherville. Mass.; and Joseph Ma
selfdigestion of foods. At the same
growth and improvement.
honey of Boston.
Your name and address printed
entertained friends over the week- Herbert Winfield Craft of Boston,
during the weekend.
time, low temperatures slow down
an envelopes and paper or mono
end.
i
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Roy
Estes
of
North
Howe Elwell was a weekend visitor
NORTH WARREN
gram on sheets, address on enve chemical changes such as oxidation
PROMINENT POULTRYMEN
Hammock tops, cushion covers,
Marilyn Grade and George Grade, Reading. Mass., spent the weekend
at the home of his sister Mrs H. F.
and retard drying.
lopes. Black. Blue, Green or
waterproof covers and waterproof
Mr. and Mrs. George Gracie of Jr., of Billerica. Mass., and Marion in town.
Broun ink.
"Three important values come Will Take Part in School at Orono. York.
Mrs. Donald Grassick and two Billerica, Mass.. Mrs Clara Grade Young of East Union are spending a I Departures from the Owl's Head ing. Rockland Awning Co., Inc. Tel.
from cold storage lockers: savings
WATER STRIPED VELLUM
Waldoboro Man Among Them
62-T-tf
home to Quincy, Mass., Monday after! daughters were unexpectedly called week with their aunt. Mary Grade.’ Inn last week were: Dr. and Mrs. W. 1262-W —adv
White Deckle Edge
in food purchases, better quality
36 folded sheets 441x714
food, and a home market for locally
Cleveland Gilcreast, manager of
36 envelopes 4x5'i square flap
raised produce. Freezing of foods the oerj-y Egg Auction, Harold Rotzel
$1.25 Postpaid
at their prime when they are cheap. of West Medway. Mass., vice presi
OR
makes the food dollar go farther.
60 flat sheets 744x1044
It offers an opportunity for the meat dent of the Northeastern Poultry
50 envelopes 4x7 h square flap
cutter to give quality meat a dis Producers' Council, and G. T. Klein,
$1.50 postpaid
tinction and value that it rarely re extension poultry specialist. Massa
AUTOCRAT DECKLE EDGE
ceives. Many farmers could raise chusetts State College, will be the
White Vellum
more meat if adequate local cold out-of-State speakers at the seventh
Square flap envelopes and folded
storage facilities were available.
sheets
"By planning ahead, and using annual poultry school to be held at
50 envelopes 4x5',
storage lockers, the farm can be made the University of Maine. Aug 23 and
60 sheets 444x744
to supply the meat necessary for 24.
$1.50 postpaid
Several prominent Maine poultrylarge crews, no matter how hot the
men
will take part in the program.
weather or how large the crew."
For futher details on cold storage Among them are: Ledlie Berry of
lockers, consult your county agent., Bowdoinham. Clyde Daggett of Wells.
Hannaford Crouse of Dexter. W. S.
Dillon of East Vassalboro, Donald
A SMART GRANGE
Hatch of Auburn. Harry Sanborn of
One of the most noteworthy mem West Baldwin. Walter Spear of Lis
bership gains made by any subordi bon Falls. Edwin Bridges and Ray
nate Grange in the United States Davis of Newfield. Foster Jameson of
is reported from Vista Grange, No. Waldoboro. Thomas Murray of
609. San Diego county. California, Hampden. Chester Strout of Garland,
which in the past three months has and Frank Lord of Kezar Falls.
Three major subjects will be feat
received 73 applications for member
ured
at the two-day school, poultry
ship. nearly all of whom have al
Your name and address printed
ready been initiated into full mem management, egg marketing and
on sheets and envelopes only
bership. The reception of this rec poultry feeding. For the first time
PATRICIAN
ord class of new members was made Maine turkey growers will have a part
White Laid
Black, Blue, Brown, Green Ink
a rally night for the Granges of that in the program.
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KNOX-LINCOLN
FARM BUREAU

BUY YOUR CHRYSLER NOW!
Today's low prices
subject to change
without notice!

STORAGE LOCKERS ROADSIDE MARKETS

T1

/HVAPES
THE L0WPR/CEP
LOWPR
TIELPf

Rite-Best

Printed Stationery

IDEAL FDR PIIIT'l

SUMMER!

60 folded sheets 444x744
40 envelopes 4x544

OR
60 flat sheets 6'4x1014
40 envelopes 4x644
Postpaid $1.25
GRAYTONE TWEED
Vellum
60 folded sheets 444x744
40 envelopes 4x544

OR
60 flat sheets 644x1044
40 envelopes 4x644
Postpaid $1.25

THE
COURIER-GAZETTE
ROCKLAND, ME.

locality and attendance ran high.
Several neighboring
subordinates 8ree class and tbe initiatory work
brought candidates to swell the de- was divided among several nearby
__________________ ______________ Granges, each putting on a very cred
itable presentation. California has
been one of the fastest growing
Grange States during the past five
years and the organization is rapidly
taking on State-wide influence on
Without Calomel—And You'll Jump Out of Bod iu
many questions of public and agri
the Morning Rarin' to Go
cultural importance.

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

The liver should pour out two pounds of
liquid bile into your bowels daily. If this bile
is not flowing freely, your food doesn’t digest.
It just decays in the bowels. Gas bloats up
your stomach. You get constipated. Your
whole system is poisoned and you feel sour,
sunk and the world looks punk.
Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere
bowel movement doesn’t get at the cause. It
takes those good, old Carter’s Little Liver
Pills to get these two pounds of bile flowing
freely and make you feel “up and up’’. Harm
less, gentle, yet amazing in making bile flow
freely. Ask for Carter’s Little Liver Pills by

Mu&o. Stubbornly roXuM anything «i»«. Sfe

GULFS KNOCKPROOF GAS

Every-Other-Daf
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WORLDS LINKED

EAST BOOTHBAY

Dionne Quintuplets Lead Carefree Life

Interesting Story of How
the Trans-Atlantic Gables

Screened From Hazards of Modern W orld

Have Been Laid
From the time the U. S. Frigate
Niagara and the British Battleship
Agamemnon laid the first transat
lantic cable in 1858. wh'ch lasted only
from August 5 to October 20. and
the time the Cable Ship Great East
ern laid the first permanently suc
cessful transatlantic cable in July,
1866. landlines cf the Western Union
Telegraph Company handled the
nation's cablegrams between the
cable terminals and inland points, i
This continued until 1882. with West
ern Union as the exclusive landline
connection of a pool including all of
the six Atlantic cables at that time.
The company then went into the
cable business itself, leasing for 50
years two cables that Ja.v Gould, most
daring financier of that time, laid in
1881 and 82 between Penzance. Eng
land. and Canso. Nova Scotia. That
lease of the two cables did not end
until 1930 when Western Union
bought Gould's old American Tele
graph and Cable Company.
Since 1882 Western Union has de
veloped its own system of ten trans- I
atlantic
cable, including
three
which are the fastest ever laid, with !
connections to all parts of the world, i
Blessings often come in disguise, and.
strangely enough, the big cable sys
tem grew out of the government's
decision in 1910 that Western Union
should quit the cable pool. Presi
dent "Teddy" Roosevelt with his fa
mous grin and his "Big Stick" was
"busting trusts" in anything that
smacked of monopoly. This pro
duced a new deal in cables.

KITCHEN

AIDS

In Everybody’s Column

FOR SALE

Advertisements In this column not to
The Monday Club met with Mrs
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
________By Janet Houik
I cents, three times for 50 cents. AddlHarvey Barlow.
, tional lines five cents each for one time
IRISH setter and English setter pups,
Walter Kidder has returned to'
| 10 cents for three times. Six small words for sale S. E. TARR. Warren. Tel 1-2
to
a
line.
99*104
Massachusetts after spending a va- i
cation here.
FARM, for sale, good buildings 12 acres
field;
acre strawberries;
acre rasp
Miss Barbara Luke is visiting her
berries West Rockport. Farming equip
ment
low
price.
V.
F.
STUDLEY
283
grandparents Mr. and Mrs. E. W.
Main St . Tel 1154 or 330
99-101
Osgood at Popham Beach.
CUT FIOWERS. for sale. Stock, calen
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Barlow and !
TWO KITTENS. loat, one all black; dulas. bachelor buttons, asters and other
I other all gray; finder please notify 13 flowers. Sweet peas. 35 for 25c. DELIA
son Robert were guests Friday of
94-tf
-100 YORK. City. Tel. 588-M
I TALBOT AVE . Tel 82
friends in New Harbor.
28-FOOT power boat, for sale Red seal
POCKET BOOK containing sum of
money found at city dump. Owner Continental motor, good scallop boat, see
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lewis and
[ may have same by proving property and any Sunday. F M RIDER, Rockport.
98*103
paying ad. Apply at POLICE STATION.
Mrs. Mahlcn Adams were shoppers
99-lt
QUAKER RANGE, for sals. HORACE
Friday in Portland.
MAXCY. Warren. Me._____________ 98*100
Wallace Ooudy and Paul Luke have
FEATHER BEDS, for sale. 48 MAIN
ST.. Thomaston.
98*100
returned home after being business
THE ATWOOD LEVEN6ALER Property.
visitors in Marion. Mass.
23 Knox Street, Thomaston, for sale
HEN so many fresh fruits are
Price leasonable Apply to F. D. EL
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Barlow. Ed
eaten Hi summer and fall there
LIOT, Thomaston.
98-tf
is variety in serving chilled, cooked WANTED. Names. MEN under 26 who
win McKown and Mr. and Mrs. Rob
GLENWOOD
range
with
oil
burner
are willing to work for 675.00 a month connected, for sale; also two lawn chairs
ert Barlow and son Robert spent j fruit as dessert occasionally. Cook withe
training to become aviators or In good condition
fruit without water, or as little as
58 WARRENQ# ST
.
ground iiirvuauivo.
g.uunu
mechanics. wuv
Ona years
jvu. o training
v.»...........
.
w
Iftft
Sunday at Old Orchard Beach.
possible to retain juices, form, color given by U. S. Air Corps. Costs absolutely lel
” luu
FLYING
INTELLIGENCE ; CUT FLOWERS for sale, extra nice
Volunteer Engine Co. 1 was called i and flavor Plums are delicious liotlung
when dropped unsktnned into boil
|gladiolus, sweet peas, snap dragons. C.
to Linekin Saturday to extinguish a ; ing sugar syrup, turning the burner SERVICE. Box 522, Milwaukee, Wls.
98-100 A. VOSE. Brooklyn Heights. Thomaston.
small forest fire.
of your modem automatic gas range
EXPERIENCED girl wanted for gen Tel. 150-11.________________________ 97298
housework and care of children —VINEOAR. for sale. 19c gal. until Sept
E. W. Osgood of Popham Beach J to the simmer stage. Then the boil eral
ing proceeds quietly and the fruit One from 21 to 35 years TEL. Camden 1: after that 30c. Get It at once. SIMON____ 99*It j TON. Rockville.___________________98-400
661
made a brief visit Saturday with his cooks quickly but gently without
HELP
WANTED
FEMALE—Refined ! NEW kitchen oil burners for sale,
daughters Mrs. Francis Luke and breaking up Too. cooking in syrup
girls of good appearance to wait on table fl8 50 complete. 5-year guarantee: over
gives a richer flavor than when the ; and do general housework at exclusive , 800 burners In Knox County and not one
Mrs. Robert Barlow.
sugar is added at the last
I summer hotel until October 1. Write dissatisfied customer Get your kitchen
Mrs. Percy Orne of New York has
BOX 158. Friendship, Maine.
99-100 I or furnace burner Tarred and adjusted
burner men;
been guest of relatives in town.
TWO single men. wanted, to mow for rlnter by expert oil HAROLD
E
Call
• bushes, blueberry land, can furnish work guaranteed
Mrs Wilbur Chapman of Massa
or
KENNETH
COOMBS.
Tel.
768-R.
chance to stay. Long Job SIMONTON.
*
98*100
chusetts is visiting relatives here.
| Rockville
98*100 | M1LU ”-w
SMALL, able, sea-worthy, cat-boat, for
Miss Nina Van Horn is confined to _
,
. a
WIRE hatred fox terrier puppy, wanted sale:
fully equipped and rigged In first
experiment station At (Jrono tel 466-m__________________ 9e*ioo c!i:.s condition.
her home by a severe cold.
Could be transported to
PATIENTS wanted at REST HAVEN. lake by truck If desired Is fitted for
Mrs. Harvey Barlow and Mr. and
Makes Careful Study of 105 Llinerock St., Tel. 1293. Eva Ames. outboard motor, price 675. Apply A J.
97*99 WILSON. 8pruce Head.
98*100
Mrs. Carlton Barlow visited friends
“Economy” Method
EXPERIENCED MAID, wanted.
for
FARM, for sale
Oood buildings,
and relatives Friday in Bristol.
general housework and cooking, one will sightly location, fine summer home.
Mrs Stanley Mozzer of New York
Through advertising and salesman ing to leave town MRS E C MORAN. MRS GERTRUDE M STUDLEY. Thom
97-99 aston. Me
95-105
and Miss Frieda Hodgdon of New ship the housewife is sometimes per JR.. 25 Chestnut St. Tel. 161.
EXPERIENCED OIRL. wanted for gen
HAWTHORNE HOMESTEAD Tenant's
Jersey are passing a month with Miss
eral housework; must be good cook; Harbor village, for sale. 9-room house,
Hodgdonts parents, Mt and Mrs. suaded to buy utensils because of willing to go to Swampscott. Mass , for fine condition, lights, bath, living spring
certain features claimed to make winter; good wages MRS MILDRED In cellar. Large lot. shade trees, etc.
Melvin Hodgdon.
BESSE. Crescent Beach. Tel. 425-5.
Price attractive
GRANVILLE BACH97-99 ELDER. Tel. 16-12. Tenant s Harbor
Miss Estelle Dodge of Massachu- them more efficient. These features
97-tf
PATIENTS wanted to care for In my
setts spent the weekend with her may be imProvements but oftentimes
home MRS C. E OROTTON, 138 Cam
GOLDEN BANTAM CORN for sale also
j the increase in efficiency is too small den
mother. Mrs. Ida Dodge.
St.. Tel. 1214-M.
95-tf other vegetables and Red Astrachan ap
to permit a noticeable saving in cook
OVERNESS SARKESIAN,
Tel.
OLD PEOPLE, wanted to care for; rates ples.
97-98
ing costs. In large business organi- leasonable Write AB C., care of The 568-W. 157 Talbot Ave
Courier-Gazette.
97-99
STARRETT
MICROMETER.
1929
CUSHING
! zations. a 5 percent saving can soon
i WANTED—Used or second-hand piston Nash radiator. 1930. Chevy engine, for
sale.
MRS
M
S
DICK.
Tel
63-W
amount to a considerable sum Of Of an old model l1, h. p. Knox motor.
97-99
Mr and Mrs. Wendell J. Rivers of money. In average househoftis. how- !AddrcS8 "K" care The Courier-Gazette
IN ROCKPORT—Three-room bungalow
Portland were weekend guests of ever, the total cooking costs may not —■
for sale or to let.
Tel. 1214-M C E
OROTTON. City.
92-tf
his parents, Mr. tnd Mrs. W. A. reach more than $48 a year. Under
IVER-JOHNSON tennis racket, for
Rivers.
these circumstances, a 5 percent
side, In goon condition; cheap. TEL
Rockland 853-13 ,
92-tf
Mi and Mrs. Clarence H. Fogerty economy is not sufficient to warrant
IAJMBER. Siding. Matched Boafrds,
and son. Richard of Roslindale. Mass., the expenditure of extra money for
Berrv Crates, Mill Wood, for sale. L. A
are guests of Mina A. Woodcock. a new set of pans If the improve
NOTICE TO MARINERS— the name PACKARD. RF.D , Thomaston Me Tel.
89-tX
character that they of the gas screw Apache,' official num- Rockland 448.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Bedell have been ments. are of such
.
*
j
I ber 210294 has been changed by perUSED mackerel and herring barrels
passing a week's vacation at their w,il g‘ve a &reater percentage reduc- mifston of the director of navigation and kegs, for shipping Iced fish. Casks of
tion Hi cooking costs, then it may be anA steamboat inspection to "Arev.” AR- various sizes. Write for particulars.
4heme here

• LOST AND FOUND •

Nothing

Too
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Good
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Them — Fire-resistant

Roof Tops Nursery
By Marion Cunningham

HEY were personalities of inter
national note on the day they
were born. Today, just past three
years old, they are the five most
famous young women in the world.
They don't aspire to be queens but
they hold forth to a greater, more
enthusiastic court than any queen i
of any realm. If a cat can look at a }
queen, a crowd can look at a quin
and does every bright sunny day ;
that the laughing Misses Dionne
frolic in the happy surroundings of j
the simple, yet most elaborately safe I

T

I
«

BUYING UTENSILS

orld Cetyright, 1937. \'£.4 Strvict. tut.

v nn'Y,
. °-S? e,^ny.fy°U1)
t°P- rePresentatlve group of the quins' huge public makes pell-mell
' lk B .-r n’nA°5a °r °theL"
da,h ,or vantafle points where, unseen, they watch tiny Dionnes play.
About 4a0,000 tourists will have Below, the nursery, with sun parlor and play room, is model of safety
visited the Dafoe Nursery this sea- and comfort, with asphalt shingles warding off all danger of roof fires.

sonwhen autumn's early chill begins
to fall on the Callander, Ont., coun safety from fire and accident in the ings of the Dionne group, the nurtryside. Almost three in four of these, Dafoe Nursery buildings which have sery, the hospital and the staff house
it is estimated are from the United a value of almost $50,000, with main- .ire roofed with these colorful flreStates. A representative group of tenance and running expenses of ' resistant asphalt shingles,
them, seen in the above photograph about $15,000 annually.
As befits five young women of
running pell-mell for vantage spots
Roof fires have long been the three years of age whose earnings
to watch the quins at play, included bane of rural homes far from organ- j in the first two years of their lives
tourists from all parts of America. teed fire fighters as is the hamlet of totallrd $503,000, all equipment in
But it's all the same to the quins— Corbiel, where live the Dionnes, the little group of buildings is simi
Marie, Emi'.ie, Annette, Yvonne and Especially has that been true in the larly selected for safety, brightness
Cecile. Even feminine intuition Ontario country where spark-yield and efficiency. The use of color
doesn't tell the little girls the ing fuel has been almost universally within the nursery has been the re
crowds are tjiere to see them. Wise used. The Dionne quins are pro sult of study by experts in the child
Dr. Allan Dafoe has caused the ob- tected from this fire danger in the mind. The Board of Guardians set
rsrvation gallery around the play nursery shown above by fire-re up by the Dominion of Canada has
ground to be so constructed as to sistant asphalt shingles which have spared no pains to provide for their
hermit the spectators to watch and a mineral surface on which no er celebrated wards. Routine in rest,
hear the perfectly natural young rant spark can make trouble. The in eating, in teaching of music and
sters at play while remaining un shingles of a cherry red hue lighten French is regular, but not taxing,
seen and unheard.
the somewhat drab landscape, blend and is designed for natural, normal
This precaution is to protect their pleasingly with the brown log siding growth. And that will be the task of
liny- personalities, that they may and fit admirably into the wise at Dr. Dafoe and Canada until the girls
grow up as unspoiled, natural, happy tempts of Dr. Dafoe to make life for are 18 years of age.
youngsters. No less have precau- the quins a safe, colorful, and happy
Then they'll start to do their own
tlons been madj for their physical1 adventure. All three official build- worrying about the income taxes.

Western Union at once laid an
other transatlantic cable from Pen
zance to Bay Roberts. Newfoundland. .
with connecting lines to New York,
sold it to the Anglo-American Cable
Company, and leased the complete
system of five cables of AngloAmerican and the one Direct United
States company cable, which had
been in the pool. With these eight
cables Western Union handled a tre
mendously increased load of military,
diplomatic, press and commercial
messages during the World War.
while cable men struggled to repair
those cut by submarines and speed j
up the others.
Expanding business to the south
after the World War caused Western
Union to add to the Florida-Cuba
cable obtained from International
Ocean Telegraph Company back in
1879 another cable to Cuba, and one
from Miami to Barbados, to estab
lish direct connections for South
American traffic. Western Union ac
quired a controlling Interest in 1926
in a company with which its lines
had connected since 1881, the Mexi
can Telegraph Company, which owns
two cables across the Gulf of Mexico

WANTED
• W,

!

W

4 MISCELLANEOUS !

nome cere.

i

6

NOLD T. PETERSON, owner, 150 Rlver- HENRY A THORNDIKE. Newport. R

I

92-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Earson of mOre economlcal 10 Pa>’ the «tra »Me Dr Riverside, R I.__________ >6-99
USED pianos, uprights, for sal>. or to
Portland were visitors Rurdav in money for such improved utensils.
PIANO, vocal. Hawaiian guitar, piano
rornana were visitors bur.aay in
1 accordion lesseona at you home. 61 wlth- let for the season Phone us. Rockland
The Home Economics Department j !n
1U|les c A lundell, Friendship 980. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
this community.
94*96-tf
92-tf
,,
. „
_
_
of the Maine Agricultural Experiment
Mr. and Mrs. George Eaton and
, ..
WATCHMAKER Repairing
watches,
FOUR tenement house for sale Will
,,
. ..
"
. ... . Station made a study of the magniclocks, antiques all kinds. Call and de pay bank Interest on $1200 clear besides
Mr. and Mrs. Shepherd of Wood,
,,
..
®
...
„
t
tude of the factors affecting the ther- liver. S ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23 Ames paying taxes, insurance, water bill and
_____________________________________ ___________________________________ ______ _____________________ bridge. Conn., who were at Saints
92-tJ repairs. This house Is In a good location.
mni efficiency of utensils used on bury St Rockland. Tel 958-J
a new 3-car garage and shed, all in
from Galveston. Texas to Tampico cables being only 150 to 300 letters used on Western Union cables since.< Refuge recently, have returned home electro heating units. On those BRICK, cement, plastering and rock Has
work, painting of all klnda. Call A. W good condition, outilde and In. Tenants
Mr. and Mrs. Gauss (Audrey Lanand Vera Cruz, and landlines from per minute Then Western Union in- the early 192O's to eliminate the forarc
j
aylng cash and are all paid up.
92-tf
units which transfer heat by con GRAY. Tel 8533
Ha\e been there from 2 to 4 years, reason
the latter city to Mexico city This augurated a new era in cable devel- mer delay caused by having opera- ' &Ule) of Salem, Mass, passed the duction. the area of contact between
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Row for wanting to sell—I am getting too old
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall oiders to rent houses F L SHAW. 47 North
permits direct transmission of mes- opment in 1924 by laying a 2330-mile tors receive cable messages at inter-weekend at "Montpelier," Dr. H. L.
pan and heating surface is by far .solicited H. C. RHODES. TeL 519-J
Main 8t.. Tel. 422-R
96-tf
sages over this route from cities in cable with a speed of 1500 letters per mediate cable stations and retrans- Elliott's cottage.
92-tf
the most important factor in thermal
LAWN mowers sharpened, called for
the United States to the capital of minute from New York to Horta, in mit them on to their destinations, i The recent fire at the Grange hall efficiency, Black-bottom, metal pans
St
delivered. Prompt service. Lawn
Mexico.
the Azores. This was known as a Another aid to cable operating effl-1 outbuilding originated from a ciga- are 10 to 15 per cent more efficient and
I
roller to let. CRIE HARDWARE CO.,
From the time tne 1866 cable was 'loaded" cable because around its ciency today is the use of automatic J rette carelessly laid in the building than those with semi-polished or 'successor to Rockland Hardware Co.) ♦
'
4
Tel. 791. Rockland.
92-tf
laid, no Important improvement in copPer core was wound a wafer-thin telegraph methods, with transmision and not from a short circuit in wir- satin-finish bottoms when used on
the design of ocean cables had ribbon of a metal called Permalloy, by perforated tape prepared with
ing as was at first understood. radiant-heat units tobring foods to
DOWNSTAIRS apt . to let. 4 rooms,
heater
Enquire 12 KNOX
been made, the fastest speeds of long an a“0J
‘ron and n*cK8l which typewriter-llke keyboards and recep- j jjj. and Mrs. Charles Crute of boiling. The increasedefficiency per- *
* aunporch.
ST.. Tel. 156-W
98-tf
permtts the greatly increased speed ticn with automatic printers typing Portiand are making a week's visit
during maintenance of boiling ♦
LOW PRICED furnished room, to let,
iPTTPFS.
vs
6
Hilt
Fl
•*
—
n
—
k
_
of the cable Circuits in the 1924 in Roman letters.
with Frank Crute and Miss Fannie but no economy can be realized once a*******.*.. — » * » « at 18 MASONIC ST_____________ 97-99
cable via Horta are used for mes
Rates too have improved, dropping Crute.
FURNISHED, all modern apartment, to
! cooking has begun. This is because
beautiful cottage lots on Spruce
let. lights, gas. bath, hot water heat, hot
sages to and from Germany and steadily from the $100 for the twen
and cold water; rent reasonable. FLOYD
The Ladies Aid supperat the Town
’attage used during maintained
^nlandV*
L. SHAW, 47 No. Main St.. Tel 422-R
Italy That cable worked so well ty-word minimum in 1866, to $1 a
FRO-JOY PRESENTS THE
House, Tuesday, with Misses Barbara
cannot be adjusted to take
46-tf
98-tf
that
the
company
gave
permalloy
an
word
in
1872
and
fifty
cents
a
word
Fales
and
Jeannette
Wales
as
houseadvanta
8
e
of
the
increased
efficiency.
?
ICE-CREAM-OF-THE-MONTH
STORE to let. corner Main and B?e;hencore In 1926. laying another load- in 1880. Toda\ W es-ern Union fu.i fcpgpgjs, was well attended and proved
woods
St
.
Apply
In
BARBER
SHOP
over
black bottom does not increase
Legal Notice
McDonald's drug store, Thomaston (r
[ ed cable with a speed of 2400 letters rate cables from New York to Lonsuccess financially. $22 20 being the e®ciency of enameled pans. The
Tel Thomaston 30 .
97-99
__ _
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
per minute from New York to Bay dor. cost only 20 cents a word, code 12 realized.
FIVE-ROOM apartment, to let. ALICE
of water evaporated during
whereas Charles H. Woodcock of
25 Linden St.. Tel. 106-J.
, Roberts to Fenzance. Circuits in this cents a word with five word tainimaintained boiling depends to a great : Thomaston In the County of Knox and FULLER,
n
94-102
extent nnon
« V. XL
Sate of Maine, by his mortgage deed
cable were extended to connect vari- mum cable night letters $1.67 for 25
extent upon the amount of heat being dated the tenth day of May. 1929. and re
Large furnished room, to let, with
STONINGTON
ous cities, such as Amsterdam and words in plain language, and deferred
applied to the pan A cover on the corded In Knox Registry of Deeds In bath. $4 week FOSS HOUSE, 77 Park
Sun-ripened, juicy oranges
_____
I
.
ult f Book 220. Page 519. conveyed to Medomak St.. Tel. 330.
94-tf
New York. Toronto ad London and transmission cablegrams 10 cents a
pan coes not hold in the steam and Canning Company a corporation estabblend with fresh pineapple
SIX to eight room house, to let Cen
New
York.
Toronto
and
London,
and
werd.
Mrs.
Helen
Danielson
of
Rockland
improve
efficiency
if
hear
is
cmniiwH
i
i^hed
by
law
and
having
a
place
of
in this smooth, cool Froi. vUitinw her narents ATr
and u„
1 “ supplied business at Rockland In the County of tral location, heat, light, bath ond
New York and London
is visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs. . at a fast rate, fast enough to main- Knox and state aforesaid, a certain lot garage. Reasonable rent. Apply H L.
joy sensation. . . . OrangeKARL, phone 745. at 305 Main St.
The supreme cable achievement,
Marino Scarci.
tain ealloninv hnilincr a, ie„, I. . I or parcel Of land with buildings thereon.
SWAN’S ISLAND
95*100
Pineapple lee Cream, as
U
U IL
galloping boiling. At low heat. Situated In Warren In the County and
however, came in 1928 when West
Mrs. Linwood williams has been ill . however, the use of a cover deter- st&te aforesaid, and bounded and de
FIVE-ROOM house at 81 Granite St.,
only Fro-jot makes it!
to let. all modern, oil heat, newly reMiss Dolly Pratt of Portland re the past week.
ern Union laid the fastest cable in
““J "
' mines whether a boiling temperature Itaunded^ortherly
by land of Elmer E flnlshed
Don’t miss this Ice-Creamthroughout. Inquire CHARLES
; the world, with a speed of 1400 letters cently spent two weeks at the Trask
Studley; southerly by land ol Charles H BERRY, across street__________ 95-tf
Mr.
and
Mrs.
D
Jewett
Noyes
have
i
can
be
maintained.
of-the-Month!
Wlnchenbach;
westerly
by
the
new
road
J per minute in each direction, be House.
returned from Onawa.
The study of utensils is published leading from Waldoboro to Thomaston Four room tenement to let at 38 Me
chanic St. MRS Wi S KENNISTON.
Mrs. Myra Bridges entertained the
tween Bay Roberts and Horta This
R. W. Stinson who recently visited in Bulletin No. 386, "Evaluation of and easterly by “South Pond" so called; 176 Main St.. Tel. 874-W
94-tf
the same premise* conveyed by
was done by "tapered loading," omit-' Methodist Ladies Aid at her home Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Sillers, has re- certain factors affecting the cost of being
Four room upstair tenement, flush
Edward H Storer to Martha S. Storer
by deed dated March 23. 1891. recorded closet, electric lights. Inquire LAWting permalloy from the ends of the last Thursday afternoon, assisted by turned to Indianapolis.
using utensils on electric heating ln Knox Registry of Deeds in Book 85 , RENCE MILLER, at Miller’s Garage.
cable.
Miss Phebe Kent.
Norman McCorrison is guest of his units.
94-tf
This bulletin may be ob- Page 422; and the same premises con-1
veyed to Charles H
Woodcock
' THREE-ROOM apartment to let. in
Russell Mercier. Jr., is spending the grandmother in Swan's Island,
Rotary regenerators, also known
tained by writing the Agricultural Mansfield , R._ , Robinson.. Py warranty , excellent condition,^upstairs, at 17 Waras regenerative repeaters, which take summer with his grandmother Mrs
Mary Wood of Saugus. Mass., has | Experiment Station at Orono Maine deed dated February 2°. 1929 and re- ren gt Apply at 11 JAMES ST 81-tf
corded In Knox Registry -of Deeds In --------------- t-t-i_____________________ ____
the incoming signals from a cable, I.ilia Moulden.
been visiting friends here.
i
____________
Book 222 Page 103. aT.d the same prem- i SIX-ROOM_modern apartment to let
lses conveyed by Charles H Woodcock 1 Apply W J. ROBERTSON,Lumber Yard
Mrs.
Fred
Knight
and
children
!
Merton
Cleveland
passed
the
weekweak
from
their
long
trip,
and
au

LRtin. fi-the' S'tALTEST SUNDAY NIGHT PARTY
-'j,''of
Thomaston In the County and State I Thomaston.
92-tf
MATINICUS
n
10.'^?Tr).-N.,6. C. Red Network.
C R E A M
tomatically send them on their way Florence and Dale of Rockland re-, end In Bangor,
h?
Medomak Canning Com- STEAM heated office to let.central
pany
by
his
deed
of
mortgage
dated
location
Tel
m
s» tr
turned
home
Sunday
after
several
:
Mr.
and
Mrs.
P
Stuart
Jolly
of
with renewed energy, have been
Charles Durang of Chicago has May 10. 1929 and recorded in Knox Reg 1
weeks' visit with her parents, Mr. Staten Island . N . Y. were recent been
all
recent
guest
Of
Mr
and
Mr,
rial
ts
’
rv
Of
Deeds
In
Book
220
Page
519.
and
!
FOUR-room
apartment
to
let.
£
. Jen „
8
01
an° MrS' Da " WlItREAS the condition of said mort- I modern. Apply at Camden & Rockland
nd
and Mrs. Georgie Smith.
j guests of her mother Mrs. Lots Eaton. ton
92-tf
vOii Raynes. Mr. and Mrs
Mrs. Harold K‘l&e ls broken, now therefore, by reas- ! Water Co., Tel 634.
Mrs. Ernest Sprague has recently! Rev. Rollo May went Monday to Holt nf AttlPhnrn
, son of the breach of the condition there- I
oro Mass..
Mass., als
noit OI Attleboro
also passed of it claims a foreclosure of said mort
been a patient at the Paine Hospital North Carolina, where he will give a week at the Raynes home rexntlv gage
in Bangor for observation.
1 a series of lectures.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the said I
Medomak Canning Company has caused
Miss Ruby Norton has returned to j Mr and Mrs. Llewellyn Duke and
this Instrument to be sealed with Its
corporate seal and signed In Its cor
Sanford after spending two weeks (children have returned to Melrose,
MICKIE SAYS—
porate name by Henry B. Bird. Its I
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. F. Mass.
President, thereunto duly authorized,
this
sixteenth day of August In the I
Morse.
r~
year one thousand nine hundred and
tF THERE'S AUYTVtlklff A LIVE
Miss Edith Vernon and Mrs. W
thirty-seven.
EAGLE
STORE KEEPER LIKES, ITS A
MEDOMAK CANNING COMPANY.
GrifTeths of New York are occupy
Qenuine Cnyraved
By HENRY B BIRD
eOMPLASEUT COMPETITOR
ing rooms in The Poinceana.
President.
Allen Dyer of Camden has returned
VJHO THROWS OUT HlS (SWESTU
Dated at Rockland Maine,
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Cole of Rock home after a week’?, stay a' Mr. and
BRAGS'. "WHY SHOULD 1 RUI4
August 16. 1937.
(Corp. Seal)
99-Th-105
AW
AO
IW
THE
PAPER?
EVERY
land are visiting relatives here.
At The Lowest Price* In Hlxloryl
Mrs Frank E. Bracey's.
t
BODY kMOW/S M£ I "
Mrs. Rilla Joyce soent Friday at
Mrs. Gulida Moore is spending a
Visiting Cards
the home of Mrs. Amanda Mohler.
vacation at the Hills cottage
100 paneled cards, choice of 4
Miss Margaret Cro.ikite of New
Miss Evelyn Quian ls guest of her
sizes and 30 style* of engraving,
HAVE YOU I
PLATE INCLUDED, only — S1.65
York is the guest of her grandmother grandparents. Mr. and Mrs Charles
Subscribed
Mrs. Addle Staples.
1Allen of Port Clyde.
TO YOUR.
Wedding Announcements
HO#e PAPER*
Miss Phebe Kent is spending a va-1 Mrs. Rupert c Howard and daughor Invitations
cation with her sister. Mrs. William ter, Joan of Oreat Spruce H(?ad ca,[ed
On white or Ivory stock—wed

,

F. - I

TO LET

OUmiEer CottaZM

SEALTEST
ORANGE-PINEAPPLE

I-JOY

t

STATIONERY

i recently on Mrs. Earl S. Brown
Miss Gladys Smith has employ-; Mr and Mrs Edward Bollch
ment at Rose Hill Farm.
| Philadelphia are vacationing here
Mrs. Fred Foster of Massachusetts
Mrs. Phlnip Brown and SQns
is with her mother Mrs. Mary Joyce Phluip and
of North Haven
in Atlantic.
1 are passing a few days with Mrs. |
Alice Carver.
Miss Marion Howard and Miss
Myrtle Greenlaw of North Haven
are visitors at the home of the Edwin
New Easy Way — No Brushing
Howards.
Stera-Kleen, amazing new discovery, re
Mrs. Sigvard Beckman and son
moves blackest stains, tarnish, tartar like
magic. Just put false teeth or bridges in a
Francis
of Vinalhaven have returned
glass of water and add Stera-Kleen powder.
No messy brushing. Recommended by den
home following a few days’ visit

ding or plate finish. Inside and
outside envelopes, and PLATE IN
CLUDED ________________$8.95

FlTtlby'

VacaiijMi
Cool, clear, pine-scented air—5,000 acres

PaA/adUiA
to

romp over—an 18-hole private golf

course at your front door—excellent horses and miles of bridle paths—tennis-

bathing and sandy beaches. Two delightful hotels, Poland Spring House—Man

write today for Booklet.

sion House—open May to November—

Address either hotel,

Poland Spring, Maine.

HOME

OF

THE

FAMOUS

Poland

Water

CLEAN FALSE TEETHGET RID OF STAINS
tists— approved by Good Housekeeping. At
ill dmigisU. Money back If not delighted

with

the

James

Quinns.

(J

To U, Printing it mor* than
just putting word* into typo.
It is the creation of a work of art,
ba it a aimpl* little announcement
or an elaborate booklet. Hence
we take ell the pride of an artist
in hie craft, in each job; and that
ia the secret of tha superlative
quality of The Courier-Qaxotto
Printing.

The Courier-Gazette

Social Stationery
Special styles for men and women.
A choice of lovely colors, mono
grams and styles of engraving,

PLATE INCLUDED......................
$2.25, $3.95 and up.

Business Stationery
800 business cards or Hammermlll
Bond letterheads, PLATE IN
CLUDED, only ___ _______ $7.95

The Courier-Gazette

I

Every-Other-Day

FOREIGN RIVALS
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SPRUCE HEAD ISLAND

FINGER PRINTING
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SEARSMONT

YOU CAN THROW CARDS

SOMERVILLE

Registered at Rockledge Inn the
Mrs. Charles Brooks Jr. of Port- j S. L. Bartlett has completed the
IN HIS FACE
What Is Needed To Put Sar past week were Mr and Mrs Robert- A Camden Expert Offers An
land has been visiting her parents harvesting of hay on the Ethel Berry
Mr. and Mrs Herbert Plalsted.
I place in Windsor.
dine Manufacturers Qn |son and daughter Paula of Elizabeth,
other Communication On
, N. J.; Miss A. Snowden, Hanna BalONCE TOO OFTEN
Mr. and Mrs. Norland Brewster
Blanche Gordon of Chelsea is
Even Base With Them
a Timely Subject
ller of New York; Mr. and Mrs. Clay
and son Norman of Michigan. Mrs.' visiting Miss Hazen Brown.
ton Musser of Booneville. N. Y.; and
HEN you have those awful
Last March Gov. Barrows signed a
Etta Cosgrove of Brockton. Mass.
Mrs. Ellen Day has returned from
American Imports of sardines
cramps; when your nerves
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Earl of Utica,
are all on edge—don’t take it out and Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Clements and Thomaston after a visit with her'
bill
establishing
a
bureau
of
identi

from Norway and Portugal Increased N Y
on the man you love.
i
fication within the State Highway
son Emery called on Mrs. Clara Gelo ■ daughter, Mrs. F. L. Day.
Your husband can’t possibly
from 15.000,000 pounds in 1932 to ap
At the beano party Monday night
know how you feel for the simplo
Police. This bill gives the various
recently.
,
Merle
Sidellnger
of
Washington
|
reason that he is a man.
proximately 55,000,000 pounds in 1936 at Rockledge Inn, Mrs. William Car police officials in the State the power
Mrs. Flora Hunt who has been a was a visitor in town Saturday,
A three-quarter wife may be
while the Maine pack remained about penter of Princeton, N. J., had the to finger print and photograph all
no wife at all if she nags her hus
patient at the Bradbury Memorial
Mr. and Mrs. F. (L. Day of Thom- 1
highest
score.
band seven days out of every
persons charged with the commis- I
the same, a survey of the industry re
month.
Hospital has returned to the home' aston called Sunday on Mr. and Mrs.
Forrest Maynard arrived Friday for sion of a crime; suspected fugitives
For three generations one woman
cently obtained by Commissioner
of Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Salisbury 1 w. B. Hewitt.
a week's vacation at Camp Sea Call. from justice; suspicious persons; j
has told another how to go “smil
Rodney E. Feyler of the Department
ing
through
’
’
with
Lydia
E.
Pinkfor a short time before going to her j j^r antj jjrs Jonn Meservey of
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Whitehill and
ham’s Vegetable Compound. It
of Sea and Shore Fisheries, reveals. [.daughter Patricia of Rockland are habitual criminals, and unidentified i
own home.
j jefj€rson were recent callers at Rob-1
helps Nature tone up the system,
dead. Copies of such printes and 1
Our pack reached its lowest ebb in !
, joyed swimming and swinging, and been working for them, (.etuimed,
thus lessening the discomforts from
Fred White of Belmont has been 1 ert Jones.'
occupying
the
Burke
cottage
for
two
the
functional
disorders
which
photographs will be sent to the new
1932 with but half a million cases
visiting
his
daughter
Mrs.
Clarence
Delbert
Taylor
assisted
Orpheus
were treated 10 ice cream and soda. home.
women must endure in the three
State bureau for comparison with
despite the fact that imports forged weeks.
Waneta Peaslee of Augusta was at
ordeals of life: 1. Turning from
Gelo
for
the
past
week.
|
Brann
in
haying
Saturday.
[
Wende” Brown of Jefferson is
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander McLean of those on record there. The super
girlhood to womanhood. 2. Pre
steadily upward that year.
her home here Friday.
Mr,
and
Mrs.
P
H.
Hilton
of
New
I
Callers
Sunday
on
Mr.
and
Mrs.
visiting
at
the
home
of
his
grandparing for motherhood. 3. Ap
"The survey recently completed by Medfield spent the weekend with Mr. visor of the bureau will co-operate
Inez Brann of Augusta spent the
proaching “middle age.’’
Canaan, Conn, have been passing a : Harry Fercival were Mr. and Mrs. [ mother Alphene Brown.
and
Mrs.
W.
D.
Gilbert.
Don’t be a three-quarter wife,
with the Federal Bureau of Investi
Jan Hoem of Oslo, Norway, after
Stanley
Grenier
and
son
Peter,
Miss
Mrs.
Caro
Turner
was
hostess
weekend
at the home of Leola Emeryweek with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cor
take LYDIA E. PINKIIAM’S
Miss M. Aurilla Wood of Chicago gation at Washington, and all local
two years of research is most en
VEGETABLE COMPOUND.and
Helen
Grenier
of
Augusta;
Ed.
J
Tuesday
to
Mrs.
Virgie
Tracy
of
Garson.
Other
guests
at
the
Corson
Go “Smiling Through.”
lightening,” said Commissioner Fey- and Miss Irene Jennings of Gary, police officials as well as their local
home were Mrs. A:rminda Smith of Wadleigh and Harry Knowles of Bel-i diner.
UNION
ler, "and show that we must take Ind., have returned home after two bureaus.
! Miss Helen Harris of Winthrop has
Hinckley; Mr. and Mrs. Fred Heald grade.
Weeks
vacation
at
the
Stony
Crest
Community
Club holds its second
This bill caused some lengthy de
strong measures to protect our valu
EAST UNION
and daughter Irene of Milford, Conn.
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Marr of East been guest of Mrs. Marie Soper for picnic Friday at Oakland Park The
bates in the Maine legislature. Gov.
able sardine business."
He gives cottage.
Raymond Ewen of Connecticut; and Gardner, Mass., are visiting at the ] a week.
Mr. and Mrs. William McCaughey Barrows objected to it because of the
committee is Mrs. Lela Haskell, Mrs.
credit to the large expenditures for
Mr. and Mrs. Crosby Hobbs and Charles Smith and sons Leman and home of Gordon Marr.
Fanny MoGown, 87, one of the old- Merle Messer and Miss Edith Hawes,
advertising and promotion made by and son William of Providence spent expense it would involve to the State,
daughter Katherine, Mrs. Arthur Lewis of Liberty. It was decided to
Several improvements have been est women in town, enjoyed a motor I Members may Join the Brotherhood.
the foreign interests for much of the a few days at the Taylor cottage re but he did say that he approved the
Melvin, Mrs. Joseph Brewster and have a reunion at the Maple Lane made on the Sand Hill Schoolhouse ride Friday and visited her old home, who are having a picnic supper at
purpose of the act.
increase in imports and to advanced cently.
Kenneth French recently suffered Oakland.
Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Winchenbaugh,
methods of marketing, manufactur
The Maine Crime Suppresion Aso- Miss Ann Boynton of Camden were Farm the third Sunday in August, including new windows.
Mi. and Mrs. Claude Athearn and sociation, which ls made up mostly
1938
i
Marguerite
Hisler,
infant
child
of
a
painful injury when the handle of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lilly of West
ing, and merchandising.
guests Thursday of Mr. and Mrs. V.
Charles Cushman attended the Mr and Mrs. Percival Hisler is in a a hammer which he was using, flew Hartford. Conn, are guests of Mr.
In summarizing his study Mr daughter Claudette picnicked Sun- of State, county, and local enforce A. Torrey. Cards were enjoyed in the
Three Quarter Century Club gather- serious condition with whooping off, striking his eye.
and Mrs. Alfred Hawes
Hoem advocates an improvement of day on Mr. Winchenbaugh's cottage ment officials, should receive credit
afternoon followed by a steak fry in ing in Ellsworth Saturday and re- 1 cough and other complications,
Myron Brown of Jefferson is guest
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Webber and
the quality by a more uniform supply lot
for the passage of this bill. The As
j the evening.
ports
a
fine
time.
j
The
Somerville
Corner
Sunday
Prof,
and
Mrs.
Wilbert
Snow
had
at
the
home
of
his
uncle
H
E.
Brown,
daughter
Maralyn of Auburn. Mass..
sociation
worked
diligently
on
it
of fish, grading of the raw material
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Dornan joined
Mr. and Mrs. Percy White of School held its picnic Friday at, Mrs. Maude Skilling and daugh- arrived Sunday to spend two weeks
and control of the processing in the an informal gathering at their cot until the legislature approved it, and
plants by extending the authority of tage Sunday in honor of the birthday the act was signed by Gov. Barrows. the Leland Hemenway family at their South Montville called on Mr. and Crescent Beach, 25 children and ter of Benton visited relatives in town with Mrs. Webber's mother. Mrs.
Mrs. Clarence Gelo recently.
adults attending. The children en- Friday; Edgar Wentworth who has Elizabeth Hawes.
Maine citizens should know some cottage over the weekend.
factory inspectors. He also sees the. of Mrs. Snow's sister, Mrs. Milton
need of organization of the industry Trlese.
thing about this act and so certain ,
Mrs. Frank Call who is at the portions of it are set forth here.
to maintain fair prices and to se
cure a correct marketing of the Wyllie cottage, had as recent guest “ 'Sec. 18.—State Bureau of Iden
tification. A State bureau of identi
product. -Individual plants should in Charles Call of Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton G. Friese and fication is hereby created within the
corporate results of scientific research
better utilize waste and work in closer family of Plainfield, Conn., are occu department of the State police. . . .
co-operation with one another he be pying the Log Cabin for two weeks. The chief of State police, subject to
Bert Morrow is visiting them.
the approval of the governor and
lieves.
Miss Fannie Gilley is in Rockland council, shall appoint one of the
“The foreign markets with special
attention to the South American for a few weeks after visiting Mr. and members of said State police who is a
trade, that lately seems to have Mrs. William D. Gilbert at Lookout qualified finger print expert to be
supervisor of the State bureau ....
picked up after the depression, should Lodge.
Miss Ruth Turner of Boston is The nucleus of such bureau shall be
be thoroughly investigated.” said Mr
the finger prints and photographs
Hoem in summing up the possibili guest of Madame Cheney.
Mrs. Robert MacCameron, son Rob now on file in the department. . . .
ties of expanding our market.
The survey covers all phases of the ert and daughter Margaret and which will be added to as hereinafter
industry extensively. Mr. Hoem vis Madame Cheney motored Friday to provided. . . .’
“ ‘Sec. 19.—Recording of finger
ited the individual plants, studied Portiand.
Mrs. O. F. Payson was at the prints. The State police, the persons
their methods and interviewed pack
in charge of all State penal insti
ers. weirmen factory workers and sci Spruces for the weekend.
Mrs. C. A Haraden and family tutions the warden or keepers of jails,
entific men. He went through dozens
of State and government reports for passed the weekend at Journey's End and prisons. . . . shall have the au
statistical information and draws a being hosts Sunday to Mrs. Etta San thority to take or cause to be taken ..
comprehensive picture of the situa borr. and Arthur Macomber of Rock the finger prints or photographs or
land.
both the finger Drints and photo
tion.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Taylor of Wal- graphs of any persons in custody
In 1899 the pack was 45.000.000
pounds. The next few years saw the J lingiord, Conn., are enjoying their charged with the commision of a
industry merchanized and the pack new cottage for a few weeks.
crime, or of any person who they have
Increased to 90.695 000 pounds in , iTrank Gardner and family of reason to believe is a fugitive from
1909. There are from five to six Rcckiand picnicked Sunday on T. C. justice, or of any suspicious person,
thousand employed in the factories MacBride's shore. Boating and bath or of any habitual criminal and of all
unidentified dead persons, and they
each year, about 250 boatmen, 800 ing were also enjoyed.
weirmen. and 800 employees in the, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gratrix had shall furnish to the supervisor of the
can making plants during the busy as guests Sunday at Cozy Nook. Mr. bureau of identification, daily copies
and Mrs. Harry Gordon of Warren. of the finger prints and photographs
season.
There are factories in South Port They also entertained for a few days so taken, such finger prints to be
land, Portland. Yarmouth, Boothbay recently Mrs. Mary Arau and family taken on forms furnished or ap
proved by the bureau of identifica
Harbor, Rockland, Stonington, Me-' of Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. M. P. Sturges of New tion. . . . ’ ”
Kinley. Prospect Harbor, Southwest
The above are portions of two sec
Harbor, Jonesport, Machiasport, Lu ton Highland recently visited Mrs.
bec. North Lubec. West Pembrook, Sturges' parents, Mr. and Mrs. John tions of our new State law and as
Dodge.
you can see Maine takes a step for
Robbinston and Eastport.
Every small appliance in the store is priced to give you more VALUE for your DOLLAR than ever before. The appliances offered carry
Kent G. Newbert and Frank M. ward in the modern science of iden
Sardines rank next to salmon as
such well known names as General Electric, Westinghouse, Telechron, Universal, Manning Bowman, Royal Rochester, at prices Genu
Newbert
of
Portland
were
guests
tification. The City of Bangor fi
the nation's most valuable fishery
Sunday
of
John
E.
Dodge.
inely and Drastically Reduced. Everything You Want in Electric Appliances will be on display priced at Big Savings.
nally
allowed
Chief
of
Police
Crowley,
products and are valued at $19,000,000
H. M. Bowes of Lisbon Falls and half of the appropriation asked for
with California harvesting nearly
Here Are a Few of the Outstanding Values. These and Many More Will Be On Sale Beginning Friday Morning.
Union was at The Friendly Home for to set up an identification bureau in
three times as many as Maine.
Bangor. Half is better than none,
Maine's 1936 pack was nearly 2.000.- the weekend.
Miss Beth Haines has returned to but still it is only half. A good me
000 cases or the highest since 1929.
ELECTRIC CLOCKS OF ALL TYPES
ALLOWANCE ON
This year it bids fair to be much her duties on the Waterville Morn chanic cannot do a first class job on
reduction
ing Sentinel after two weeks vacation your motor without tools to work
smaller due to various reasons.
YOUR OLD fRON
For All Purposes
with.
Norway supplies about 70% of the at her cottage.
Toward
the
Purchase
of
Including Kitchen, Mantle, Boudoir,
Charles M Spruce, F.P.E.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene O'Connell and
imports, Portugal 26% and France
Any Automatic Iron In Stock
Alarms, Chimes
Camden. Aug. 14
and Spain 2% each. To limit these daughters Katherine and Patricia of
These include all types of I. E. S. and
importations a duty of 30% was put Thomaston and E. L. White of Ban
These include'Hot Point, Universal, Sun
Every One Reduced
TENANT’S HARBOR
on and in 1930 an unsuccessful at gor are at Rockhaven cottage for two
Decorative
Lamps
beam.
Free
Pad
Covers
on some Hot Point
Some
as much as—
Rev.
and
Mrs.
John
Sivewright
and
.
tempt was made to increase this to weeks.
daughter
are
at
the
Rivers
’
homeMrs.
Mabel
Martindale
and
Claudia
45*.
In 1933 there were 23 canneries in Fields who have been at the Barnacle ! stead. Rev. Mr. Sivewright supplitS
operation. 22 in 1934 . 22 in 1935, and for six weeks returned Saturday to the pulpit Sunday while the pastor
REGULAR $4 95
REGULAR $3.00 KITCHEN (CLOCK
SPECIAL FOR DOLLAR DAYS
Rev. Newel Smith was on vacation.
26 in 1936. The average yearly pack Utica, N. Y.
ROYAL ROCHESTER TOASTER
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Rivers of
'runs about 1.700,000 cases. The es
Mrs Alfred Hawes and children
Red and Ivory—Green and Ivory
Reg. $4.95 H. P. AUTOMATIC IRON
TIME CONTROL—NO MORE BURNED TOAST
timated capacity of the plants in op Priscilla and Norma, Mr. and Mrs. Marblehead, Mass., are visiting Mr.
Special $1.98
Costs you only $3.45 and the old iron
eration is given at about 3.000,000 Drown of Cranston. R. I., and Mr. Rivers' brother. Weston Rivers who
Special at $3.98
and Mrs. Lilly of Hartford, Conn., is in ill health.
cases.
Mrs. Arthur Watts and three chil
were guests Monday at The Century.
WASHINGTON
A party of eight from Texas dren are guests of Mrs. Isaac Hooper
REGULAR $5.50 NESCO CASSEROLE
camped on Ocean View Point for the in Rockland.
REG. $5.50 SANDWICH TOASTER
Gertrude Mitchell, Bernice Esancy,
SINGLE BURNER HOT PLATE
Oscar Eastern and family of Mas
weekend.
An
appliance
you
will
enjoy
Takes two big sandwiches—Removable Grids
Nellie Crooker and daughter Frances
A. J. Harris and family of Milli sachusetts are here on a week's va
were callers Sunday in Friendship on
98c
nocket, Mr. Harris’ mother. Mrs. cation.
Special $4.39
Only $4.39
Eva Russell, Mrs. Morton and Mr.
Mrs. Laura Rawley who ls ill is
Hattie Harris and sisters Bessie and
and Mrs. Ralph Winchenbaugh.
Henrietta Harris of Middletown. being cared for by Mrs. Georgie [
Clara Overlock. Marguerite Lincoln.
Conn., will occupy the Allard cottage Wall of Thomaston.
Nellie Crooker and daughter FranHi.
E. O. B. Studley is occupying his |
ifor two weeks.
REG. $4.95 S1LCK COFFEE MAKER
REG. $4.50 SANDWICH TOASTER
WAFFLE MAKERS
ces motored recently to Freedom ana: Milton P. Sturges, Jr., returned old home.
The modem way to make coffee
visited the Monmouth Canning Co, Saturday with his parents to New
Similar to above—Grids not removable
With Heat Indicator
James Henderson is a patient In a
factory, also attended memorial serv ton Highlands, Mass., after eight Portland Hospital.
Only $3.98
Only $3.59
$2.35
ices at Arbutus Chapter O.EjS. weeks passed with his grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Rompkey and
Liberty on the return trip.
son Leonard are passing a vacation
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Dodge.
—
. !
Bernice Esancy, Marguerite Lin
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Heath and son at their summer home here.
coln and mother, Nellie Crooker and Ivan of Gorham. Mr. and Mrs. George
James Troup has employment at
REG. $3.50 FOLDING TRAVEL IRON
REG. $2.95 WALKER HEATING PADS
WESTINGHOUSE TWO HEAT
Frances Crooker attended the flower Meacham, daughter Alice and son The Samoset in Rockland.
show Tuesday in Rockland.
Very
handy
on
your
trip
Three Heat Switch—Wet Proof Cover
David of Detroit were at the Allard
James Paterson is laying a cement
ROASTERS
walk for W. E. Sheerer.
cottage a few days recently.
Special $2.75
$5.95
Special $2.25
Mrs. Edward Ware of Waterville
Tlie Rebekah fair will be held to
and Mrs. Frank Carpenter of Win day on Herbert Hawkin's lawn.
chester, Mass., have returned home
Miss Lillian Rowell ls employed at
after spending a week at Ware cot the public library for a short time.
REG. $1.00 SAMSON CURLING IRON
REG. $21.00 HAMILTON BEACH
$5.50
HOT PLATES
$5.50
tage.
Mrs. Etta Hart of Portland is guest
Mrs. Elmer F. Denton and son Cecil of her sister, Mrs. Fred Watts.
Cordswivels in handle—No kinks
Quick Ilcat. One Three Heat Switch—Two Burners
FOOD MIXER
of Chicago, Mrs. Ralph W. Harris and
This Old Treatment Often
Only 79c
$17.95 Special
Only $4.39
son E. Newton Harris of South Bend.
Brings Happy Relief
Ind.,
will
occupy
the
Barnacle
bunga

Many eufferera relieve nagging backache
quickly, once they discover that the real cause
low. until Sept. 1. Mr. Denton grad
of their trouble mav be tired kidneys.
The kidnej’S are Nature’s chief way of taking
uated in June from the school of
Remember, ALL SMALL APPLIANES carry GENUINELY reduced price tags for DOLLAR DAYS. We are taking advantage of this oppor
the excess acids and waste out of the blood.
TAKES
English in Middlebury College.
Most people pass about 3 pints a day or about
tunity to cut prices and profits in appreciation of your steady business and to acquaint new customers with our complete line of Electric
THE
3 pounds of waste.
A large dinner party from Au
Frequent or scanty passages with smarting
Appliances.
and burning shows there may be something
BURN
gusta and one from Portland were
wrong with your kidneys or ’ ladder.
OUT OF
guests Sunday at Rockledge Inn.
An excess of acids or poisons in your blood,
Some of the above appliances are stocked in larger quantities than others. Select yours Early. If you can’t come early Phone 530 or
when due to functional kidney disorders, may
Mrs. Walter Drlnkwater has as
SUNBURN
be the cause of nagging backache, rheumatic
529. We will hold the items for you.
pains, lumbago, leg pains, Iocs of pep and en
Get Ahead of peelinq by vtmg
visitors her daughter Virginia Till of
ergy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness
Bennol immediately 111 oily bote
under the eyes, headaches and dixziness.
Whiting, Ind., and Ruth Stanton of
toothet the patched thin
STORE OPEN UNTIL 10 SATURDAY EVENING
99-100
Don’t wait! Ask your druggist for Doan’s - •
Stonington, Conn.
Pills, used successfully by millions for over 40
years. They five happy relief and will help the
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Dodge visited
1ft miles of kidney tubes flush out poisonous
’OR
SUNtURN
«wt« (iota your blood. U«i Pots'i FiUt.
friends in Jefferson recently.

W

The Perfect Tea for

ICED TEA

CENTR

POWE

AINE

OMPANY

FRIDAY-SATURDAY, AUGUST 20-21

WE HAVE MADE EVERY EFFORT TO MAKE THIS A DOLLAR DAY YOU WILL REMEMBER

JV /O

0N

LAMPS

AIEA
«J> I OU

50%

MflNYNEVER
SUSPECT CAUSE
OF BACKACHES

RE5INOL

Every-Other-Day
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FOLLOW THE
CROWDS TO ROCKLAND’S

TWO GREAT DAYS

FRIDAY-SATURDAY, AUG. 20-21
EVERY EFFORT WILL BE CONCENTRATED ON GIVING THE

GREATEST VALUES
IN ALL TIME HISTORY FOR ROCKLAND - NO CONCERTS - NO PRIZES -NO WASTE

Simply a Concerted Effort to Give You Unprecedented Bargains

Visit These Dollar Days Stores on August 20 and 21
WILLIS I. AYER

H. H. CRIE COMPANY

L. E. BLACKINGTON

BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANY

CRIE’S GIFT SHOP

B. L. SEGAL

CENTRAL MAINE POWER COMPANY
CUTLER’S

CRIE HARDWARE COMPANY
V. A. LEACH

E. B. CROCKETT, 5c & 10c to $1 STORE

M. E. WOTTON & SON

BURDELL’S DRESS SHOP
MAINE MUSIC CO.
KARL M. LEIGHTON, JEWELER

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

J. F. GREGORY SONS’ COMPANY

PERRY’S MARKETS

F. W. WOOLWORTH COMPANY

GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA CO.

MANSFIELD GOVE, INC.

JOHN ROBINSON, FURNITURE

CROCKETT’S BABY SHOP
ALFREDA PERRY

DORMAN’S SHOE STORE

W. A. KENNEDY

BOSTON SHOE STORE

NUTT SHOE STORE

PARAMOUNT RESTAURANT

ENDICOTT-JOHNSON SHOE STORE

McLAIN’S SHOE STORE

J. J. NEWBERRY COMPANY

BURPEE & LAMB

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

CARROLL, PERFUMER

GOFFKAUF’S
CARLETON E. MORSE, JEWELER

AL’S HAIRDRESSING SALON

McLOON SALES & SERVICE
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